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SUH.MARY 

THE BUSWAY 

The San Bernardino Freeway Express Busway is an 11-mile, 

double-lane, exclusive roadway for buses. The busway lanes 

are physically separated by concrete and flexible barriers 

from those serving the automobile traffic, making it a bus 

rapid transit system. This $57 million bus rapid transit 

system is the first such facility in the United States that 

is complete v.;ith off-line stations and double (bidirectional) 

bus lanes. ( See Figure 1.) 

Construction of the busway has been 

completed in stages, as indicated 

here. There are now 1,000 parking 

spaces at E l Monte (300 of them 

temporary) with 700 more permanent 

spaces to be built by 11/ 75. 

THE EVALUATION 

Element Completed Date 

E. half of Busway 1 /73 

El Mon te Station 7/73 

w. half of Busway 5/ 74 

Hospital Station 11/7 4 

College Station 2/ 75 

A comprehensive evaluation of the busway is being carried out 

as a joint effort of Southern California Association of Gov

ernments (SCAG), the Urban Mass Transportat ion Adrninistration 

(UMTA), Federal Highway A.dministration (FHWA), California De

partment of Transportation (Caltrans), Southern California 

Rapid Transit District (SCRTD), and the City of Los Angeles. 

xi 
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This is a five-year effort assessing the operational and eco

nomic feasibility and the traveler response to the new 

facility . 

The evaluation methodology is such that findings can be re 

lated to the other major national busway experiment, the 

Shirley Highway Busway in Washington, D.C., and to the plan

ning of other bus priority systems in the . Los Angeles Basin 

and throughout the country. 

PASSENGERS AND TRIPS 

Patrona9:e Trends 

Months 
After 

The 27 months of uninter- Busway Commuter Total 
o;eened Tri12s Trips 

rupted patronage growth since 
0 1,000 1,800 

inception of the busway is now 3 1,250 2,000 

being constrained by parking 6 2,000 3,600 

12 4,600 6,600 
space at El Monte park-ride 18 8,000 9,000 

lot. The lot is filled to 24 9,200 12,000 

capacity by 8 : 30 AM. 
27 10,000 14,500 

Trip Purposes and Frequencies 

Ninety-two percent (92 %) of peak period users of the system 

are commuting to and from work. Ninety-four percent (94%) 

are regular ride rs. 
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Trip Profiles 

The modes to the right are used 

getting to the bus in the morn

ing (only half of the park-ride 

are at the El Monte Station). 

After getting off the bus down-

town, these modes are used. Of 

those who walk, 75% walk two 

blocks or less. 

Passenger Profiles 

To the right is a 

pre-busway, post

busway comparison. 

Auto Availability 

% Female 

Average age 

Avg. hshld. income 

Park-ride 55% 
• 

Walk 22 

Driven by 17 

Other bus 5 

Other 1 

Walk 84% 

Another bus 15 

Car 1 

Pre Post 

65 54 

40 38 

$11,100 $17,500 

Nearly 80% of the busway riders 

have automobiles and ride the bus 

by choice. Another 9% could use 

a car but at considerabl~ incon

venience to another household 

member. 11% have no choice but 

to take the bus. 

4% from 0-car hshlds . 

xiv 

33% 

48% 

15% 

II 

II 

1-car 

2-car 

11 3+-car 

II 

II 
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BENEFIT AND DIVERSION 

Economic Savings 

Commuters who switch from auto to busway commuting can save 

up to $2.00 per one-way trip according to whether or not they 

previously drove alone, how much their downtown parking costs 

were, etc. Average savings are about $1.00. 

Time Savings 

Other than a very few persons who live within walking dis

tance of El Monte Station and those who previously used a 

non-busway bus, the busway does not provide any door-to-door 

time savings compared with automobile commuting. 

Prior Mode 

Previous modes used by 

passe nge rs before they 

switched to the busway 

are shown to t he right. 

Reason for Using Busway 

50% 

13% 

12% 

11% 

10% 

4% 

Drove alone 

Alternate driver or 
carried passengers 

Didn't make trip 

Auto passenger 

Non-busway bus 

Other 

The most frequent reason cited for using the busway was that 

"it costs less" (the fare is now only 25 cents for any ride 
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within Los Angeles County). The next most fr eque nt responses 

are all related to avciding the aggravation o f congested free

way travel. The response ''saves time" followed the above o n e . 

IMPACTS 

Vehicle Mile s Saved 

The increased busway usage is causing 5,550 o ne-way automo~ile 

trips per day to be dive rted from freeway traffi c . Of t:1e 

1,065 cars left at home or returned to home (after t he con

muter has been taken to the station), a b out 23% a r c d riven for 

other purposes during the day. They are principally used for 

shopping and for someone else to take t o work . ~here is a net 

savings in vehicle mi l e s travele~ (VI1T) of 77, 000 miles per 

d ay . This savings is 12.9 % of t he VMT of those cars still 

using the freeway lane s during the peak period . Regional VMT 

is 160 nillion per week day, counting the entire 24 hours.* 

Energy Effects 

During the first two years of busway operation there was a 

savings of about 1.5 million gallons of gasoline. This was 

about 25% more than was save d in t he first t wo year s of the 

Shirley Highway busway operations. The curre nt savings per 

day from the San Bernardino Freeway buswa y i s about 6,000 

gallons of gasoline. However, about 1,000 gal lons of diesel 

*Source: Regional Transportation Plan. 
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fuel are being burned each day b y the added buses being used 

to carry the diverted commuters. 

Air Quality Effects 

The trends in air quality related to the busway are given 

below: 

Emissions 
(lbE. / fr e eway rni l e/day) 

Carbon lv:onoxide Hydrocarbons 

Spring , 1973 

(~t start of busway) 

November, 1974 

(20 months later) 

November, 1974 

(h ad there been no b u sway) 

2607 456 

2084 326 

2 472 381 

The above indicates that the busway is p r oducing about a 15 % 

r eduction in pollutants relative t o conditions which woul d 

have existed had the busway not been built. 

Traffic Effects 

Although most of the n ew busway user s had previou s l y u sed 

cars , t here has not bee n a n o ticeable change in freeway vol 

umes . Automobi l e commuters chan~ing to t he freeway from 

p arallel h i ghw~ys seem to be offsetting the dive r sion to 

transit. There has been a significant increase in freeway 

speed, appar ently caused by some reduction in peak hour 

tra ffic cau sed by diversion t o the busway . 
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Land Use 

Because the corridor is a fully developed residential area, 

there has been as yet no readily apparent land-use impact. 

(The evaluation did not include a direct assessment of land

use changes.) The survey data do suggest that a large frac

tion of new residents have considered the proximity to busway 

service in their location decisions. 

PASSENGER PERCEPTIONS 

Reactions to the Service 

Of nearly 2,000 riders interviewed, only 10% indicated unfav

orable comments on the busway service. Surveys at the sta

tions showed most persons pleased with the designs and con

venient functioning of the stations, although there were some 

co~plaints about the limited parking, lack of protection from 

weather, and no rest-rooms. 

Present Features 

The features liked best, 

in order of preference, 

are shown at right. 

xviii 

Reduction of fare to 25¢ 

Frequency of service 

Reduced travel time 

Seat availability 

El Monte terminal 

Air-conditioned buses 

Downtown exclusive lanes 



Added Features 

New features desired, in order of preference, were increased 

service frequency, extending the busway further into the sub

urbs, more bus lanes downtown, downtown stops closer to des

tination, and increased bus speeds. 

Advertising, Promotion 

People found out about the busway service mainly through 

friends, newspapers, and by seeing the bus on the busway. 

HOW THE BUSWAY FUNCTIONS 

Passenger Time at Park-Ride Station 

The time park-ride passengers spend in the El Monte Station, 

from the moment they enter the parking lot until they reach 

the platform ready to board the bus, varies from 3 to 6 min

utes in the morning, increasing as the parking l o t fills. 

The time for those in the kiss-ride mode is 2 minutes. 

(Boarding/ deboarding time functions are included in the re

port, including fraction of boarding that produces delays , 

by category ; e . g ., persons with chronic physical disabili

ties.) 
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Intermediate Stations 

It takes a bus an average of 30 seconds to decelerate, board/ 

deboard passengers, and accelerate back onto the busway. 

Busway Speeds 

The schedule time over the 11.2-mile busway , including stop

ping at the two intermediate stations, is about 14 minutes. 

Downtown Flows 

The bus travels at about 6 mph do~ntown, taking about 10 

minutes to travel from the end of the busway to 6th and Olive 

Streets, the most frequent deboarding point. This is two

thirds of the trip time on the busway . The 12-block, contra

flow, exclusive bus lane does not seem to resolve this proL-

lem. It allows some improvement in routing but does not im-

prove bus speed. 

Capacity 

The capacity of the bus 

system varies at differ

ent parts of the system. 
El Monte Station 
(peak direction) 

Capacity 
seats/ hour 

B,000-10,500 

Along busway 40,000-43,750 

Through intermed-
iate stations 6,000-13,000 
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The present downtown r outes and congested streets are t he 

p rimary limitation on capacity. Ope r a ting as at pre s ent , 

t he downtown bus routing process a llows possibly a doubling 

of the p r esen t peak hour volume (3,000 pas sengers per hour) 

before limiting fu rther busway ridership growth. However , 

t hese downtown limitations need not be r e strictive , since 

additional routes can be added. Furthe rmore, i f conditions 

were such t ha t full use of the busway capacity was required 

(e .g., gas oline rationing ), t h e computations indicate tha t 

the re will be considerabl e space for buses. 

FORTHCOMING ACTIVITIES 

A brief third-year report is p lanned for early 1976, empha

si zing final market share and mode split analysis . The 

proiect will commence Phase III in May 1977, when buses a re 

to s h a re the b usway with carpools. The busway design of a 

single lane and shoulde r in each d irection may pose problems 

for mixed traffic us e and these need careful study prior to 

Phase III. It is p roposed that the r a te o f carpools enter

ing the b usway will be mete red so as to avoid impeding bus 

operations . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The San Bernardino Freeway Express Busway (SBFEB) is an 11.2 

mile, two lane, exclusive roadway for buses, connecting down

town Los Angeles to the city of El Monte. (See Figure 1.) 

The busway is now completely constructed and operational (ex

cept for some additional parking that is being added). It is 

currently being used exclusively by buses. At a later time 

it will be tested with buses and carpools · commingled on the 

busway lanes. 

The busway proj e ct is a major development in bus rapid 

transit: an alternative form of high speed, grade separated 

public transportation currently under development in various 

parts of the country. Its forerunner is the highly success

ful Shirley Highway Busway serving downtown Washington, D.C., 

from the Virginia suburbs to the south. Other busways and 

systems of reserved lanes and priority treatment for buses 

are under development in other cities, but the SBFEB is the 

most complete system in the country, equipped with off-line 

stations, park-ride facilities, bi-directiona l lanes, feeder 

bus lines, and downtown reserved (contra-flow) lane. 

The project is also part of the SCAG Short Range Transporta·

tion Plan that includes transportation improvements directed 

towards improving air quality and energy conservation. These 

transportation improvements include preferentia l treatment 

on freeways and major arterials for high o ccupancy vehicles, 

carpool action programs, transit development strategies, bi-

cycle related programs, and commuter rail service. The San 

Bernardino Busway project will allow assessme nt of the effect -

iveness of selected transit strategies in attracting transi t 



riders hip and determination of the overall impact of transit 

improveme n t s o n auto usage. 

Because of the national and r egional signif1cance of this 

project a comprehensive, five year evaluation of the busway 

is underway. This is the se2ond year report of that 

evaluation, covering the ope~ational and economic s tatus 

of the busway and including :onsiderable material on 

an e ngineering description o f the facility, its functioning, 

and the public's reactions tJ the design. 

CORRIDOR DEFINITION 

As presently des igne d, the b ~ sway provides services to most 

of the San Bernardino Freewa ,, Corridor, a residential traffic 

corridor east o f downtown Lo3 Angeles. (See Figure 2.) This 

corridor is defined, for pur?oses of this project, as that 

area bounded by the Los Angeles River on the west, by Azusa 

Avenue on the east, by Miss~8 n Road, Huntington Drive, and 

Interstate 210 on the north, and b y the Pomona Freeway on 

the south. Th is is illustr2~ed in Figure 22 later in this 

report. The principal trans?ortation artery serving this 

corridor i s t he San Bernard~no Freeway. This project study 

corridor i s approximately 20 miles in length and varies be-

tween 2.5 and 8 miles in width. Included are portions of 

approximately 21 separate mu~icipalities, plus part of Los 

Ange l es itself. The busway actually serves an area con

siderably larger than the pr~ject study corridor by vir

tue of busway lines which begin to the east of the cor

ridor. 

Th e corridor encompasses ab0ut 35 square miles, is suburban 

in character, and houses a predominantly middle - class popula

tion of about three - quarters of a million people. This in -
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FIGURE 2 SAN BERNARDINO FREEWAY, BUSWAY AND CORRIDOR 



eludes about 190,000 households and 22,000 commuters who 

travel to the Los Angeles downtown area. 

PROJECT EVALUATION SCHEDULE 

The busway project and evaluation are subdivided into three 

phases. Phase I commenced with opening of the partially 

completed busway on January 29, 1973. The second phase 

started May 1, 1975 when the full system was operational. 

This phase was interpreted as beginning when the last of 

the three stations opened. Current plans are that Phase II, 

exclusive use of the busway by buses, will continue until 

May 1977. At that time Phase III, with mixed mode operations, 

will begin. 

The evaluation also operates in these three phases but for 

purposes of economy is not continuous throughout the entire 

five year period. 

LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES 

The long-range objectives of the evaluation are: 

• To perform a cost-effectiveness evaluation of the bus

way under exclusive bus usage and under mixed mode usage 

• To determine the feasibility and characteristics of 

mixed-mode operation of the busway 

• To determine the feasibility of providing three modes 

of transportation (auto, bus, rail) in a single corridor 

• To establish a rational basis for planning future free

ways incorporating mass transit facilities 

• To determine the performance of alternate types of 

rubber-tired vehicles and communication and control 

systems suitable for use under these conditions 

• To determine the effectiveness of and demand for fringe 

parking facilities in connection with the busway project 
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SCOPE OF EVALUATION 

The overall evaluation plan, published as a separate report, 

embodies a variety of tasks ranging from counts of bus rides 

and auto traffic, to various surveys of public behavior and 

attitude, to various analyses of benefits, costs, operational 

performance, and so on. The objectives and activities of 

the Phase II evaluation are discussed below. 

Phase II Objectives 

The objectives of the Phase II evaluation are: 

(1) To obtain a market analysis of the fully operational 

busway with exclusive bus usage 

(2) To supplement the market analysis with data on mode 

split, benefits and costs, and commuter behavior that 

relate to SCAG regional planning 

(3) To evaluate the trend in person-trip volumes on the 

fully operational busway relative to volumes on the 

adjacent highway lanes 

(4) To evaluate the operational performance of the bus

way system and user reactions to f e atures of the physi

cal design 

(5) To study bus-auto interaction in the Los Angeles 

downtown area 

Work Tasks 

The Phase II work tasks were established in the Evaluation 

Plan published in De cember, 1972. However, the work recently 

was reorganized into the following 12 tasks. 

• Coordination-This task encompasses all coordination 

with the committee and related agencies. 

• Time Series Analysis-This subsumes all analyses of 

transit and auto person-trip trends, causal factors, 

and cost-effectiveness. 
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• Traffic Data Studies-This c om9ri s es a l l of Caltra ns ' 

work on traffic monitoring and analysis. 

• Transit Passenger Counts-This s ubsumes all SCRTD work 

on counting and reporting of p a t ronage and servi ce 

levels. 

• On-Board Survey-This is the survey conducted in fall 

of 1974 that provides the principal data base for this 

report. 

e Busway Cost Analysis-This provides an updated estimate of 

all operational and capital costs of the b usway , identi

fied by time of expenditure . Estimates also are made 

of bus operating cost per vehicle mile and per passe ng e r 

trip reported on herein. 

O?erational Performance Study - This task deal s with 

physical and operational performance of t he bus system 

incl~ding the passenger throughput capacity of the El 

Monte and Hospi t al Statio ns, d bus time - and-motion study , 

a schedule reliab ility survey, a user perception survey 

of the three stations , a bus operators ' perception and 

attitudes s urvey, and culminates in a system capacity 

study. All o f this work is reported herein. 

0 Dus-Auto Downtown Interaction Study-This is the Los 

Angeles Traffi c Department's on-going effort to measure 

the impacts of t he busway on downtown traffic and mobil

ity. The output is covered in separate reports . 

~ Off Peak Survey-This survey of off-peak and reverse 

commute passengers was conducted in May, 1975. 

Emphasis was on non-work traveler benefits and on 

any economic benefits to inner-city residents . Report 

ing of this task will be included in the third year 

report. 

• Household Survey- This survey, a repeat of the 1973 

household survey reported on in the first year report, 

will be conducted in fall, 1975. It will be the final and 

most comprehensive assess~ent of mode s p lit, market 
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share, and causal factors on the final Phase II cost

effectiveness assessment. Reporting of this task will 

be included in the third year report. 

• Second Year Report-This is the preparation of the present 

report covering evaluation findings through calendar 

year 1974 and into the first quarter of 1975. 

• Third Year Report-This will be the summary analysis and 

writing of the Phase II report, end of 1975. 

ABOUT THIS REPORT 

This second year report covers evaluative activities con

ducted primarily during 1974, the second year of busway op

erations, plus some activities conducted during the first 

four months of 1975. 

The first year report e mphasized public acceptance of the 

busway, ridership trends , market share, mode split analysis, 

and benefit-cost assessment. This report places emphasis 

on the operational experience gained to date and describes 

how the system functions. It is a highly detailed report 

and oriented toward those who will construct and op-

erate other busways or who might wish to modify this one. 

After this introduction the report falls into three major 

parts which vary in focus and level of detail. Different 

readers will have varying interests in e ach part . 

• Chapters II, III, and IV describe the busway and the 

"big" picture of its impacts. Chapter II describes the 

system in terms of design and operations. Chapter III 

discusses ridership growth and some of the busway's 

impacts on corridor automobile traffic and land use. 

Chapter IV gives some highlights on trip costs and 

traveler savings in time and cost. 
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• Chapte rs V, VI, and VII move to a greater leve l of de

tail, focusing on the nature of the commuter's response 

to t he system. In Chapter V the principal source of 

data, a massive on-board survey, is described along 

with profile s 9f riders and the trips they are taking. 

Passenger perceptions of the stations and the system as 

a whole are discussed i n Chapte r VI, drawing from the 

on-board survey and v2r ious supplemental surveys. 

Chapter VII describes an analysis of the magnitude 

and nature of the autJ - to-busway diversion that has 

occurred and the imp2cts of this diversion on energy 

consumptio n and air quality. 

• The third and final part of the report, Chapters VIII, 

IX, and X tell, in considerable detail, how the system 

functions. This might be called an engineering design 

analysis. Chapter VIII attempts to answer a recurring 

question: Will a busway improve schedule reliability? 

Chapter IX reports on a series of time and motion stud

ies describing how speedily buses and riders are 

handled within various portions of busway system. 

These studies also provide the data base for Chapter X, 

which gives an estimate of the carrying capacity of 

the busway, indicating which of its components would 

constrain passenger volumes if, because of pollution 

or energy conservation requirements, the busway was 

required to carry a much higher volume of riders. 

Finally, there are six appendices that provide a level of 

detail too vo luminous for the main body of .the report. 
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II . BUSWAY CONFIGURATION 

GENERAL 

The busway system consists of the exclusive lanes (an 11.2-

mile, two-lane roadway) and three rapid transit stations. 

The previous Figure 1 shows the general geographical layout; 

two- part Figure 3 is a plan view drawing showing the location 

of stations , the cross sectional design of the lane, and the 

speed limits imposed at various points along the busway. 

CHRONOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT 

The busway has been constructed in stages . ivi th the comple

tion of each segment or feature of the system, the service 

level has been enhanced . The patronage has increased s tead

ily as the stream of improvements has been added. Table 1 

lists the chronology of major milestones in the development 

of the busway . 

ROUTES AND SCHEDULES 

There are nine busway lines . A detailed map of the entire 

El Monte-Los Angeles system is shown in Figure 4; frequency 

of service by line is given in Table 2 . Lines 60, 401, 402 , 

and 403 are l ong lines runn i ng to the eastern extremes of 

the corridor and beyond (e . g ., some Line 60 buses run to San 

Bernardino , approximately 60 miles from downtown L . A.). 

Thus , these routes play the role of intercity lines . Within 

the corridor and during rush hours they play the role of 

commuter runs serving the home-to-work trips originating in 

the east end of the corridor. Lines 404 and 40 5 provide 

service to Los Angeles from points somewhat to the north of 

El Monte . Lines 52, 53, and 63 serve areas s lightly west of 

El Monte. Most of these buses run on surface streets a ll 
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Table 1 

CHRONOLOGY OF BUSWAY DEVELOPMENT 

January 29, 1973 

July 8, 1973 

July 8, 1973 

July 16, 1973 

August 15, 1973 

Oc tober, 1973 

April, 1974 

May, 1974 

June, 1974 

August 12, 1974 

August 19, 1974 

October 18, 1974 

November 4, 1974 

February 19, 1975 

May l, 1975 

December, 1975 

May 1, 1977 

Existing San Bernardino Freeway bus ser
vice began use of busway lanes from El 
Monte to Long Beach Freeway (seven miles) 

Construction of Phase I Parking Lot (west 
half of parking - -700 spaqes) complete d 

South access road completed 

El Monte Station and parking opened to 
public 

Santa Anita Boulevard widened between 
Ramona Boulevard and San Bernardino 
Freeway 

Del Mar Avenue access ramps completed 
and bus operations commenced 

Bus fare reduced to 25¢ 

Construction of Busway lanes from Long 
Beach Freeway to Mission Road completed 

Buses began use of complete busway, 
i'ncluding buses entering at Del Mar ramp 

SCRTD strike began 

Carpools allowed on busway lanes during 
strike 

Resumption of service 

Hospital Station ope ned 

College Station opened 

Beginning of Phase II 

Construction completed on Phase II park
ing facilities (700 more spaces at El 
Monte) 

Anticipated b eginning of Phase III 
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the way to Los Angeles. A few of the rush-hour trips enter 

the busway r'lt the De l .Mar ramps; these are denoted as Lines 

52F, 53F, & 63F, indicating "flyer service" on the busway. 

Table 2 
BUSWAY LINES SERVICE FRE(?UENCIES 

(6 AM.-9 AM as of 2/27/75) 

Busway Lines 

All buses 

Buses departing El M:mte Station 

60 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 

Lines entering busway at Del Mar Ranp 

53 f 
52 f 
63 f 

6-7 

28 

26 

7 
7 
6 
2 
2 
2 

2 

7-8 

66 

53 

16 
10 
11 

7 
5 
4 

6 
5 
2 

8-9 

28 

25 

8 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 

2 

1 

Total 

122 

104 

31 
21 
21 
12 
10 

9 

10 
5 
3 

As Table 2 shows, the frequency of buses on the busway west of 

the Del Mar ramps averages one every 90 seconds over the morn

ing rush period . During the peak hour this increases to slight

ly more than one per minute, one every 55 seconds. This means a 

capacity of approximately 3300 seats per hour , at 50 seats per 

bus. 

LANE DESIGN 

As shown in Figure 3 the busway , along with a railroad right

of-way, occupies the median strip of the fre e way from El Monte 

to a point just east of the Long Beach Freeway. Part 2 of Fig

ure 3 illustrates the busway cross section between these points. 

The only e ntry/ exit points in this section are at the El Monte 

Station and at the Del Mar ramps. The latter is an entry/exit 

point for lines 52F , 53F, and 63F, serving localities slightly 

wes t cf El Monte . Figure 5 is a photograph of a bus traveling 

on the busway where it occupies the median strip of the freeway. 





FIGURE 5 BUSWAY IN MEDIAN STRIP 

Figure 6 illustrates entry point to busway at Del Mar ramps. 

FIGURE 6 BUS ENTERING BUSWAY AT DEL MAR RAMP 
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As the busway nears the Long Beach Freeway it crosses over 

the westbound lanes and over the Long Beach Freeway to par

allel the San Bernardino Freeway on the north. This separ

ation of busway and freeway is shown in Figure 7. 

FIGURE 7 BUSWAY SEPARATION FROM FREEWAY FOR ACCESS TO COLLEGE STATION 

The busway enters the College Station from the east with the 

busway lanes at different levels-the westbound lanes at con

siderably higher level than the eastbound lanes, with students 

entering from a level even higher than the westbound bus 

lanes. Thus, the College Station is a three-level station 

with the westbound passenger boarding area about 40 feet above 

the eastbound boarding area. 

Just west of the College Station the westbound lane crosses 

over the eastbound lane and comes down to the same level with 

it. The busway lanes are thus reversed and remain reversed 

into and through the Hospital Station. 
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This station is a center island design which requires the 

lanes to be reversed so that all passengers can board from 

an island between the lanes (see Figure 8). 

FIGURE 8 LANE CONFIGURATION AT HOSPITAL STATION 

The lanes continue on in this reversed fashion to the down

town entry/exit point at Mission Road. (See cross section 

in Figure 3.) The reverse lane configuration, in addition 

to facilitating loading/unloading at the Hospital Station, 

is also necessary for t he process of properly locating the 

points where buses enter and leave the busway in the down

town area. 

STATION DESIGNS 

El Monte 

The El Monte Station is the major terminal and interchange 
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po~nt in the system. It accommodates park-ride, kiss-ride, 

walk-in, through-bus, and bus-transfer patrons. The general 

concept of the station is illustrated in Figure 9. It is a 

circular design with buses circling a 10-sided loading plat

form which facilitates ten loading berths (see Figure 10). 

As this figure shows, the buses enter from the right, coming 

from east of El Monte via the adjacent Santa Anita Avenue, 

from the nearby bus storage yards, and from the busway itself. 

The buses coming eastward off the busway stop at a stop sign 

at the end of the busway. Buses exiting the terminal have 

the right-of-way at this point and cross in front of the 

buses coming off the busway. (This crossover is related to 

the station capacity calculations discussed in Chapter X.) 

Buses entering the station wait at a holding point that is 

monitored by a TV camera. The station dir~ctor sits in the 

center of the station at an oval control center and monitors 

the holding point on a video screen output of the TV camera. 

He directs the bus at the holding point to an empty loading 

berth of his choice, notifying both the bus driver and the 

waiting passengers of his decision through a loudspeaker sys

tem. The bus proceeds to that berth, loads and unloads pas

sengers and departs at a scheduled departure time. 

As stated earlier, passengers can arrive at the El Monte Sta

tion by several modes. In reality hardly any arrive by walk

ing or on bicycles. 1 The vast majority come in on the feeder 

and through buses and about one-fourth by the park-ride, kiss

ride modes. The parking lot now has 700 permanent and 300 

temporary parking spaces. 

1 
A Note on Bikes: 'Ihere are also 20 "key" and four coin-operated 

bike lockers. The fo:rrrer lease for $5 per rronth, the latter for 25¢ 
daily. 'Ihese are not used to capacity. Around the end of the year 
usage had dropped to six leases per rronth and one coin-cperated locker 
per day. 'Ihis la-1 usage pattern is dissimilar to the BARI' ~rience, 
where lockers are used to capacity and more lockers are on order. 
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Park-ride , kiss-ride passengers enter the terminal at ground 

level (lower left in Figure 10; see also Figure 27 in Chapter 

VI) walking through an underground passage and coming up to 

the second level boarding area via the escalator or e l evator . 

The elevator is scarcely used; it is primarily used by physi

cally disabled persons . 

The station also has a lower level terminal used by intercity 

carriers for ticketing and passenger waiting . The intercity 

buses are loaded upstairs, where two of the berths are allo

cated to these buses (e.g., Greyhound and Trailways). 

College Station 

This station is a "destination'' station in that there are no 

facilities for park-ride and kiss-ride passengers anc there 

are no residential areas within walking distance . Thus, the 

station is only for students and faculty who go to California 

State University at Los Angeles; few trips originate there. 

It is an offline station in the sense that "express" buses 

can pass through the station, while "local" buses are stopped 

to board and deboard passengers . 

As discussed earlier, the College Station operates on three 

levels. This is also shown in Figure 11. The college is on 

high ground overlooking the fre eway in a valley below, and 

people entering the station (mostly students) come in at a 

level above the boarding areas. A walkway leads from the 

campus onto an overhead bridge which provides entry to two 

towers that are about five stories high. One leads down to 

the westbound boarding area, about a third of the way down, 

and the other leads down to the ground level to the eastbound 

boarding area. (See also photographs of College Station, 

Figure 29 in Chapter VI.) The station is unattended. 
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Hospital Station 

This is also a destination-only station and an offline sta

tion similar to the College Station as described above. One 

difference is that there is a north-south feeder bus line so 

that some passengers who originate their trips in the corri

dor use the station to transfer onto busway buses. 

Figure 12 shows the layout of the Hospital Station. (See 

also photographs of Hospital Station, Figure 27 in Chapter 

V.) As discussed earlier, the lanes operate in a reverse

from-normal direction so that the doors of buses traveling 

in both directions open inward to the center of the busway. 

There is a security guard on duty at the station. 

DOWNTOWN OPERATIONS 

The busway buses emerge into the downtown street system at 

Mission Road and follow surface street routing through the 

downtown area. Figure 13 is a photograph of a typical bus-

FIGURE 13 BUSWAY BUS ON DOWNTOWN STREET 
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on-downtown-street situation. The network of downtown 

routes used to distribute busway passengers within the CBD 

is depicted in Figure 14. 

The only present priority treatment for buses is a bus ex

clusive contraflow lane (shown in Figure 15) running north

ward on Spring Street, a one-way southbound street. 
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II I. RIDERSHIP TRENDS, CORRIDOR IMPl'tCTS 

RIDERSHIP TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 

Figure 16 shows the growth in ridershi~ over the f~rst 27 

months of busway operation. All ridership counts are taken 

in both directions at a screenline where traffic enters and 

leaves the CBD. (The screenline is currently at Hospital 

Station.) The top patronage curve gives the total weekday 

ridership in both directions over the 17 hours when the bus

way is in operation. The count in late March was nearly 

14,000 riders per day. The middle curve is the principal 

time series of interest. It represents the 5.5-hour, peak

period, peak-direction ridership, i.e. the approximate total 

of the inbound morning busway commuters plus the outbound 

evening commuters. This count, about 10,000 in late March, 

represents the volume of commuter trips being carried on the 

busway during the peak period when the freeway system is 

most congested. It can be compared with the basic carrying 

capacity of one of the parallel traffic lanes on the freeway 

which traditionally carries about 11,500 persons (1.26 occu

pants per car) in the peak direction during the same 5.5-hour 

period. Thus, the busway peak-direction lane is carrying 

about 87% of the person trips carried by the average of the 

parallel automobile peak-direction lane. 

This is not to say that some equivalency in terms of cost

effectiveness is reached when the two volumes are equal. 

The busway is a higher cost facility than the automobile 

lane, but the benefits it produces (e.g., improved overall 

freeway speeds) are much larger. 

The lower time series curve is the average peak-hour rider

ship during the two peak periods of traffic, from 7 to 8 AM 
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and from 4: 40 to 5: 40 P!1. This curve can be compared with 

the hourly capacity of a parallel automobile lane on the 

freeway, usually about 4,500 person-trips during the peak 

two hours with occupancy rates of about 1.26 persons per 

car. As the data indicate, the peak-hour busway count is 

now slightly higher than the comparable highway counts. 

FREEWAY IMPACTS 

Speeds 

Figures 17 and 18, provided by the Caltrans representatives 

on the busway co~mittee, illustrate the freeway traffic 

speeds over most of the time period of the busway operations. 

As the figures indicate and as might be expected because of 

the substantial auto-to-transit diversion that has occurred, 

there has been a significant improvement in traffic speeds. 

The improvement cannot be entirely attributed to the busway; 

there has been considerable improvement in the carrying 

capacity of the freeway because of widening. Also, there 

are seasonal variations; summer speeds are slightly swifter 

than speeds at other times of the year. 
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Occupancy Rates 

Figure 19 shows the trend in private vehicle occupancy rates 

on the San Bernardino Freeway lanes adjacent to the busway 

over recent months. 
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During t he t ime period of busway operation the occupancy rate 

on parallel freeway lanes has averaged approximately 1.2 dur-

ing the AM peak and 1.3 during the evening. There was some 

rise in these values during the energy crisis of early 1974 

(not shown here) afte r which it returned to normal. During 

the summer there was some seasonal increase. The increase 

was probably not caused by the bus strike in Augus t and Sep

tember, since the busway lane was opened to carpools and some 

of the regular carpools left the freeway to use this faster 

lane. 1 Toward winter and into 1975 the AM rate seemed to 

have fallen to an all-time low of around 1.17 but subsequently 

(not shown here) has returned to the 1.2 level . Thus, the 

busway has not affected occupancy rates. This is consistent 

1uuring the SCRTD strike , arrangencnts v:ere rr.ade to alla.,., carpools 
of three or rrore persons to use the busway lanes if they obtained and 
displayed a permit. 1,620 permits were issued. Busway lanes were opened 
to carpools on August 19, one week after the strike began. About 700 
carpools (2,300 persons) drove on the busway during the peak period. 
(See Figure 20.) Detail s of this operation are fully docurrented in Car
pools Using Busway During Strike , California Department of Transporta
tion-District 7, Freeway (flerations Branch, February 1975. 
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with on-board surveys which indicate that a disproportionate 

share of auto passengers are not being diverted to the bus

way, lowering the occupancy rate of the remaining automobiles. 

Volumes 

There are two reasons to believe that overall peak-period 

traffic volumes on the San Bernardino Freeway have decreased , 

although this is difficult to assess from the recorded data. 

There definitely has been a significant shift of commuters 

from automobiles to busway travel (diecussed in Chapter VII) 

and an improvement in auto traffic speeds. 

drop in peak-period volumes. 

This implies a 

There is some traffic measurement relevant to this issue . 

Current volume counts indicate that the average daily traf

fic (ADT) has ri sen a t some points along t he freeway and 

dropped at others. Figure 21 shows the historical trend in 

the San Bernardino Freeway ADT. The traditional count point 

used is at the Almansor overcrossing about midway along the 

east-west axis of the busway. There has been no significant 

change in ADT at this point since 1973. During 1974, counts 

in March, August, and September indicate about 8,700 vehicles 

and 11,300 person trips (5.5-hour peak period , peak direc

t ion). East of this count point, t here was a ~,000 veh icle 

reduction in the 1974 ADT count compared with 1973. There 

was also a dro~ of a l esser percentage west of the Alman s or 

count station. 
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Figure 22 illustrates the current measurement on peak period 

flows, on the freeway and on east-west parallel routes 

through the corridor. 
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The freeway volumes at the Almansor overcrossing average 

nearly 7300 cars per hour over the 5.5 peak period reaching 

8000 at certain times. This is similar to previous counts. 

The peak period levels at other points throughout the corri

dor are also not significantly different from previous years. 
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The best explanation of the impacts of busway diversion on 

traffic flows and the observed speed improvements is as fol 

lows. The bottleneck point on the San Bernardino Freeway is 

in the vicinity of the Long Beach Freeway. The volume at 

this point is and has been at capacity, between 7500 and 8000 

cars per hour. The elapsed time to ge t through this bottle

neck has decreased, however, partially because of improve -

ments to the freeway and partially because the peak period 

flow into the bottleneck has decreased, the latter caused b y 

diversion to busway. Stated another way, some of the peak 

trips at the time of heaviest congestion have bee n diverted 

to the busway, shortening the queue of traffic into the bottle

neck. However, the bottleneck is still processing the same 

maximum throughput. 

Thus, the interpretation offered here is that overall corri 

dor traffic counts appear to be unchanged . There has been 

growth in commute trips offset by some auto-to-busway diver

sion. The greatest diversion has been cars which traveled 

at the most congested times. This has appreciably reduced 

delay time at the bottleneck, increasing auto speeds , par

ticularly during the p e ak hour. However, peak period free

way volumes at the maximum load point (Almansor) have re

mained essentially unchanged as cars are diverted from other 

arterials. Thus, the overall peak period freeway volumes 

remain at the 1973 level with the decrease in peak hour vol

umes offset by some spreading in distribut ion of cars versus 

time of day. 
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IMPACT ON L l\ND USE 

The San Bernardino Freeway corridor is a fully developed 

residential corridor; since the busway has been in operation 

for less than two full years , it is not to be expected that 

major changes in land use could yet be ascribed to the bus

way, and no direct assessreent of land-use changes was in

cluded in the study. Neverthe less, there is an indication 

from some people that their choice of residence has been in

f luenced by the busway. Of the commuters questioned during 

the on-board s urv e y , 15.7% said that their choice definitely 

had been influe nced by the b usway , and an additional 7.8% 

said that there had been a slight influence. Fewer said 

that their choice of emp l oyment had been influenced by the 

busway (14.4 % definitely and 5.8% slightly ). There was con

siderable overlap between the two groups, so that the de

scriptions of their transportation habits have many similar

ities. 

To the dismay of some, the fraction of bus riders who claimed 

that SCRTD services had affected their residential location 

was hi gher on the pre-busway on-board survey . That survey 

(discussed in Appe nGix A of the First Year Report) reported 

about 39 % were definitely influenced and 1 5% were slightly 

influenced. This is explained by the fact that the pre-

busway riders were largely long-term, transit-captive riders 

who logically would live where they had access to bus ser

vice to the ir downtown jobs . On the other hand , the current 

riders a r e large ly riding by choice and most are well 

s e ttle d in the ir present homes and on their present jobs 

long b e fore the y e ver considered switching to busway commut

ing . Those p e ople who have changed their home or job loca

tion within the last two years, however, could have been 

influenced in their decision by the existence of the busway . 
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~hat do we know about these people ? This g roup ~es t logi~ 

c ally would be those who, in the on-board s urvey returns , 

indicated they had "always u sed the busway " a nd they h a.d 

s tarted using the busway some time a f t er it had 'ope ned . 

Forty-three such r e sponde nts were i solate d. This resulted 

in the following data: 

Home location influenced.? n % -
Yes, definitely 11 26 

Slightly 6 14 

Not at all 26 60 

Total 43 100 

Job location influenc ed.? 

Yes, definitely 14 34 

Slightly 5 12 

Not at all 22 54 

Total 41* 100 

*No response from 2. 

The samp le size is too s mall to render conclusions. However, 

the data suggest that a large fraction of new decisions are 

being affected by the busway. 
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IV . C0~11ENTS ON COSTS AND BENEFITS 

BUS~AY OPERATING COST 

The busway facility will cost approximately $57 mi l lion, ex

clu sive of b uses , when construction i s complete . The break

down of this capital investment is given in the First Year 

Report and is not important to t he analysis reported on 

herein . Instead , at this point of the evaluation, attention 

is p l aced on operating cost and cost per person-trip . 

The t wo five-day-week pe riods f r om October 21 to November 1, 

1 97 4 , were selected to evaluate unit operating costs . Table 

3 il l ustrates the costs of the primary busway lines, computed 

by SCRTD using the SCRTD full cost formula . This formula 

expresses operating cost as the sum of the following compon

en t s : 

1. operator pay hours 1 $6 . 00 per hour* 

2 . fringe benefits 0 35% of 1 

3 . direct operating supp l ies ~ 12 ¢ per mile 

4 . maintenance and operating overhead, 40 % of 1 + 2 + 3 

5 . liability insurance ~ 6 ¢ per mile 

6 . depreciation ~ $3 . 29 per bus per day 

7 . general and administrative overhead, 7.5% of the sum 
of 1 - 6 

The depreciation cost is allocated equally to all miles 

driven , not disproportionately higher for rush-period mile

age , as is done by some transit properties . The pay hours 

include station and supervisory personnel . This cost anal

y sj_s is limited to the p rinary bus lines operating through 

the El Monte Te rminal; the Del Mar service busway lines 

*Increased to $6 . 15 on 3- 1-75 and $6.25 on 6-1-75 . 
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(52F, 53F, and 63F} are not include d in the cost comµutation. 

Sorae comments on the De l Mar service costs and rider s hip are 

included. 

Table 3 
BUSWAY OPERATING UNIT COSTS 

(10 week days, 10/ 21 / 74-11/ 1 / 74) 

Line Miles Daily Per Mile 
Number Operated Cost Cost 

60 7,151 $ 6,734 9 4. 2,:: 

401 3,728 3,784 101. 2 

402 3,283 3,376 102.8 

403 1,602 1,961 122.4 

404 1,269 1,410 111. 1 

405 1,116 1,430 128.l 

All lines 18,159 $18,695 102.3 ¢ 

Table 3 shows the operating costs to be just in excess of 

$1.02 per bus mile. This is considerably les s than costs on 

other non-busway runs, which are on the order of $1.25 per 

mile for freeway routes and $1.75 to $2.00 for in-town local 

service. The reason for the lower busway operating cos t is 

the higher busway speeds. The First Year Report showed that 

the faster busway speeds had no noticeatle effe ct OP ~an

power scheduling efficiency. (See page 121 of tha t I{eport.} 

The operating costs shown in Table 3 are available relative 

to the operation of an entire line, not for a portion of a 

line. (The handling of this is discussed l a t e r in t h is 

chapter.) Therefore, the cos t per bus-mile values listed in 

the table are computed over the full l e ngth of each bus line, 

not just the busway portion, and many of the se lines e xtend 

well beyond the corridor, as shown in the previous Figure 22. 

It also should be noted that the above computation under

states rush-hour costs relative to vehicle depreciation and 
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driver down time. The cost formula discussed on the previous 

page burdens all vehicle miles equally with these two cost 

compone nts, although it is q uite log ical that pea k-hour mile

age should carry a larger share. It is the higher p eak-period 

demand which sets the total fleet s ize (generating depreciation 

costs in off-peak times as buses sit idle ) and which cause s 

the off-peak driver down time . 

There are other costs c o nnected with operating the station 

that also must be considered. These are summarized in Tab l e 4. 

Table 4 
.MONTHLY STATION OPERATING COSTS 

El Monte Station Hospital Station 

Heek '\<7eek 
Operat i n g Cost Total Days Tot al Days 

Maintenance $ 3,3951 $ 2,425 $ 246 2 $ 175 

Security 3 , 25 0 3 2,028 2,007 4 1,433 

Ticket clerks 4,8955 3,872 None None 

Service dire c t ors 4,082 6 2,915 None none 

Util i ties 7 7 7 1 

Total (partial) $15,662 $11,240 $2,253 $1 , 608 

1
Three maint enance workers, i.e. 12 0 per son-hours of ef

fort per week . The workers receiv2 $920 per mon t h plus 23% 
fringes. 

2 One person day pe r week . 
3 Three patrolmen at average sa l ary of $881 per month 

plus fringe benefits. 
4Three private security agents working 16 hours per day, 

30 . 6 days per month , at $4 . 10 per hour . 
5 • 

Four persons a t $995 per month plus 23% fringe benefits. 
6 ':'hree service directors , one at $1 ,1 87 per month and 

two at $1,066 per month, a ll with 23% fringe benefits . These 
persons suppl y coverage from 5: 15 AM until 10: 1 5 Pr1 , seven 
days per week . 

7oata net readily availab l e ; amounts are neg l isible . 
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The above costs do not include rnaintenar.ce and operating per

sonnel for the park-ride lot nor are park-ride lot revenues 

included. According to Federal law (1964 UMTA Act, Appendix 

C), the parking lot revenues can be used only to defray park

ing lot operational costs. In practice the revenues have 

been averaging $3,300 per month and do tend to offset opera

tional expense. Thus, these revenues and costs are not in

cluded in this analysis. 

Also, Table 4 does not include costs at College Station. 

They are similar to Hospital Station except that the security 

force is handled under a special government program that pro

vides certain cost reductions to SCRTD. Thus, we will use 

the Hospital Station operating costs as more indicative of 

the cost of an intermediate station. 

Finally, it should be noted that current plans are to replace 

the present security force at Hospital Station with a secur

ity patrol car that will monitor all three stations. This 

will add further costs. There will be no immediate change at 

College Station. Also, some security guards will r emai n at 

El Monte Station; there have been problems of break-in and 

theft of cars in the park-ride lot there. 

Tables 3 and 4 give the running costs of t~e primary bus 

lines that operate on the busway and the suppleme ntal station 

cos ts. To synthesize these costs and relate them to the bus

way , two assumptions are necessary: a) t he unit operating 

costs (costs per bus mile) applicable to an e ntire route are 

also applicable to the "within corridor" portion of that 

route, and b) to evaluate the cost per !_-Jassenger, the "within 

corridor" portion of operatins costs should be related to 

"wi thin corridor" passenger trips. 

The rationale for the first assumption is that the operating 
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costs are primarily a function of speed, and the average 

"within corridor" speeds- on the busway, on the suburban 

surface streets, and on the freeway eas t of El Monte-are 

not significantly faster than the speeds outside the corri

dor . ~ost of the operations outside the corridor are on 

free-flowing freeways. 

The second assumption is quite logical but leads to a severe 

problem in co~putation . It is difficult to isolate a count 

of passenger trips t ha t can be associated with the "within 

corridor" costs . There are very accurate counts of busway 

passengers, taken at Hospital Station. However, to relate 

a ll "within corridor" costs to only these passenger trips is 

misleading. There are other passengers who board east of El 

Monte and deboard at El .'~ante Station or College Station and 

thus are missed in Hospital Station counts . T~ere a re also 

a few trips on the busway lines that are l.vithin the downtown 

area . Essentially , a ll of these trips are off t he busway 

but should be related , somehow , to a portion of t:1.e "within 

corridor " costs . The resolution of this problem is discussed 

in conjunction with Table 6 below . 

It also should be noted that many persons who us e the park

ride mode live we ll beyond the eastern boundary of the corri

dor as it has been defined in this study . Originally, Azusa 

Avenue, ten mi l es eas t of El Monte Station , was believed to 

be a reasonable eastern limit of t he "commuter-shed" that 

would be served by the busway . This assumption now appears 

to be too restrictive . A recent Caltrans survey of trip ori

g ins of cars parked at El ~!ante Station indica t es that a 

th ird of t he cars come from east of Az us a Avenue . The ske tch 

be low is a synthesis of the geographical distribution of ori

gins measured in that survey . 
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There are also about 100 cars that park each day at the new 

Eastland park-ride lot at Eastland Shopping Center, which 

lies just outside the corridor, east of Azusa Avenue. 

The existence of these outside-the-corridor busway users does 

not argue for inclusion of out-of-corridor bus mileage in the 

cost computation since they do not use the bus feeder service 

to come into the corridor. They are merely included here for 

purposes of completeness. 

Table 5 has been developed based on the above assumptions and 

background. 

Table 5 
DAILY BUSWAY OPERATING O::STS, WITHIN OORRIDOR 

Line 'Ibtal 'Ibta\ Cost Per 'Ibtal Cost per AM Peak AM Peak 
No. Trips Miles Mile ( ¢) Cost($) Trip ($) Trips Costs 

60 140 3,832 94.2 $ 3,610 $25.78 30 $ 773 

401 88 3,046 101.2 3,083 35.03 21 736 

402 84 2,794 102.8 2,872 34.19 17 581 

403 20 1,602 122.4 1,961 98.05 10 980 

404 48 1,269 111.1 1,410 29.37 9 264 

405 18 1,116 128.l 1,430 79.44 9 715 

398 13,659 $14,366 96 $4,049 

½:stimated daily bus miles of operations within the corridor on 
Noverrber 1, 1974. 

Not represented in Tables, as previously stated, is the 

Del Mar service-routes 52F, 53F, and 63F. These routes have 

531 bus miles of daily service, all of which are within the 

corridor and operated during peak periods. The unit operat

ing costs of these few bus trips cannot be isolated from 

other costs but are estimated (by Bigelow-Crain Associates) 

to be approximately $1 per mile. 
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Tal::,le 6 represents an atte1'1pt to summarize the costs that 

should be related to busway commuter operations. 

Table 6 
SUMMARY OF PASSENGER COSTS rum PASSENGER TEIPS 

Costs: 

Primar y routes 

Station operations 

Del Mar service 

5 Bu sway passengers: 

Primary routes 

Del Ma r service 

AM r everse commute riders 

1 From Table 5. 

17 Hour 
Period 

$14,3661 

659 2 

531 4 

$15,556 

9 , 535 

1,151 

10, 686 

2 From Table 4, factored to daily costs. 
3$659 multiplied by 3/17ths. 

N-1 Peak 
Period 

$4,049 1 

1163 

531
4 

$4,696 

3,272 

562 

3,834 

383 6 

4,217 

4As discussed in text, 531 miles ~ $1 per mile . 
5 Patronage counts at Hospital Station on 11/ 7/ 74. 
6Estima t ed from May 1975 off-peak survey , not r eported 

on herein . 

Table 6 implies that the cost per busway passenge r trip is 

$1.46 over the course of the day and $1 . 11 during the AM rush 

period . These estimates , however, now nu~t be reduced to 

account for the passengers previously mentioned who ride the 

busway lines off the b usway , i . e. board a nd deboard east of 

the count point or within the downtown area . There are only 

two sets of data : the busway counts at Hospita l Station and 

total cciunts take n on rare occasions when a n SCRTD person 
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rides the bus line counting every rider regardless of where 

or when they get on and off. This "on-off riding count" in-

eludes the miss ing "with in corridor" trips we are seeking 

but also includes some " outside the corridor" trips . 

There are some data of toth types taken i n t he early spring 

of 1975. Comparing these two types of data, it would appear 

that total on-off counts on busway lines exceed t he Hospital 

Station counts by about 60% . About half thi s excess seems 

to occur on trips made outside the corridor, mostly on Line 

60. Thus, it would appear that besides the 4,217 busway 

trips indicated in Table 4, there are another 1,000 to 1,500 

trips that can be related to some of the "with in corridor" 

costs. 

These trips are much shorter than the busway trips a nd do 

not contriLute to any o f the busway station costs. It would 

seem fair to allocate 10 % of the "within corridor" costs to 

these non-busway trips. This allocation would reduce the 

"per busway passenge r" trip costs ty 10 %, i.e. reducing the 

al l-day cost of $1.46 to $1.JC and the rush-period cost of 

$1.11 to $1.00. 

The above costs also should be considered in terms of the 

Ever-rising patronage levels. Ridership is rising faste r 

than costs. For example , the following indicates the trend 

in AM peak suppl y -demand relationships : 

F_M peak AM peak Riders 
{westbound) {wes tbound) per bus 
bus trips riders trip 

22 November 1974 115 3,977 34.6 

30 J a nuary 1975 116 4,676 40.3 

27 February 1975 115 4,745 41. 3 

The load factor of 41 ride rs per inbound bus trip probably 

will not increase unless a significant rate of standees is 
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accepted. However , t he February supply -demand relationshi p 

indicates that the peak-period cost per trip has dropped 

nearly 20% since last November. Since off-peak and peak 

patronages have r emaine d in the same proportion, the costs 

per b us trip as of the end o f r1a rch 1975 are probably about 

$1.00 over the course of t he day and abo ut 80 ¢ during the 

peak periods. (Cost for Saturday and Sunday operations have 

not been discussed in this report.) 

The co~muter trip cost of 80 ¢ is partially offset by fare 

box revenues. Fare per passenger on the busway lines as of 

early 1975 were: 

Line Date Fare / rider 

60 no data no data 

401 3/ 75 11. 2¢ 

402 3/ 75 12.0 

403 2/ 75 13.5 

404 4/ 75 9. 9 

405 4/ 75 8. S 

Thus, with the 25 ¢ fare and the very extensive use of monthly 

and other passes, the fare per passenger has fa lle n to ne a rly 

10¢ . Thus, the subsidy cost is nearly 70¢ pe r trip. The ave 

rage commuter trip is about 20 miles, indicating U1at the 

total trip cost (80 cents) is about 4¢ per mi l e . 

TRAVELER COST SAVINGS 

With the flat f are of 25¢ to ride the bus anywhere within Lo s 

Angeles County, the bus way user e njoys a conside raLle eco

nomic savings ove r the costs of trave ling by automobile. 

There are three conditions which affect the cost saving s : 

the access n:ode used by the commute r to r each the El Monte 

Station where the bus way begins, the price of parking in 

downtown Los Ange l es if he had continue d to drive , and whethe r 

or not he could share his automobile commute costs with o t h e r 
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riders. Table 7 illustrates the amount of savings to commu

ters under these varying conditions. The prices and assump

tions behind the computations in the table are: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

~ The bus fare is 25¢. 

• The parking cost at El Monte Station is 5¢ per trip 
(50 ¢ per book of 10 tickets) 

• Autowobile operating cost (i.e. marginal cost) is 7¢ 
per mile. 

• The mileage to downtown for those who live near El Mont e, 
and can walk to the station, is 12 miles. 

• For others, the mileage from homG to El Monte Station is 
assumed to be five miles, 17 miles to downtown L.A. 

e The parking cost in L.A. varies from zero (many people 
have company/ government-provided free parking) to $2.00 
per day. 

Ccmnute tbde 

If drives (to 
L. l\, ) alone 

If drives (to 
L.A.) with one 
rider who 
shares cost 

If busway used 

'Ial:,le 7 
CG1MUI'E Ecrna-rrc CDSI'S/Sl\VINGS 

($ per one-way trip) 

Access Merle to El Monte Station 

Walk Bus Park-ride Kiss-ride 
Parks Pays Parks Pays Parks Pays Parks Pays 
Free $2.00 Free $2.00 Free $2.00 Free $2.00 

. 841 1. 84 1.192 2.19 1.192 2.19 1.192 2.19 

. 42 . 92 .60 1.10 . 60 1.10 .60 1.10 

.25 . 25 .25 .25 .65 .65 .95 .95 

Savings : 
Case A minus C .59 1.59 .94 1. 94 .54 1. 54 . 24 1.24 
case I3 minus C .17 . 67 .35 • 85 -.05 .45 -.35 .15 

½his number can be interpreted as follc,,,..rs: If a crnmuter lives 
close enough to walk to El Monte St ation but chooses to drive alone, 
and parks free dawntONn , the trip will cost him 84<:. 

2'Ihese numbers can be interpreted as follo.-,s: If the camuter 
lives far enough c:May fran El Monte Station that he would have to use 
the "Bus," "Park-ride," or "Kiss-ride" m:xle to get t..riere but chooses to 
drive alone (and parks free), his cost will be $1. 19. 
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The per-trip economic savings vary from minus 35 ¢ to $1.94. 

The case of a person living close enough to walk to El Monte 

Station is included, although essentially no cne does this. 

TIME SAVINGS 

There are also travel-time savings that the commuter can ob

tain by using the busway. The amount of savings varies ac

cording to two conditions of the commute trip. The first is 

the time during H,e morning rush period when the trip is 

started. (The morning commute trip has been selected for 

analysis; the evening trip produces si~ilar conclusions.) 

The start time is relevant for two reasons: the auto travel

time varies over the peak period (see previous Figure 17); 

also, the time required to park at El ~ante Station and walk 

to the boarding platform varies over the peak period, in

creasing as the parking lot fills to capacity. The second 

affecting condition is the method of access to El Monte Sta

tion. Table 8 lists the travel-time savings computed for 

these varying conditions. 

There is a third dimension to time savings, not shown in the 

table but easily derived by reasoning and experience. The 

figure being used for f reeway trave l is an average , but in 

using congested freeways a traveler comes to know that he is 

quite often faced with a trip that t akes longer than the ave

rage. In planning his trip, he would have to leave early 

enough to compensate for pos sible v e ry heavy traffic. Thus, 

another advantage of riding the busway i s its great regular

ity. 

The computations in the table are b ased on the f ollowing 

facts and as sumptions: 

1. Auto trave l-time on the freeway between El Monte a n~ t he 

Miss ion Stree t o f f-ramp is 1 6 minutes be t ween 6 and 7 AM , 
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Trip 
Start 
Time 

6-7 l\.M 

7- 8 Af•1 

Table 8 
COMMUTE TRAVEL TIME SAVINGS 

(Home to Entry Point to Downtown, in 

Access to El 

Commute Mode Walk Bus 

Auto time 20 1 32 

Transit time 18 39 

C' • . . av1.ngs 2 -7 

Auto time 24 36 

Transit t ime 18 3 9 

Savings 6 -3 

Auto time 18 30 

Transi t time 18 39 

Savings 0 -9 

Minutes) 

Monte S tation 
Park- Kiss-
ride ride 

32 32 

33 32 

-1 0 

36 36 

34 32 

2 4 

30 30 

36 32 

-6 - 2 

1
cntr ies i n t his c e ll t e ll t he fo llowing : Auto driving 

time is 20 ninutes , home to entry point in CBD (Mission 
Street off-ramp) . Commute r l ives in v ic i nity of El Monte 
Station and cou ld walk t o i t. If he wen t by busway , transi t 
time would be 1 8 mi nute s -4 minutes to walk and board , 14 
min ute s to ge t to Mission Street off-ramp . 

20 minutes between 7 and 8 AM , and 14 minutes be t ween 8 

and 9 AM. This is based on the p rev ious Figure 17 cor

r ected to Mission Stree t e ndpo int (Tab l e 8) from Alame da 

Stree t endpoint (Fig u re 17). 

2. For auto drivers who live in the vicinity of El Monte 

S tation, it i s assumed that they have a 4-minute time 

l oss getting the ir cars from home onto the f reeway , in 

addition to t he freeway trip-times cited a bove . 

3. Auto trave l-time from the points beyond El 71onte Station 

r e~ u ires 16 ITinutes (Smil es ~ 20 mph + 1 minute to get 

star ted) p lus the freeway driving times cited in Item 1. 

4. Bu sway travel-time f r om El Monte Stat i on to t he t1ission 
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Street off-ramp is 14 ninutes. This is based on the 55 

mph speed l imit. If t h i s rapid transit system were freed 

of this speed limit the running time would be 12 minutes-

8 minutes to College Station, 2 minutes to Hospital St a 

tion, and one mere ~ inute to the off- r amp . 

5. The feeder bus trip from home to El Mont e Station is as

sumed to be 5 mi l es and takes 23 minutes plus a 2-minute 

time loss while trave ling through the station. 

6. The trip by car to the entrance of El Monte parking lot 

is assumed to be 16 minutes, as computed in Item 3. 

7. For t hose who can walk to the s t a tion, we a r e assuming a 

4-minute time loss, 3 minutes to walk t o the terminal and 

ano t her minute to the boarding platform. 

8. The park-ride time losses at El P1onte Stati on a re 3.1 min

utes from 6: 30 to 7 AM, 4.2 minutes from 7 to 8 N1 , and 

6.3 mi nutes from 8 to 9 AM . 

9. Comparable time for kiss-ride is estimated at 2 minutes . 

Not included in the computations in Tab l e 8 is the time spent 

i n downtown trave l for both the auto and t he busway use r. 

Not including this in the computation i mplies that this is a 

stand-off , that t he average time loss in moving through t he 

downtown streets by transit o r auto is equ a l and that the 

walk from t he bus sto p to offi ce is equal to t l1e time spent 

in parking and walking to t he office. 

Table 8 indicates that t here are time savings obtainable in 

b usway use , but they a r e only obtainable under certa i n con-

ditions. The on l y significant time savings are by t hose who 

can walk to Cl Monte Station (and few live c l ose enough to 

do this). Ove r three-fourths of t he riders boar d east of El 

Monte and, seemingly , lose time in using t he b usway . Of the 

one-fourth who board at El Monte Station , on l y about ha lf seem 

t o r ealize time savings . 
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To better understand this point, a special computer sort was 

made of the on- board survey data. The results are shown in 

Table 9. This table shows the percentage of people who, 

when asked for the main reason why they switched to b usway 

travel, selected from the a lternatives offered "saves time ." 

Additionally , they are people who were c l assified as ex

drivers or ex-passengers based on their answer to the mode 

shift q uestion . (See q uestions 12 and 13 in questionnaire 

form A, Appendix A.) 

Tabl e 9 
IMPORI'ANCE OF TIME SAVINGS IN M)DE SPLIT DECISION 

(Number and Percent of Ex-Drivers and Ex- Auto Passengers 
Indicating Tha.t Tirrc Saving Was t-1~ Reason for Switching to Busway) 

Access ~bde 

Peak l\Talk Bus Par k-ride Kiss-ride All 
Hour n % n % n % n % n % 

6-7 AM 8 11.8 0 0.0 301 18.5 2 14 29 .1 ~ 
:> 

7-8 AM 13 27.1 1 12. 5 50 25.3 15 33.3 Q) 
..--l 

8- 9 AM 4 33.3 2 40.0 12 30.7 3 27.3 ~ 
- - - - .µ 

0 
6-9 Jl.11 25 19.5 3 11.1 92, 23.l 32 30.8 152 Z 23 .1 

Sample size = 658 

1
'Ihis is the number of ex-drivers and ex-auto passengers who use 

the park-ride node , starting their trip between 6 and 7 P..M and who 
cited "saves ti.Ire" as their main reason for switching . 

2This is the above number (1) expressed as a percent of all ex
drivers and ex-auto passengers v.ho park- ride and start their trip be
tween 6 and 7 AM (162 persons) . 

Before giving f urther interpretation of Tables 8 and 9 , it 

should be pointed out that park-ride a nd kiss-ride does not 

refer to only El Mont e St ation. For example , about 55% of 

the busway users c urrent l y drive thei r cars (and park) to 

meet one of the busway buses ; however, only about 47% of 

these (or 26) park a t El r1ont e Stat ion . Similarly , many 

kiss-ride commuters are d r opped o ff a t points other than at 

El Monte Station. 
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The data presented are the responses of all previous auto 

users, either drivers or passengers. There appears to be 

;ome consistency between Table 8 and Table 9. Table 8 

Joints out that only a few people are able to save time by 

using the busway. Table 9 shows that only a fourth (23.1%) 

of ex-drivers and ex-auto passengers cite saving time as 

their main reason for using th-e busway. There is also some 

correlation between the access mode used (which affects time 

savings) and the prevalence of citing the "saves time" 

reason. 

There is a seemingly major inconsistency between Table 8 and 

Table 9, however. Table 8 shows how the latecomers to the 

El Monte Station park-ride lot lose time looking for a park

ing place and consequently obtain little time savings using 

the busway. This also would seem to be true if the person 

was trying to park at one of the other park-ride points or 

on the city streets. But, according to Tab le 9, as the morn

ing period continues the park-riders become more fr~quent in 

their contention that the busway saves time. The only appar

ent reason for this is that in the late morning most people 

are parking in very effective locations elsewhere rather than 

still tryingto park in the El Monte lot. 

The overall conclusions from this time-cost analysis offered 

by the authors is the same as the conclusion registered in 

the Firs t Year Report. Time and cost savings are important 

in the switcning decisions but are not the causal factors be

hind the majority of the switching decisions. The reasons 

cited later, in Chapters VI and VII, of the rider's likes and 

dislikes of the busway and the reasons given for switching 

suggest that the major factor is the driver ' s desire to get 

away from the headaches of freeway driving. 
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V. ON-BOARD SURVEY 

This chapter describes the on-board survey and the rider and 

trip characteristics derived from the survey data. 

SURVEY DESIGN 

The on-board survey was designed to sample t hose people who 

regularly commute to their downtown work location on the bus

way during the morning rush period, 6:00 AM to 9:00 AM . 

The questionnaire was designed to be completed in five min

utes and was printed on 8-1 / 2" x 14" hard stock (both sides) 

for ease in handling. The survey questions were divided be

tween two forms: fo rm A con tained 17 questions, form B con

tained 19 questions. Seven of the q ues tions appeared on both 

forms. A Spanish version (forms A and B) was printed on a 

different color. Copies of the quest ionnaire are included in 

Appendix A. 

A training session for the 17 SCRTD checkers who were to ad

minister the on-board questionnaire was held on November 19. 

The survey took place on Wednesday and Thursday, November 20 

and 21 on clear days. Lines 52, 53, 63 , and 60 were sampled 

on November 20 (24 trips) and lines 401, 40 2 , 403, 404, and 

405 on November 21 (34 trips). SCRTD checkers boarded the 

buses at the El Monte Station (except the 53 and 63 flyers, 

which were boarded at Division 9) and distributed ques t ion

naires to all passengers, alternately handing out form A or 

form B. The q uestionnaires were collected before the passen

gers deboarded in the downtown area. 

Out of the 2026 questionnaires distr ibuted, 1935 were ac

cepted as valid, producing a 96% response rate. 
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RIDER PROFILES 

The following is the basic demographi c data of the sampled 

riders: 

By Bus Route 

percent r.1ale 

average age 

average household income 

4 5 .9 

37.5 

$17,500 

Route 60 seems to have different passengers than the other 

routes, with a higher percentage of men, older persons, and 

households with lower incomes . Route 402 has more women but 

a higher income level. Route 405 has younger people, with 

higher income levels than the group as a whole. 

By Start of Usage 

A question was included in the survey asking when the rider 

started using the busway. However, since the resulting data 

do not adequately correspond to the patronage records, it 

was concluded that the r esponse could be validly classified 

into only two groups, those who began to use the busway be

fore and those who began to us e the busway after the open

ing of El Monte Station. The profiles of these two groups 

are compared with the pre-busway profile. 

Ear ly Recent All 
Pre- (Pre- (Since 1974 

Buswai El Monte) El Monte) Riders 

Percent ma l e 34.5 41.1 49.3 45.9 

Average age 40.1 39.5 36.2 37.5 

Average income 11.1 16.6 18.3 17.5 

Percent completed N.A. 43.1 26.8 33.9 
high school only 
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This comparison shows a higher percentage of men among the 

more recent passengers, with more education and more income 

at a younger age. 

By Previous Mode 

On the whole, there are 46% men in the sample. Of those who 

drove as a previous mode 55.6 % are men. This is a h i gher 

percentage of men than is in the total sample. In that sense 

more men shifted to the busway from being a driver or an a l

ternate driver than did women, and more women either were al

ways bus passengers or auto passengers than were men. 

By age, those who shifted from being pas sengers tended to be 

under 30. Those who shifted from being drivers tended to be 

in their thirties. Those who shifted fro~ veing alternate 

drivers tended to be in the 40-64 age group . 

Those who always have been bus riders tend to have income s 

less than $10,000, those who were passengers tended to have 

incomes in the $10,000-$15,000 bracket, and those who shifted 

from driver or alternate driver tended to have incomes of 

more than $15,000. 

By Life Cycle 

An attempt was made to integrate several demographic de

scriptors into one, called Life Cycle. There were six cate-

gories within the variable. It was impossible to categorize 

89 of the respondents because of missing data. 

• Single is defined as single, any age , or divorced/ widowed/ 

separated under 65 years old 

e Newly Married is defi~ed as married, no children, under 

50 years old 
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• Full Nest 1 are those who are married and have a young

est child at horne under seven years old. 

• Full Nest 2 are those who are married and have a young

est child at home who is seven years old or older. 

o Empty Nest is defined as married, no children living at 

home, age 50 or more 

• Sole Survivor is divorced/widowed/separated, and 65 

years old or more 

The last category is inadequately represented for analysis, 

having only six members. The remaining five categories are 

distributed as follows: 

n % --
Single 180 20.4 

Newly Married 129 14.6 

Full Nest 1 230 26.0 

Full Nest 2 202 22.9 

Empty Nest 142 16.l 

Thus, the busway patronage appears to be well proportioned 

over the major life cycle categories excluding the sole sur

vivor group. 

By Auto Availability 

Nearly 80% of the busway users ride the busway by choice. 

Another 9% indicated there was a car available for the trip 

but to use it would cause considerable inconvenience tooth

ers . The remaining 11% had no choice but to take the bus. 

The 891 regular commuters who replied to the question of car 

ownership reported a total of 1607 cars, or an average of 

1.8 cars each, a slightly higher average than reported by 

the occasional user (1.64) or the infrequent user (1.74). 
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Following is the distribution of cars per household: 

cars % --
0 3. 8 

1 33.5 

2 47.5 

3 11. 4 

4+ 3.7 

TRIP PROFILES 

By Trip Purpose 

Riders were asked what the main purpose of their t rip was. 

The distribution of response is as follows: 

Work 

School or university 

Business (work related trip ) 

Obtain personal service 

Other 

Shopping 

Social, entertainment 

Dy Trip Frequency 

% 

92.3 

2.4 

2.3 

1. 4 

1.4 

0.1 

0.1 

Regular riders who commute to the city at least four times 

per week comprise 93.5% of the passengers sampled. Another 

4.5% are occasional riders and 2.0% travel very seldom. 

By Access and Egress 

The access to the busway bus is illustrated in Figure 25 . 

More than half the reg ular riders drive their cars and park. 

Half of these cars are parked at El Monte , with "p ublic lot," 
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MODE: 

f
z 
UJ 
u 
a: 
UJ 
a. 

El Monte 46.8% 

Drove and Parked 54.5% 

Walked 22.5 

0 
2 4 6 8 10 12 

BLOCKS 

FIGURE 26 ACCESS CHARACTERISTICS 
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"on the street,'' and "other" being equally used by the rest. 

About one-fourth of the riders walk to the bus. Over half 

of them walk no more than two blocks, and 90% walk no more 

than six blocks. One-sixth are driven by others. Visual 

evidence at El Monte suggests that this group is more likely 

to be kiss-ride than carpoolers. 

from another bus. 

Only five percent transfer 

Figure 26 shows the downtown distribution when people leave 

the bus. Fifteen percent take another bus, and virtually 

all of the rest walk. The walking distance is two blocks or 

less for three-fourths of them. 

Although information was obtained from passengers about the 

length of time it takes to get from the bus stop to their 

destination, the quality of the data is poor. Reported 

times are unbelievably long. It could be used more readily 

to estimate the percent of commuters who eat breakfast down

town than to measure the effectiveness of bus routes. 
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Walk 83.5% 

MODE: 

Car 1.2 --t============-~7 
Another Bus 15.3 

1-
z 
w 
(.) 
a: 
w 
0.. 

2 4 6 

BLOCKS 

8 

FIGURE 26 EGRESS CHARACTERISTICS 
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VI . PASSENGER PERCEPTIONS 

Analyses in this section are based on data from the on-board 

survey except for the part on station perceptions, which is 

based on data from the station surveys. 

REASONS FOR USING BUSWAY 

The following is the distribution of multiple choice re

sponses to the question "What are your main reasons for using 

the bus ·:' 11 

Table 10 
REASONS FOR USING BUSWAY 

Reason n % 

Costs l ess 1261 30.6 

Freeway too congested 827 20.0 

Gives me time to relax 708 17.2 

Saves time 531 12.9 

Dislike driving 389 9. 4 

Allows someone e lse to use car 140 3.4 

Change i n place of work 121 2.9 

Other 106 2. 6 

Carpool broke up 43 1.0 

Total 4126 100.0 

There is some argument tha t the high frequency of "costs 

less" responses could be a deliberate overstatement by ride rs 

trying to avoid a rescinding of the 25 ¢ fare. There i s con

siderable survey experience indicating that people wi ll over

state their fee lings or their projected behavior when their 

pocketbooks are i nvolved . However, there was a deliberate 

attempt to place this q uestion on t he questionnaire and this 

response category within the q ues tion in s uch a way as to 
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minimize any overstatements; i.e., the authors feel that the 

main reason for using the busway, of those reasons offered, 

is the main reason in the hearts and minds of a majority of 

the riders. 

The response "saves time" ranked only fourth among the 

choices offered although the major function of the busway is 

seemingly to reduce travel time. This is discussed under 

Time Savings in Chapter IV. 

To further understand t~1e pattern, a study was made of the 

interaction between responses. Only 91 persons checked one 

response; all others who answered this question checked more 

than one. A determination was made of the frequency of oc

currence of pairs of responses and this number was compared 

to the frequencies which would be expected (indicated by 

parentheses) if each of the "reasons" represented an indepen

dent factor. This interaction and comparison of frequencies 

is shown in Table 11. 

Table 11 
INTEPACTICN BE'lWEEN RESPONSES 'TO REASCNS FOR U3ING BUSWAY 

Total 
Responses 

Conges- Dislike Ti.Ire To Saves Saves In 
Responses tion Driving Relax Ti.Ire Money Category 

Congestion 121 197 407 280 614 827 
(167) (303) (227) (540) 

Dislike 69 218 124 268 389 
driving (143) (107) (254) 

Tine to 81 243 546 708 
relax (195) (426) 

Saves 120 356 531 
ti.Ire (347) 

Saves 364 1261 
rroney 

'Ibtal 3716 
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To understand the above table the entries in the upper right-

hand cell are explai ned . There were 6 14 respondents who 

checked both "congestion " and "saves money . " Given 827 "con

gestion" responses and 1261 "saves money " responses one would 

expect that, if there were no interdependence bet\\leen t he se 

two factor s, 540 persons (noted in parentheses) would have 

checked both of these reasons. 

This process indicates considerable interdependence among 

"congestion," "time to relax," and "dislik e dr i ving. " These 

are logical interdependencie s . The first suggests a common 

factor which has been referred to in previous San Bernardino 

and Shirley Highway busway reports as the major reason for 

diversion--the irritation of the driver with congested free

way driving. It is not va lid to associate the sum of the 

responses (congestion: 827, time to relax: 708, and dislike 

driving: 389) with a common factor called "irritation with 

congested driving" and claim it as the r e ason having the 

highest fr equency count . However, it does imply that such 

an irritation factor exists , and that if it could have been 

isolated and phased into a survey question the ques tion would 

have received a frequency count significantly higher than any 

of the counts obtained by the three component factors , i. e ., 

higher than 827 . 

The highest degree of interdependence i s between the "time 

to relax" and "saves money" factors; however, the author s 

have no interpretation to offer as to why this inte rdepen 

dence e xis ts. 

Early vs Recent Conve rt s to Busway 

Fi9ure 27 indicates the differences in reasons for using the 

busway between those who started using the system prior to 

the opening of El Monte Station and those who started a fter 
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the station opened. There are significant differences rela

tive to "costs less," "congestion," and "saves time." 

Differences vs Life Cycle Group 

There are also some interesting diffe rences in the reasons 

given among the vari ous life c y cle groups. The following 

synopsis indicates which reasons were listed by each group 

at a significantly higher relative frequency than were listed 

by the general population surveyed. 

Reason 

Costs less 

Congestion 

Tine to relax 

Saves ti.Ire 

Dislike driving 

All<Ms sorreone to use car 

Change joo location 

Carpool broke up 

FEATURES LIKED 

Single 

X 

X 

Newly 
Married 

X 

X 

Full Full 
Nest 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

tJest 
2 

Empty 
Nest 

X 

X 

Passengers were asked to rate the importance of seven features 

of the busway on a scale of 1 to 4 (1 meaning extremely impor

tant, 4 meaning of no importance). Table 12 indicates the dis

tribution of responses in order of preference. 

The features "re duction of fare to 25¢" and "seat avai labil

ity" were included as r eferenc e points in that we know from 

previous surveys that these are important features to riders. 

Again it can be argued tha t the h i gh rating given to the "re

duction of fare to 25 ¢ " is a delibe rate over statement given 

to ward off a fare increase. 
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Table 12 
PREFERENCE FOR VARIOUS BtEWAY FEATURES 

Feature 

Peduction of fare to 25¢ 

Present frequency of service 

Reduced travel tine through exclusive lanes 

Seat availability 

El t-t:>nte terminal 

New air-conditioned buses 

Exclusive bus lanes do.-mt.cMn 

Average 
Rabng 

1.3 

1.5 

1. 7 

1.9 

2.1 

2.2 

2.4 

% Rating 
Feature As 
''Extrerrely 
Important" 

80 

60 

62 

41 

45 

29 

32 

It should be noted that except for a few blocks the exclusive 

Spring Street lanes are used only by route 60 buses (about 

25% of the total patronage). Consequently, it was of little 

importance to riders of all other routes. The route 60 rid

ers gave it an importance rating of 2.0, only a moderate 

value; only 45% rated it as extremely important. Thus, those 

who used the exclusive lane did not rate it significantly 

higher than the general population of riders. 

There were some variations in response patterns by demographic 

characteristics and by life cycle classifications, but these 

do not appear to be of consequence. They are summarized in 

Appendix D. 

NEW FEATURES DESIRED 

Those surveyed were asked to rank five possible changes in 

the busway system in order of importance, 1 through 5. Some 

riders responded by ranking all change s in a descending order 

of importance; sor.1e merely indicated a number for some of the 
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changes (e.g., marked two items with a rank of "l," left two 

blank, and marked one with a rank of "5"). 

Table 13 is a presentation of the pattern of responses given, 

in what seems to be the overall order of importance based on 

the difference between the freque ncy of Number 1 rank ings and 

the frequency of Number 5 rankings. 

Table 13 
PREFERENCES FDR VARIOUS QIANGES 'ID THE BUSWAY 

Number ~umber Number 
Giving #1 Giving No Giving #5 Difference 

Olange Ranking Ranking Ranking #1 Minus #5 

Increase frequency of 492 126 26 466 service 

Extending busway east 302"' 151 206 96 of El rbnte 

M:>re bus lanes da.-mto..m 187 154 101 86 

Dotmta.-m stops closer 190 150 167 23 
to destination 

Increase bus speeds 175 158 161 14 

'kThis fiyure r.iay have been S!Tlalle r i f the overall l evel of express 
service along the freeway east of El r-:onte were not so low. For ex
anple, people might be as satisfied with a well-serviced park-n-ride in 
Covina or West Covina , corrbined with service to the four bus s lip rarrps 
in that area , as wit.11 extension of ~1e busway. 

There are no notewcrthy diffe r e nce s among d emog r aphi c or life 

cyc le g roups . 'l'hc irr.portance o f "increased frequ e n cy of ser

vice " varied conside r ab l y a mong bus routes a nd tif"e of trip 

departure . The mos t affi r mative r esponses came f r om t hose 

who commence tLei r t r ip a t o r befor e 7:0 0 AM, part i c ul a rly 

on routes 52F , 402 , 404, and 405. 

de t a ils .) 

(See Appe ndi x D fo r more 

TJ-:e " ex t e nd Lusv1a y " feature rece i ved the second large s t num-
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ber of highest priority rankings and the largest number of 

lowest priority rankings. Those favoring the feature are 

more often male, richer, more likely to be married, and more 

likely to have more children. This is probably a description 

of commuters living east of El Monte who would benefit most 

from the extension. Indicated below are the percentages by 

bus route of those ranking this feature first and last. 

Route 

402 

401 

403 

60 

405 

404 

63 

52 

53 

% Giving 
First Rank 

40.7 

36.4 

34.7 

32.6 

29.2 

25.6 

17.5 

10.2 

7.8 

% Giving 
Last Rank 

18.5 

18.0 

10.7 

12.6 

31. 9 

23.1 

30.0 

49.0 

39.l 

If one compares the rank order above with the geographical 

location of routes (see Figure 4) one can conclude that the 

riders on the routes giving the highest value to the exten

sion are the ones who would be benefited directly by an ex

tension of the busway. 

ADVERTISING EFFECTS 

It is known from the pre-busway on--board survey and from 

other studies that different types of advertising have vary

ing degrees of effectiveness, and each affects different 

socio-economic groups. 

Table 14 lists the relative effectiveness of the advertising 

modes, based on the percentage of individuals indicating 

that they had heard of the busway through that advertising 
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mode. Also listed for comparison are the 1972 pre-busway 

values measured in a comparable way. 

The total adds to more than 100% because some people checked 

more than one advertising mode. As the data indicate, a 

Table 14 
EFFECTIVENESS BY ADVERTISING MODES 

Advertising Mode 

Friends, relatives 

Newspapers 

Saw bus on busway or street 

RTD schedule 

TV 

Radio 

RTD phone information 

Other 

Information on other buses 

Transit Information Team 

Billboards 

1974 
% Affected 

37.7 

21.7 

17.1 

16.9 

15.0 

11. 8 

10.9 

5.0 

4.0 

2. 4 

N.A. 

1972 
Pre-Busway 
% Affected 

25.8 

2.4 

N.A. 

38.9 

5.8 

5.6 

30.7 

11.1 

5.1 

N.A. 

2.4 

variety of advertising modes are being used to acquaint com

muters with the busway system---with friends and relatives, 

newspapers, television, and radio being much more effective 

than they were with pre-busway commuters, a nd with RTD sched

ules and phone information being much less important. 

Table 15 indicates for each advertising method the particular 

market segment that is most sens itized to that method. This 

is determined by comparing the percentage in a given market 

segment of those who were affected by t h e advertising method 

in question with the percentage of the total busway ridership 

in that market segment. The market segment which shows the 

greatest difference in these two percentages is concluded to 

be the most sensitized to that advertising method. 
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Table 15 
SPECIFIC MARKET SEGMEN'IS M:ST AFFECTED BY ADVERI'ISING METHOUS 

Source of 
Information Sex Age 

Radio 50-64 

TV Male 

Newspaper Male 30-39 

RI'D phone Female 21-29 

RI'D sched. Male 40-49 

Saw bus Male 30-39 

Billboard Male 21-29 

Other bus Female 20, 
50-64 

Friends Female 21-29 

*In thousands 

Marital 
Status 

Single 

Single 

Married 

Single, 
Divorc~ed 

Married 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Incare* 

10-15 

5-10 

15-30 

5-10 

15-30 

10-30 

10-15 

10-15 

10-15 

Education 

Sane coll., 
coll. degree 

Sare H.S., 
sare coll. 

Sar.e coll., 
coll. degree 

Sare college 

Coll. degree 

Sare coll., 
coll. degree 

Sare college 

High school 

The table indicates the effectiveness of the newspaper cam

paign in reaching the young married men of higher income and 

education and of the radio in reaching older people. The de

scription of those who use the schedules suggests that some 

simpl i f i cation of the schedule design is desirable . 

The Transit Information Team is omitted because of the sparse

ness of responses. 

Finally, the following synops i s is a second identification 

of market segments , computed in the same manner, affected 

this time in terms of life cycle categories. 
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Full Full 
Newly Nest Nest Otpty 

Mvertisin9: ,t.,ethod Sin9:le rtiarried 1 2 Nest 

Radio X 

'IV X 

Newspapers X X 

Rl'D phone X X 

RID schedules X 

Saw bus on busway or street X X 

Billboards X 

Information on other buses X 

Friends, relatives X X 

PASSENGER COM.~NT 

The riders surveyed were given the opportunity to wri te in 

comments and criticisms about the busway se rvice or other 

SCRDT operations . Of the 1933 persons surveyed , 890 had com

me nts, some more tha n one. Their response was a mixture of 

highl y favorable comments , those which r equested additiona l 

service , outright complaints, and no comme nts at all. The 

breakdown by t hese categories i s shown be l ow for the 890 

first comments. 

Responses 

Favorable 

Neutral: 

Request for added service 
Other 

No comment 

Unfavorable 

Tota l 

400 
104 

n --
186 

504 

1043 

200 

1933 

% of All 
Passengers 

9. 6 

26.1 

54. 0 

10. 3 

There were some additiona l second comments that we re favor 

able and unfavorable, but regardless of how the s e might be 
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incorporated the percentage distribution of comments given 

above would not be significantly altered. 

It can be argued that this distribution indicates a generally 

favorable view by busway users. The survey gave them an ex

cellent opportunity to criticize and only 10% did so. An

other 400 (21%) seized the chance to ask for more service or 

changes that would benefit them. 

Table 16 shows the breakdown of all comments by type, includ

ing the first and second comments. The favorable comments 

were nearly all of a very general nature, such as "great ser

vice," "keep it up," etc. The neutral comments requesting 

additional service in most all cases reflect the specific 

needs of the passenger-"need more buses on line 52,'' "could 

we have a stop at such-and-such street." 

Table .16 
CLASSIFICATION OF RIDERS' COMMENTS 

(First and Second Comments) 

Type of Comment Fav Neut Unfav Total 

General comments 163 71 45 279 

Scheduling 6 3701 
0 376 

Operators 12 3 72 87 

Route and stops 2 139
1 

0 141 

El Monte station 0 3 23 26 

Equipment 0 24 69 93 

Public information 0 5 29 34 

Fare 36 5 2 43 

Totals 219 620 240 1079 2 

% of all comments 20.3 57.5 22.2 

1 All comments relating to scheduling and routes and 
stops were requests for specific service and were graded as 
neutral. 

2Includes multiple responses. 
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STATION SURVEY 

A part of the overall station evaluation was done through in

formal face-to-face interviews with users. Interviews were 

collected in the platform waiting area during peak and off

peak hours on a weekday. A total of 693 people were inter

viewed, 349 at the El Monte Station, 154 at the Hospital Sta

tion, and 190 at the College Station. 

Passengers at all three stations were asked what they thought 

the station's best feature s were and what its inadequaci es 

were . (Additional questions were aske d, and these are dis

cussed in Appendix E.) Responses to the se two que stions are 

shown in Tables 17 and 18. 

Responses were analyzed not only in terms of their frequen

cies but also to see if responses varied b y sex, b y trip pur

pose, by time of day (peak or off-peak) and by those who use 

the stations during the day only as opp osed to those who use 

them at night as well (a fter 7:00 PM). Re sults of thi s anal

ysis are discussed in Appendix E. Variations in response by 

age or race are not significant and are not included in the 

discussion. 

The overall reaction to all three stations is a p ositive one. 

When the number of positive and negativ e comments wa s com

pared, their ratio is as follows: 

El Monte Station 

Hospital Station 

College Station 

Positive-Negative 
Ratio 

1.6 

1.5 

2.2 

At El Monte Station the most positive reaction comes from 

off-peak riders and those who use the station during the day 
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El Monte 

PROMPT 

FREQUENT 

SERVICE 

24% 

OPEN 

DESIGN, 

VISIBILITY 

21% 

SPEED IN 

MOVING PEOPLE, 

BUSES 

15% 

JUST 

LIKE 

IT 

14% 

CLEAR, FREQUENT 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 5% 

LOBBY 4% 

OTHER 

18% 

Table 17 
STATION FEATURES LIKED BEST 

Hospital 

CONVENIENCE 

31% 

JUST 

LIKE 

IT 

19% 

ELEVATOR 

16% 

PROTECTION 
FROM 

ELEMENTS 4% 

SPEED CUTS 
TRIP TIME 

9% 

Bl 

OTHER 

14% 

I College 

CONVENIENCE, 

ACCESS 

TO 

CAMPUS 

40% 

SPEED 

CUTS 

TRIP 

TIME 

25% 

ELEVATORS 

15% 

APPEARANCE 

COST SAVINGS 

OTHER 

11% 

5% 

4% 



Table 18 
PERCEI \'ED I NADEQUACIES OF STATIOtJ 

El Monte 

NO 

INADEQUACIES 

36 % 

MORE 
PARKING 

SPACE 

NEEDED 

19% 

VENDING 

MACHINES 

NEE DED 

15% 

PERSONNEL RUDE , 
UNHELPFUL 7% 

OTHER 

22% 

Hospital 

NO 

INADEQUACIES 

36% 

NO 

REST ROOMS 
PROVIDED 

16 % 

LACKS PROTECTION 

FROM WIND, RAIN 

16 % 

N() 

SECURITY GUARD 
11% 

INFORMATION, 
SCHEDULES 

NOT POSTED 7 % 

OTHER 

13 % 

82 

College 

NO 

INADEQUACIES 

45% 

1, 

LACKS PROTECTION 

FROM WIND, RAIN 

13% 

ELEVATORS 

OUT OF ORDER 

11% 

INFORMATION , 
SCHEDULES 

NOT POSTED 8% 

NO REST ROOMS 

PROVIDED 7% 

OTHER 

1 7 % 



FIGURE 30 COLLEGE STATION, DAY AND NIGHT 
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only, i.e., not after 7:00 PM. The most negative reactions 

come from people who use the station at night as well as dur

ing the day-the only group whose number of negative comments 

was higher than positive comments-and from commuters or peak 

period riders. 

At the Hospital Station, as at El Monte, off-peak riders are 

the most positive group in their reaction to the station. 

Peak period commuters and those who use the station at night 

are the most negative group . In no groups did negative com

ments outweigh positive ones. 

Ninety percent of the people interviewed at the College Sta

tion were students on their way to or from classes at 

California State University at Los Angeles. As can be seen 

by the ratio of positive to negative comments (2.2) they are 

extremely pleased with the station. Non-students were an 

even more positive group (3.7) but were a small sample size 

(19 people). The lowest ratio (1.9) came from people who use 

the station at night. 

DRIVER PERCEPTIONS 

The group of people most familiar with the busway and its 

method of operation are the bus drivers themselves. In order 

to include their perceptions and attitudes in this report a 

mail-out survey was sent to all operators who drive on the 

busway. Almost all questionnaires were returned by mail and 

120 of these were tabulated and reported on below. (The 

questionnaire form used is attached as Appendix F.) 

The bus operators ' overall evaluation of the busway design 

and operation is a pos itive one . Forty percent rated it "ex
c e lle nt as is, " 47% "good but with needed improve ments," and 

7% s tated that the busway neede d major changes. 
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The maximum legal speed permitted on the busway is 55 mph. 

Almost all drivers (91%) felt that this speed was too slow 

and that it should be increased to 65 mph. The required 

spacing between buses is 1000 feet. One-half (52%) of the 

drivers felt that this requirement was excessive and should 

be lowe red to 500 feet. Forty-eight percent agreed with the 

current spacing requirement. 

When asked to assess the effect of the downtown contraflow 

lane on bus speed, 54% of the drivers responded that it 

"speeds it up," 24% that it "slows it down," and 22% that 

speeds were unaffected. In order to increase bus speeds on 

the contraflow lane 57% of the drivers feel that signals 

should be synchronized to favor bus flow. The signals are 

currently synchronized to favor automobile traffic, which 

flows in the opposite direction. Thus, the system necessar

ily works against bus speeds. Since the contraflow lane is a 

single lane, no bus can pass another, and 30% of the drivers 

felt that speeds couLd be improved if a passing lane were 

provided. Additionally, they suggested relocating bus stops 

(11%), speeding up the boarding process (18%), removing 

local buses from the contraflow lane (8%), and other sugges

tions not categorized here (17%). These percentages add up 

to more than 100% because many drivers made more than one 

comment relative to speed improvement. 

Sixteen drivers reported that their buses had broken down 

while driving on the busway and 27 reported that they had 

had experience with auto accidents while driving on the bus

way. Of these 27 responses, 20 said the auto accident in

volved intrusion into the bus lane, 13 that it involved in

trusion into the shoulder. Only six felt that the accident 

interfered with their performance as a bus driver. 
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The great majority of drivers stated that there were no spe

cial problems involved in driving on the busway during foggy 

or rainy weather (79%) or at night (65%). The special prob

lems which they did report were q uite diverse. Eight re

ported that the busway became slippery. Three cited the n eed 

for more light on the busway, and two observed t he need for a 

slower speed limit in such weather . Two drivers believed 

that lights or reflectors on the fence to the left would be 

helpful. 

Drivers most often cited reduction in visibility due to glare 

as a problem with night driving. Fourteen complained of the 

glare caused by on-coming cars. Four suggested that the 

fence to the left of the busway be made higher in order to 

block the light. Four drivers sugges ted that the fence be 

marked by lights or paint in order to make it more visible at 

night. Four were concerned that the bright lights of the 

buses blind on-coming cars. Thirteen drivers objected to the 

glare caused by the interior ligh ts of the bus. 

A large percentage of drivers (42%) cited special loading and 

unloading problems at the El Monte Stat ion. The largest 

single comment related to berth size being too small. This 

may lead to the problem of a bus driver being unable to pull 

his bus out of its berth into the single lane which leads 

around the station, if the berth directly in front of his bus 

is occupied. Some drivers commented that the station as a 

whole was t oo small to accommodate peak pe riod traffic effec

tively. Fifty-eight percent felt that there were no special 

problems. 

About a third of the crivers (30%) were satisfied with the 

service di r ector's performance at the El Monte Station. The 

service director assigns each bus to a berth as it enters the 

station and at the same time announces to the pub l ic at which 
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berth the incoming bus will be loading and its destination. 

The largest single comment related to improving his perform

ance suggested that he be located in an area which completely 

isolated him from the necessity of answering any questions 

posed to him by the general public. Other comments of any 

frequency suggested changes in the current method of assign

ing buses to berths and that announcements be made more 

clearly and bilingually. 

The bus operators are almost unanimous in their feeling that 

a mixture of carpools and buses should not be allowed on the 

busway. Almost all felt that carpools (even in a limited num

ber) would have a bad or negative effect on the busway. The 

reasons behind this assessment are as follows (multiple an

swers allowed, so percentages add up to over 100) 

• reservations about driving qualifications 

of general public 

• would result in slower service and thus defeat 

purpose of busway 

• would cause safety problems, lead to accidents 

• slow cars would slow down buses 

• cars more apt to break down on busway 

• would result in congestion 

• other 
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VII. PEAK PERIOD DIVERSION 

The evaluation of the busway includes the examination of what 

would have happened had there not been a busway. Some busway 

riders would have ridden another bus; some would have driven, 

either daily or cooperatively with others; some would have 

been passengers in automobiles. An estimate of the changes 

in travel patterns associated with the busway is presented 

herein , showing the recent increase in people who stopped 

driving to travel the busway. This has been reflected in 

savings in vehic le miles traveled (VMT), which, in turn, re

sults in savings of energy and an improvement in air qua lity. 

DIFFERENCE BE'IWEEN EARLY AND MORE RECENT BUSWAY RIDERS 

As described in Appendix A, the responses to the survey ques

tion asking how long passengers had used the busway were sep

arated into only two groups: those starting before, and 

those starting after, the opening of the El Monte Station. 

These two groups, when expanded to total ridership, are in 

the same proportion to patronage report figures showing 2000 

riders before the El Monte Station opened and 6000 who have 

been added between the station opening and the on-board sur

vey (November 1974). All numbers quoted are peak period peak 

direction person-trips. 

In order to determine the number of cars diverted from the 

road as a result of the busway, these patronage values have 

been combined with the response on mode shift, the distribu

tion of which is as follows: 

Mode 

Have always used busway 

Drove my car (alone) 

Was an auto passenger 

88 

Pre-El Monte 
% 

5.5 

37.0 

10 . 7 

Post-El Monte 
% 

9.9 

59.0 

11.2 



Was a driver (carrying passengers) 3 . 7 6.7 

Was an alternate driver 3. 5 10.6 

Used a non-bu sway bus 39.6 2.4 

Taxi 0 . 0 0. 2 

Those who have ''always used the busway" are newcomers t o the 

region, people maturing into the labor marke t, and people 

who have changed their route because of a change of home or 

job. 

To trans late these reponses to diverted vehicles, the cate

gories are grouped by ex-driver, e x-bus rider, and ex

passenger, as shown in Figure 31 . 

PRE EL MONTE POST EL MONTE 

COMMUTERS COMMUTERS 
2000 6000 

ALWAYS ALWAYS 
BUSWAY BUSWAY 

100 600 

THOSE WHO THOSE WHO 
SHIFTED SHIFTED 

1900 5400 

I I I I 
EX- DRIVERS EX-BUS EX-PASSENGER EX- DRIVERS EX- BUS EX- PASSENGER 

800 800 300 4200 100 1100 

FIGURE 31 MODE SHI FT OF PASSENGERS BY LENGTH OF BUSWAY USAGE 

(5.5 Peak Period, Peak Direction Busway Riders) 

All of those who responded "drove my car (alone)" and "was a 

driver (carrying passengers)" were considered ex-drivers. 

The latter is different from the treatment i n the Shirley 

Highway project in which "one-half of t hose persons wh o drove 

with passengers ... a re presumed to represe nt diverted 
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vehicles."* It is assumed here that the passengers in such 

an arrangement would have responded "passenger." Those who 

responded "taxi" were allocated to the ex-driver group be

cause they corresponded on a one-to-one basis with cars di

verted from the freeway, even though the cars were not their 

own. Those who responded "was an alternate driver (drove 

days per week)" were split between ex-driver and ex-passenger. 

The response to the second part of this question was predom

inantly "2 days per week," so these respondents were assigned 

40% to ex-drivers and 60 % to ex-passengers. This is higher 

than the "one out of six"** assumed in the Shirley Highway re

port. 

As might be expected, in the earlier days of the busway the 

proportion of those who shifted from other buses was greater 

than in more recent days. Almost all of those who are shift

ing to the busway in the post-El Monte period are coming out 

of cars. 

To convert the numbers in Figure 31 to the number of cars di

verted from the road, we must first determine what percentage 

of the group who have always used the busway represent ex

drivers. If we assume that they would have followed the same 

pattern as observed in the Los Angeles region as a whole, 

then six to seven percent would have used transit, with the 

remainder distributed in cars with a 1.2 occupancy rate. 

This would produce about 80 one-way car trips per day for 

this group in the pre-El Monte period and 470 one-way car 

trips in the post-El Monte period. 

'lrThe Shirle ress-Bus-on-Freewa Demonstration Project/ 
for Urban Mass Transportation Admim.stra-

-/(If;" 

Ibid. 
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When these car trips are added to those which would have been 

made by ex-drivers, we get 880 one-way trips for pre-El Monte 

and 4670 for post•El Monte, or a total of 5550 one-way car 

trips diverted from the road. This represents 2775 commuter 

cars which did not make the roundtrip each day. It can be 

seen that this ratio (880:4670) is lower than the 1:3 implied 

by the patronage ratio of 2000 to 6000, as more and more of 

the share of riders comes from cars. 

COMPARISON OF DIVERSION DATA WITH EARLIER RESULTS 

In the first year report,* a diagram was given of the diver

sion pattern as of the end of 1973. This is reproduced in 

part in Figure 32, together with the total diversion as of t h e 

end of 1974. 

1973 1974 

BUSWAY BUSWAY 

COMMUTERS COMMUTERS 

4000 8000 

ALWAYS ALWAYS 
BUSWAY - BUSWAY 

700 700 

I I I 
EX- DRIVERS AND 

EX- BUS EX- DRIVERS EX- BUS EX- PASSENGERS 
EX- PASSENGERS 

600 5000 900 
2700 

FIGUR E 32 COMPARISON OF MODE SHIFT RESULTS 

( 5.5 hr Peak Per iod, Peak Direct ion Bu sway Riders ) 

1400 

Th e numbe r o f rider s who we re always busway u sers remains t ~e 

s ame , which p robab l y i mplies that one o f the e stima tes is 

*First Year Peport, San Bernardino Freeway Express Busway Evaluation, 
prepared f or Soutrern California Association of Governrrents by Crain and 
Associates , February 1974, p. 115. 
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slightly in error. The number who have shifted from another 

bus is up from 600 to 900, but the overwhelming source of the 

4000 additional trips per day comes from the automobile. 

In the Shirley Highway analysis the ratio of the number of 

cars to the number of auto users was found to be 0.60.* In 

Figure 32 the ratio of 5000/(5000+1400) is 0.78. Half of 

this difference can be ascribed to the difference in treat

ment of carpoolers between the two studies and half is the 

real difference in occupancy rates. 

IMPLICATIONS ON VMT 

It is important to translate the estimate of the 5550 cars 

diverted daily from the San Bernardino Freeway corridor into 

reduced vehicle miles traveled (VMT). This allows the traffic 

impacts of the busway to be related to regional goals of VMT 

reductions. All figures quoted herein are weekday, 5.5 hour 

peak period savings. 

In 1973, the average daily trip of automobile drivers, before 

they switched to the busway, was 19 . 8 miles one-way. It was 

5.4 miles one-way to the El Monte Station for those who 

switched to busway travel and parked at the station.** The 

busway rider may leave his car home, be driven to the station 

(kiss-ride), or drive to the station himself (park-ride). If 

he drive to the station, he saved 14.4 miles each way. If he 

was driven to the station, and the car then was driven home, 

to return for him in the evening, the mileage saving was 9.0 

miles a trip. If the car was left at home, the saving was 

19.8 miles per trip. 

*Shirley Highway ... Second Year Results, p. 15. 

**First Year Report, SBFEB Evaluation, p. 118. 
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The response to the question "How did you get from your 

starting point to where you boarded this bus?" yielded the 

following percent distribution, for regular busway users. 

Mode 

Drove car and parked 

Driven by someone else 

% 

Rode another bus and transferred to this one 

Walked 

54.7 

16.7 

5.1 

22.6 

0.9 Took taxi 

The first response is the park-ride. The second category can 

be either car-sharing or kiss-ride. Observation at El Monte 

indicates that kiss-ride is twice as likely as carpooling, so 

we will use two-thirds of this figure (or 11.1%) to represent 

kiss-ride. The remaining 5.6 % plus the other three categories 

all relate to leaving the car at home. This can be summarized 

in the following distribution: 

Mode 

Park-ride 

Kiss-ride 

Leave car home 

% 

54.7 

11.1 

34.2 

VMT Saving/ Day 

14.4 

9.0 

19 .8 

However, these percentages apply to busway riders as a whole, 

and it is not reasonatle to assume t hat the ex-bus riders 

follow the same pa ttern as the ex-drivers. Instead, if we 

assume tha t the ex-bus riders, who are more likely to be 

transit-dependent people, all leave t heir cars at home, the 

distribution of VMT saving s is altered as follows : 

Table 19 
VMT SAVINGS FOR EX-DRIVERS 

VMT 
Mode % Saving/ Day 

Park-ride • 61. 6 14.4 

Kiss-ride 12.5 9.0 

Leave car home 25.9 19.8 
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These numbers were obtained by subtracting the percentage of 

ex-bus people (11.2%, i.e. 900/ 8000) from the category 

"leave car home" and then normalizing the data so that the 

percentages add to 100. The 5550 car trips diverted from 

the freeway, if distributed as above, would produce a saving 

of 84,000 miles per day. This saving is decreased by the 

vehicle miles traveled by the bus and by the cars that 

either are left at home or taken home by those who "kiss and 

ride." The 229 daily peak period bus trips average approxi

mately 15 miles per one-way trip and, in total, represent 

3400 VMT. 

The cars left at home are driven about 3900 VMT per day. 

The on-board survey indicates 22.8% of the cars left at home 

or returned to home are driven during the day, each about 16 

miles per day. Thus, of the 2775 cars diverted, 1065 (38.4%) 

are left at home or taken home, and the 243 (22.8%) that are 

used generate 3900 VMT (16 miles each). 

Thus, the gross saving in automobile mileage is 84,000 miles 

per day. The net saving in automobile mileage after sub

tracting the 3900 miles driven during the day by the cars 

left at home or taken home is 80,000 miles per day. When 

the additional 3400 miles per day of bus travel is sub

tracted, the final net saving is 77,000 VMT per day. 

There are 30,000 cars a day going by on the freeway near El 

Monte Station during the peak period. Although some of them 

are not going to the CBD and cars from t he corridor go to 

the CBD without using the freeway, this number gives a frame 

of reference to the VMT saving. Assuming that all 30,000 

cars travel 19.8 miles a trip, the net saving of 77,000 miles 

a day is 12.9% of the mi l eage of those cars sti ll using the 

freeway. 
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ENERGY CONSERVATION 

One of the implications of the savings in VMT due to the · 

busway is the decrease in gallons of gasoline used. It was 

estimated a bove that by diverting commuters from their cars, 

the busway was saving 80,000 VMT miles per day. If these 

diverted cars operate at the California State average, they 

would travel 12.3 miles per gallon.* The Shirley Highway 

report quoted 14.75 miles per gallon.** This implies that 

the busway bus is currently causing gasoline savings at a 

rate between 5400 and 6500 gallons per working day from the 

cars left at home. In addition, those cars still on the 

freeway are driving more freely. Since stop-and-start driv

ing consumes more gasoline than steady flow, these drivers, 

too, are saving gasoline. The smoother flow results partly 

from diversion and partly from the improvements to the free

way itself. A saving of one mile per gallon would yield ad

ditional gasoline savings at the same order of magnitude as 

those computed above. 

In order to estimate how many gallons of gasoline have been 

saved since the opening of the busway, it is prudent to con

sider certain differences between the pre-El Monte busway 

riders and the current riders (as of November 1974). As 

shown in a previous section, 880/ 2000 (or 44%) of the early 

ride rs were ex-drivers and 5550/ 8000 (or 69%) of the present 

riders are ex-drivers. The net miles saved per diverted 

trip are 13.7.*** 

*CUrrent estimate, private camn.mication, Caltrans. 

**Shirley Highway Project ... Second Year Results, p. 42. 

***'!he average VMl' saved for each diverted car canputed fran Table 
1 9 l ess the average VMr expended in other trips by the cars left at 
hare or taken hare. 
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During the 5.5 month pre-El Monte period, the average number 

of peak period trips per day was about 1400, yielding 66,000* 

gallons saved at the more conservative 14.75 miles per gallon 

rate. (All trips are, of course, one-way trips.) During the 

14-month post-El Monte period (omitting the time of the strike) 

the average number of trips per day was 5100, yielding 961,000** 

gallons saved, for a total of 1,027,000 gallons saved since 

the opening of the busway. 

The Shirley Highway project also evaluated the gasoline sav

ings from cars diverted from the road. At the end of the 

first two years (as compared to the busway's 19.5 months) 

they had saved 1,198,000 gallons compared to the busway's 

1,027,000. If the busway's savings are extrapolated to two 

years, at the current rate of 8000 commuter trips per day, 

by the end of two years the busway will have saved 1,511,000*** 

gallons. It would appear, therefore, that the busway is cur

rently saving about 25% more gallons of gasoline than the 

Shirley Highway busway did, at the same stage of maturity. 

There is, however, an investment in the additional energy 

consumed (diesel fuel burned} by the additional buses re

quired to produce this savings in gasoline. There are cur

rently about 229 peak period, peak direction bus trips trav

eling the 15 miles between El Monte and downtown. The buses 

get about 6.5 miles per gallon of diesel on the busway and 2.5 

downtown. The consumption is 1493 gallons (i.e., 229 x 2 x 15 

+ 4.6). Prior to the opening of the busway the consumption 

was about 470 gallons (55 trips per peak period obtaining about 

*1400 (peak trips) x 44% {ex-drivers) x 5.5 (m:mths) x 21 (days/ 
m:mth) x 13. 7 (miles saved/trip) 7 14. 75 (miles/gallon) . 

**5100 (peak trips) x 69% (ex-drivers) x 14 (m:mths) x 21 (days/ 
m::mth) x 13. 7 {miles saved/trip) +- 14. 75 (miles/gallon) . 

*** . The 1,027,000 gallons saved through the first 19. 5 rronths plus 
8000 (peak trips) x 69% (ex-drivers) x 4.5 (rronths) x 21 (days/m::mth) x 
13. 7 (miles saved/trip) + 14. 75 (miles/gallon) . 
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3.5 miles per gallon). The net difference is an increase 

of about 1000 gallons of diesel burned per day. 

AIR QUALITY 

The reduction in VMT resulting from diverted car trips and 

the smoother flow and increase of speed of those cars on the 

road both result in t he improvement of air quality. The 

cars which are not used to commute do not emit pollutants at 

all, and those which are driven at a smoother speed emit 

fewer pounds of pollutants per mile. Computations of this 

decrease in emissions for the Shirle y Highway project were 

difficult and laborious. In dealing with the California 

data, we are fortunate in having available the set of manuals 

prepared by the California Department of Transportation*, which 

gives the emission rate on a freeway for various mixes of 

passenger cars and heavy-duty vehicles as a function of 

speed and of yea r of measurement. All of the factors relat

ing to California law and the deterioration of equipment are 

built into the curves presented in that manual. As a result, 

in order to estimate the emissions of carbon monoxide and 

hydrocarbons for a given length of highway for a given period 

of time, it is necessary only to know : 

• the average route speed, 

• the number of vehicles, and 

• the percentage of heavy-duty vehicles. 

In order to test the impact of the busway on the emissions 

of pollutants, thre e sets of computations were made. These 

measured the amount of pollutants emitted by cars on the San 

Bernardino Freeway during the 5.5 hour peak period under 

varying conditions , as follows: 

* . ~ Quality Manual, prepared for FHWA, Washingtrn, D. C. , by 
cal1.fom1.a I:epartnent of Public Works, 8 volurces, 1972, FHWA-RD-72-33, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40. 
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1. In early 1973 when the busway first opened. 

2. In November 1974 with the busway diverting 5550 car 

trips per day from the road. 

3. In November 1974 had no busway been built, adding an 

additional 5550 cars to the freeway. 

The reason for the first calculation is to get the pre-busway 

air quality condition. The reason for the second calculation 

is to show what improvements the busway and other factors have 

produced in air quality . These factors are the general improve

ment in emissions control by car manufacturers and the improve

ment on the freeway itself. The first factor lowers the emis

sion rate per car, at any speed. The second increases car 

speed on the freeway, which results in lower e mission in pounds 

per mile. The third calculation is made to show how much 

worse air quality would be without the diversion effect . 

The speeds were available for studies land 2* and estimated 

from volume-speed relationships for study 3. Relative to study 

3, because current vehicle counts are sufficiently close to capac 

ity that the added vehicles would decrease the average speed 

level, the emissions are recomputed based on this lower average 

speed. (The Shirley Highway evaluation assumes that the speed 

is not affected by the addition of the non - driven vehicles.) 

The traffic count for study 1 was derived from ADT counts 

for study 2, modified to reflect the slight change in ADT 

over that time period (see Figure 21, Chapter Ill). The 

traffic count was available for study 2 and for study 3 is 

the sum of the November 1974 va lues and the 5550 car trips 

derived in the earlier portion of this chapter. Speeds and 

volumes were available on an hourly basis. The percentage 

of heavy-duty vehicles used in all three studies is 5% based 

* Gallagher, Michael P. , eagx::x:,1s Using Busway Dlring Strike, 
california Departrrent of Transportation--Dist. 7, January 1975, pp. 11-12. 
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on weekly measurements taken by Caltrans throughout the last 

half of 1974.* The values of emissions for the three studies 

presented in Table 20 are the sums of the 5.5 hour peak 

travel. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Table 20 
BUSWAY IMPACT ON AIR QUALITY 

(Pounds Generated During Peak Period, 
per Freeway Mile, per Day) 

Carbon 
Monoxide 

Spring 1973 2607 

November 1974 2084 

November 1974 had there been no busway 2472 

Observed percentage change -20.l 

Percentage change had t he re been no busway - 5.2 

Hydro-
carbons 

456 

326 

381 

-28.5 

-16.4 

This shows that over the duration of the busway, carbon monox

ide emissions over the freeway have decreased by 20.1% and hy

drocarbon emissions have decreased by 28.5%. If the busway 

had not been built, even with the improvement in emissions 

control and the configuration of the freeway, the additional 

cars on the road would have produced emissions of carbon monox

ide only 5.2% lower than early 1973, and the hydrocarbon emis

sions would have decreased by only 16.4%. This indicates 

that the busway is producing a reduction of 15.7% in carbon 

monoxide emissions and 14.4% in hydrocarbon emissions rela

tive to conditions which wou ld have existed had the busway 

not been built , i.e., about a 15% reduction in air pollutants. 

This is too simple a model to have much precision, because, 

if all those cars were dumped on the freeway at once, some 

drivers would divert to the parallel roads. However, the 

San Bernardino Freeway carries 42% of the corridor traffic 

(see pre vious Figure 20), and the driver's options are limit

ed. Furthermore, the only effect of the movement of a car 

to one of the parallel streets is that pollutants are emitted 

over a slightly wider band. 

*Caltrans District 7, Advance Planning Section, traffic data. 
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It is difficult to compare these results with the Shirley 

Highway experience because the California pollution control 

law is more stringent than that of any other state. Also, 

the Shirley Highway data cover the time period 1971-1973 in

stead of 1973-1974. However, if after two years the results 

given in the second year report* are converted to the units 

of pounds per freeway mile, the results seem as comparable 

as the difference in circumstance permits. 

Emissions Savings 
(Pounds saved per peak period, per freeway mile, per day) 

Shirley Highway 

San Bernardino Freeway 

Carbon Monoxide 

594 

388 

Hydrocarbons 

75 

55 

Further growth in busway patronage will generate further sav

ings. In a very rough-cut approximation, each 1000 passen

gers of the current composition (69% ex-drivers) added to the 

peak-period patronage will decrease the emissions over the 

freeway area by an additional 2% compared to the pre-busway 

emissions. 

*Shirley Highway Project ... Second Year Results, p. 41. 
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VIII. SCHEDULE RELIABILITY 

This chapter is devoted to the issue of the impact of the 

busway on schedule reliability (or, as discussed below, on 

trip time consistency). It has always been the contention 

of those who favored busways that a major benefit of the ex

clusive bus roadway would be a much more reliable -service 

offered to the customer. 

Although the bus passenger believes that the bus schedule is 

supposed to be an accurate charting of the desired position of 

the bus within t he system at a specific time, the person who 

creates such a schedule operates under a more complicated set 

of rules than that statement implies. At SCRTD, bus drivers 

operate under t wo injunctions: "Don't fail to pick up all 

potential passengers" and "Don't deliver them to their des

tination late." Thu s , during the pick-up portion of the 

rout8, they may not be early, and during the delivery por

tion, they may not be late. For a route which is wholly 

downtown, or any route for which both pick-up and delivery 

occur over the whole route, the schedule then becomes a rigid 

framework within which he operates. 

For the commuter bus the pick-up mode is at one end of the 

route and the delivery mode at the other. For s uch a route, 

the published bus schedule in the pick-up area is carefully 

balanced between giving a time so early that potential riders 

must always wait a long time for the bus to arrive and one so 

late that the bus must wait at stops in order not to leave 

early. In the de livery a rea, the published portion of the 

schedule gives times which permit the bus not to be late ex

cept under major disruption. 

A further complication in the demands on schedule-makers is 
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that buses must arrive in pick-up areas with some regularity 

so that potential passengers can easily memorize the applic

able portion of the schedule. An alternative to this is a 

frequency of runs so high that no memorizing is necessary, 

but this alternative is only rarely commercially feasible. 

With these criteria for developing a bus schedule, it is 

clear that the difference between one type of highway and an

other for the bus route will not affect the accuracy with 

which a schedule will be met. What will be affected is the 

time interval allowed on the schedule to cover the route. 

For a road which has consistently heavy or light traffic, a 

reasonably constant time to traverse a given distance can be 

expected. For roads which vary in traffic volume, like free

ways, it is necessary to set the schedule to allow for the 

worst congestion, and expect the bus to be frequently early 

in the delivery mode. 

Another aspect of scheduling is the selection of the sequence 

of trips to be undertaken by a given bus and driver. This 

task must take into consideration human needs for regular 

rest breaks and produce a sequence of trips which minimizes 

dead-heading and the possibility of error. The schedule must 

build in some "fudge" factor against the possibility of late 

arrival from the previous run, so that lateness on one run 

will not accumulate through the day. 

Given all these requirements on the making of schedules, 

what, then, can be the impact of the busway on schedule ac

curacy? A characteristic of the San Bernardino Freeway Ex

press Busway is that it is the link between the pick-up mode 

and the delivery mode. With the exception of the College 

and Hospital stations, which are not yet major factors in 

the passenger selection of busway buses, all origins are at 

one end and all destinations are at the other. 
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In the morning peak, the pick-up is in the suburbs and the 

delivery is downtown. In the afternoon peak, this process 

is reversed. If the schedule functions as defined above, 

the probability of buses being early should be greater at 

the destination than at the origin of the trip. Using the 

peak period data for five busway routes (401, 402, 403, 404, 

and 405) for two midweek days in February, this condition is 

to some extent substantiated. The schedule performance of 

busway buses is shown below: 

Percent 
Early 

Peak Period Buses 

Average Difference 
from Schedule* 

(All Buses) 

AM 

Pi1 

El Monte 

Downtown 

Downtown 

19.3 

22.5 

22.6 

1.56 

1.93 

0.57 

El Monte 38.3 -.30 

*Actual arrival time minus scheduled time, in minutes. 

In the morning, the percentage of buses which arrive early 

at the downtown destination (Wilshire and Figueroa or Olive 

and Seventh) is slightly larger than at El Monte, even though 

the average deviation from the schedule increases slightly. 

In the afternoon, the percentage of early buses nearly 

doubles at the El Monte destination, and the average arrival 

at El Monte is almost a minute earlier than the downtown de

parture. 

A similar computation for buses traveling on the freeway, 

without benefit of exclusive busway lanes, yie lds much more 

striking data. These buses travel between park-and-ride lots 

in Fullerton and La Mirada and downtown Los Angeles. The 

schedule performance of freeway buses follows: 
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Percent Average Difference 
Early from Schedule* 

Peak Period Buses (All Buses) 

Fullerton 
La Mirada 21.3 0.39 

AM 
5th & Flower 65.9 -3.89 

5th & Flower 18.5 1.64 
PM 

Fullerton 85.2 -8.96 
La Mirada 

*Actual arrival time minus scheduled time, in minutes. 

As shown above, most afternoon buses arrive early by an aver

age of almost nine minutes. In the afternoon, both the bus

way buses and the freeway buses spend about ten minutes in 

the downtown area. Then the busway buses travel a fairly 

regular 13-14 minute trip by the busway to El Monte . The 

freeway buses travel with the traffic flow on the Santa Ana 

Freeway for times which average 32 or 35 minutes, according 

to the route, but even in this small sample range from 21.5 

to 46.25 minutes. The scheduler must therefore allow a much 

larger interval beyond the average time for buses traveling 

with the traffic flow on this freeway than he does for busway 

buses , in order to be sure that buses do not arrive late. 

This suggests that the variability of arrival, in relation 

to the mean travel time, is the statistic which defines the 

impact the kind of highway will have on the make-up of the 

schedule. The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean 

(here called the variability ratio) is suggested. Table 21 

displays the variability ratio for buses traveling on the 

busway, in the downtown area, and on the freeway with the 

traffic flow. 

The busway has consistently lower values, at about seven per

cent , compared to values of fifteen to twenty perce nt for 

other types of highway. 
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Table 21 
VARIABILITY RATIO, BY TIME OF DJ.:i AND TYPE OF HIGHWAY 

Tine of Day Busway Do,.Jntcwn Freeway 
Fullerton La Mirada 

AM Peak .074 .107 .145 .150 

Midday .053 .129 no runs 

PM Peak . 068 .239 .150 .152 

Avg. run tine 13-14 min. 10-12 min. 35 min. 32 min. 

The implication of these differences for the schedule-maker 

is that allowing 15% more than mean travel time on the busway 

route will produce few late buses. To insure that buses are 

not late on downtown streets, 39% of the mean would be added, 

and for buses traveling in the stream of traffic on the free

way, 30%. 

Further advantage can be taken of this lane variability ratio 

in the selection of trips to be undertaken by a given driver. 

The allowance of additional break time, to prevent the accumu

lation of lateness through the day, can be less for busway 

routes than for downtown or freeway bus routes. The combina

tion of the lesser schedule allowance and the shorter break

time allowance means that the busway adds to potential produc

tivity. 

For those bus schedules made under di f ferent policies than 

those described here, the objective is the same: to carry 

the maximum number of passengers in the most efficient manner. 

The use of a busway permits the bus to travel a given distance 

in a more constant time than do downtown streets or the stream 

of traffic on the freeway. This minimizes the allowance on 

the schedule for traffic variation. 
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In summary, the busway does not add to schedule reliability 

in the sense that buses meet the schedules better. The 

schedules are constructed with the knowledge of how the bus 

performs on a particular kind of roadway and with the addi

tional constraints, of equal importance, of spacing runs at 

regular intervals and picking up all potential passengers. 

The impact of the busway on the schedule is that shorter 

travel times can be allowed which, in turn, are translated 

to more efficient use of buses and drivers. 
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IX. TIME AND MOTION STUDY 

The evaluation of the busway includes various time-and-motion 

studies of how efficiently the busway system processes passen

gers and buses at stations and downtown. This chapter re

ports the data from those studies and lays the base for the 

busway capacity computations offered in the next chapter. 

Further details and supporting data are given in Appendix B. 

EL MONTE STATION 

Park-Ride, Kiss-Ride Passenger Flows 

Cars enter the El Monte Station parking lot from a single en

trance at Santa Anita Avenue, and a signal at this intersec

tion allows six cars to come through on "green" from either 

direct i on. Fifty yards beyond this entrance all cars must 

pass a ticket booth. A car with a monthly ticket can be 

served by the ticket booth in four seconds, with the average 

time observed being 5.5 seconds. 

Most cars had a single occupant; very few carpools came to 

the lot. There was no sign that carpools were forming at 

this lot for other destinations. Twenty to twenty-five per

cent of the arriving passengers were kiss-and-ride. 

The early arrivals could park near the terminal and walk to 

the station quickly . At 6:30 AM, the total time from the 

Santa Anita entrance to boarding platform is about three min

utes. By 7:30, the lot has filled to a point that the park

ing time is slightly increased and the walk to the terminal 

is longer, producing a total time of five minutes. By 8:30, 

the lot is completely full, and people are either parking in 

a temporary lot beyond a wire fence or seeking to get into 
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an illegal space. Because there are so few of these latecom

ers, few observations of them were made, and the estimate 

of the total time of almost eight minutes is not very reliable. 

Once inside the lower level of the station, passengers can 

get to the upper level and boarding areas by elevator, esca

lator, or stairs. Essentially, none of the commuters use t he 

elevator. In the morning, about eight percent of the people 

prefer to walk up. In the evening, over twenty percent pre

fer to walk down. 

At night, people do not return in the same order as they ar-

rive in the morning. 

parently random order. 

As a result, the lot empties in an ap

The time to walk from the terminal to 

the car is reasonably constant, and the average walk time in 

the evening is less than the reverse trip in the morning. 

At 5:15, short queues of departing cars build up at the end 

of the parking lanes where they merge into the exit road, 

which costs an additional 30 seconds in egress time. At all 

other times, it takes a fairly constant four minutes from 

platform to street in the evening. 

Bus Flow 

Eastbound buses enter the station from the end of the busway; 

westbound buses enter on a bus-only road which connects to 

Santa Anita Avenue. Buses from either direction merge to ap

proach the TV camera, at which point a berth is assigned by 

the service director (see Figure 33), and then continue on 

to the berth and the station exit. There is a stop sign at 

the end of the busway and buses leaving the station, whether 

eastbound toward the street or westbound toward the busway, 

must cross in front of buses stopped at this sign. Exiting 

buses have the right-of-way. (See Figure 10 in Chapter II.) 
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Buses entering the station from the busway average five to 

six seconds from stop sign to TV camera, if not delayed by 

exiting buses. In congested periods, times of 10 to 15 sec

onds are not rare, so that the average peak period time is 

eight seconds. Buses coming from the street average eight 

to ten seconds from street to TV camera, but in AM peak per

iod can be delayed up to 30 seconds, so that average access 

time is 12 seconds. 

Once the bus leaves the camera, the path to the berth and to 

the exit covers the same distance regardless of which berth 

is used, and results in an average time of 43.5 seconds for 

cruise-in to berth plus cruise-out to exit. (See Appendix B 

for details.) The variations around the mean cruise-time 

values are large, usually because one or two measurements 

are very much larger than the rest. At the present level of 

service at El Monte, there is about one chance in 30 that a 

bus will be delayed 20 seconds or more in acess to or egress 

from the berth because another bus is using the single lane 

around the terminal. If there were no interference from 

other buses, the average time would have been 42.8 seconds. 

As the number of buses using the terminal increases, the 

likelihood of such tie-ups also will increase. It is not 

known how rapidly they will increase and what this will do 

to the average cruise-in/cruise-out time. 

Time Required to Board/Deboard 

As part of the time-and-motion study, the time required to 

board and deboard was measured at El Monte Station. This 

station is designed so that departing passengers can leave 

the loading area easily, without interfering with those 

waiting to board. The assignment of buses to berths is such 

that people waiting to board know at approximately which 

berth their bus will arrive. As the bus leaves the holding 
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area (where the TV camera is located), an announcement is 

made over the loudspeaker specifying the exact berth. While 

they are preparing to board, the waiting people form an ord

erly queue (see Figure 34). As a result of all these fea

tures, there is a minimum of pushing and shoving within the 

queues, and the data which result probably represent a 

rather efficient process. 

When passengers were being counted and timed, data takers 

were asked to indicate conditions which caused a delay in 

the normal boarding or deboarding process . These were cate

gorized as follows: 

o passengers with chronic* physical disabilities, such as 

braces, blindness 

• passengers with acute physical d isabilities, such as 

being t oo short to reach the steps, too heavy, pregnant, 

elderly, wearing casts 

• passengers with situational disabilities, such as a cry

ing child, a heavy package 

e passengers requiring information or a transfer from the 

driver 

The data we r e separated into two groups-those boarding or 

deboarding events which were apparently normal in tempo, and 

those which contained one or more of the above aberrations. 

A least-squares straight line fits each of the normal board

ing/ deboarding sets of data. The accuracy of the fit was 

not appreciably improved by using quadratic or exponential 

curves. 

*Narres of disabilities selected are those defined in Travel Bar
riers, Transportation Needs of~ Handicapped, prepared for Departirent 
of Transporation Office of Econanic and Systems Analysis, Washington, 
D.C., by Abt Associates, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., August 1969, contract 
TB-304, p. 12. 
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The equation for the number of seconds to board the bus, TB' 
in terms of the number of passengers, P, is 

T
8

=0 . 5+1.936P 

The equation was not forced to have a zero intercept, but the 

start-up time which resulted is negligible. 

The equation for the number of seconds to deboard the bus, T0 , 

in terms of t he number of passengers, P, is 

T
0 

= 3.8 + 1.127P 

Here there is a longer start-up time while the queue forms 

in the bus or, if only a few are deboarding, the latter walk to 

the door from their position in the bus. Even though only the 

normal boardings/ deboardings were used in deriving these equa

tions, there is still some variation between individual board

ings. Nevertheless, the two equations given here account for 

82% of the total variation in TB, and 77% of the total varia

tion in T0 . 

The above equations describe the normal boarding/ deboarding 

process. Those events in which delays had occurred were exam

ined next. The equation for normal boarding was evaluated, 

and the increment of delay time was determined. It was found 

that in some cases, mostly when large numbers of passengers 

were involved, even though delay conditions were noted the 

increment was negative. These events were discarded in the 

computation of the likelihood of delay and in the amount of 

delay. Table 22 displays the frequency of the delays, by 

type. 

When two numbers occupy a position in the table, the first 

number is the original number of observations. The second 

number is the number of observations which actually produced 

delays and is the value represented by the percentage. In 
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general, 14.1% of the boardings/ deboardings displayed some 

delay. The most frequent type of delay was informational, 

on boarding, which is three times as frequent as informa

tional on deboarding. 

Table 22 
DISTRIBtJrION OF TYPES OF DEL-.Y Kr EL t,,rnTE STATION 

I:eboard Board Total 
Type of I:elay No.* % No.* % No.* % 

Chronic 4/ 4 1.6 6/ 6 2.5 10/ 10 2.1 

Acute 9/ 9 3.7 3/ 2 0.8 12/ 11 2.3 

Situational 11/ 11 4.5 9/ 8 3.4 20/19 3.9 

Informational 11/ 7 2.8 24/ 21 8.8 35/ 28 5.8 

All delays 35/ 31 12.6 42/ 37 15.5 77/ 68 14 .1 

Normal boardings/ 215 87.4 201 84.5 416 85.9 deboardings 

'll:No. before oolique line= ooservations; no. after = real delays. 

To estimate whether or not there was any pattern to the de

lays (such as whether or not informational delays were shorter 

when there were a lot of people), the data were plotted, but 

the sample sizes are small and no obvious patterns emerged. 

As a result, only average delays by category were computed. 

These are given in Table 23. 

Table 23 
AVERAGE AMOUNT OF DELAY PER PASSENGER BY CATEGORY 

AT EL MONTE STATION 

Deboard Board 
Type of Delay (seconds) (seconds) 

Chronic 15.2 10.8 

Acute 13.l 3. 5 

Situational 14.2 16.0 

Informationa l 25.7 15.6 
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The 3.5 value under "acute, boarding" represents only two 

events. Those who seek information on deboarding do seem to 

take longer than those who are boarding. 

The conclusion to be derived from these two tables is that 

if the expected time of delay is added to the original curves 

an additional 2.2 seconds should be added to the boarding 

time and 2.1 seconds to the deboarding time, yielding total 

(TT) of 

and 

TT 8 = 2.7 + 1.936P 

TT 0 = 5.9 + 1.127P 

These equations, then, represent the average boarding and de

boarding time of all passengers at El Monte Station. 

An alternative method of treating the delays would have been 

to add the delays of each type as observed. This would have 

produced the equations 

TT 8 = 0.5 + 1.936P + 10.8C + 3.5A + 16.0S + 15.61 

and 

TT 0 = 3.8 + 1.127P + 15.2C + 13.lA+ 14.2S + 25.71 

where p is the total number of passengers, 

C is the number with chronic disabilities, 

A is the number with acute disabilities, 

s is the number with situational disabilities, 

and I is the number with informational requirements. 

Passen9:er Demand 

Counts were taken on February 14 of the numbers of people 

boarding and deboardi ng buses during a 7.5 hour period. 

These data were used to derive the bus dwell time in berth 

at El Monte Station by hour of day. However, when the data 
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were tabulated, additional information emerged. The pattern 

of boardings /deboardings throughout the day is more compli

cated than commuters boarding in the morning and deboarding 

in the afternoon. The number of buses and the number of pas

sengers boarding and deboarding by time of day are given in 

Tables 24, 25, and 26. Buses which terminated at El Monte 

Station were counted as having zero boarding time . These 

data include buses in both directions. 

The passenger count for the morning peak is given in Table 

24. During this period 1616 people boarded and 402 deboarded. 

Table 24 
PASSENGER DEMNID, AM PEAK PERIOD, EL IDNI'E STATIOO 

Board: 

No. of buses 

No. of pass. 

Avg. per bus 

Ceroard: 

No. of buses 

No. of pass. 

Avg. per bus 

6:00-
6:29 

13 

176 

13.5 

6:30-
6: 59 

29 

345 

11.9 

14 29 

48 117 

3.4 4.0 

7:00-
7:29 

34 

459 

13.5 

34 

111 

3.3 

7:30-
7:59 

24 

365 

15.2 

20 

48 

2.4 

8:00-
8:29 

18 

187 

10.4 

19 

48 

2.5 

8:30-
8:59 Total 

14 132 

84 1616 

6.0 12.2 

15 131 

30 402 

2.0 3.1 

If it is assumed that all 402 who got off one bus transferred 

t o another, 1214 people came to the s tation to board the bus. 

This seems a reasonable assumption, because ·the El Monte Sta

tion is not a probable destination point in the morning. The 

total number o f cars parked in the adjoining lot on that date 

was 1026, and 295 kiss-ride cars came to the lot. Data col

l ected by time of day on January 20 and February 27 indicate 

that 94% of the parked cars and 83 % of the kiss-ride cars 

came by the end of the morning peak. Applying these percent

ages · to the February 14 data yields 964 parked cars and 245 
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kiss-ride cars by the end of the morning peak, for a total 

of 1209. 

The peak hour as determined by number of buses is 6:30-7:30. 

During that time 63 buses went through the station, with an 

average of 12.8 people boarding and 3.6 people deboarding, 

per bus. During the hour from 7:00-8:00, more people board 

the buses and more people deboard per bus. There are then 

14.2 people boarding and 2.9 people deboarding, per bus. 

Table 25, the midday demand, shows a sharp rise in the number 

of peorie deboarding between 3:00 and 3:29 and a sharp rise 

in the number of people boarding 30 minutes later. These 

people include the returning shopper , the student, and the 

reverse commuter. However, the larger number boarding com

pared to deboarding in the 3:30-3:59 time interval probably 

includes commuters returning before the peak period who are 

forced to transfer at El Monte. 

Table 25 
PASSENGER DEMAND, MIDDAY, EL MONTE STATION 

Board: 

No. of buses 

No . of pass. 

Avg. per bus 

Deboard: 

No. of buses 

No. of pass. 

Avg. per bus 

2:00-
2:29 

9 

56 

6.2 

9 

61 

6.8 

2:30-
2:59 

14 

47 

3.4 

15 

55 

3.7 

3:00-
3:29 

14 

59 

4.2 

14 

126 

9.0 

3:30-
3:59 

14 

132 

9.4 

16 

161 

10.1 

The passenger count for the evening peak period is shown in 

Table 26. Although deboarding passengers are the largest 
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group (2040), there is also a large group of boarding passen

gers (1055), implying that 2.5 times as many people are trans

ferring at El Monte Station in the afternoon as in the morn

ing (when there are only 402 deboarding passengers-assumed 

to be people who had to transfer). 

Table 26 
PASSENGER DEMAND, P~ PEAK PERIOD, EL M::Nl'E STATIOO 

Board: 

No. of buses 

No. of pass. 

Avg. per bus 

Deboard: 

No. of buses 

No. of pass. 

Avg. per bus 

4:00-
4:29 

18 

123 

6.8 

18 

394 

21.9 

4:30-
4:59 

24 

246 

10.2 

24 

443 

18.5 

5:00-
5:29 

31 

302 

9.7 

30 

618 

20.6 

5:30-
5:59 

31 

296 

9.5 

32 

431 

13.5 

6:00-
6:30 

11 

88 

8.0 

11 

154 

14.0 

Total 

115 

1055 

9.2 

115 

2040 

17.7 

When the commuter leaves in the morning, he usually has only 

one route available to him, and that route may well take him 

to his destination. In the evening, the commuter returning 

from the city may well have the choice of several routes to 

El Monte, even though only one will take him home. The in

crease in the number transferring on t he return trip suggests 

that people take the first possible bus to El Monte, even 

though it cannot save them time. They prefer to wait at El 

.Monte Station instead of at a street corner. 

In the on-board survey, conducted in the morning between El 

Monte and Los Angeles, only 5.3% of the respondents indicated 

that they had transferred to the bus on which they were rid

ing. This suggests a group of about 200 transfers in the 

westbound direction each morning . The only explanation for 

the difference in this figure and 402 cited above, which is 
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the number transferring in both directions, is that a great 

number of reverse commuters are having to transfer to continue 

to their eastward destination. 

The PM peak hour as determined by number of buses (62) is 

5:00-6:00, with an average of 9.6 people boarding and 16.9 

people deboarding, per bus. The hour from 4:30-5:30, how

ever, has more people deboarding (10.0) and more people per 

bus both boarding and deboarding (19.6). 

Total Time for a Bus to Pass through El Monte Station 

The pattern of bus travel around the station is different in 

the AM from the PM, as is the pattern of boarding and deboard

ing. For that reason, the total time that a bus spends in 

the station is different in those two time periods. Table 27 

gives the total time per bus in the station if everything is 

done as efficiently as possible during the time of maximum 

congestion. The times to board and deboard have been computed 

by combining the average number of people who board and de

board in the peak hour with the equations given earlier in 

this chapter. 

Table 27 
TOTAL BUS TIME IN EL MONTE STATION 

AM Peak PM Peak 
(seconds) (seconds) 

To TV camera 12.0 8.0 

Cruise in and out 43.5 43. 5 

Deboard 9.2 28.0 

Board 30.2 22.1 

Total 94.9 101.6 

In the afternoon, there is a saving in access time to the TV 

camera. However, the extensive transferring in the afternoon 
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increases the boarding time beyond t hat which one might e x

pect, so that the total time in the afternoon is 6.7 sec

onds longer than in the morning. 

This difference seems trivial when considered on the basis of 

a single bus, but when this is compounded through all the 

berths for an hour's time, it has an impact on the number of 

buses which can be processed through the station. 

HOSPITAL STATION 

All measurements made at the Hospital Station were taken in 

the area where passengers board and deboard. They included 

bus flow time, passenger count, and board/ deboard times. Be

cause there is no parking lot associated with this station, 

no study was made of access and egress. During February 11 

and 13, 252 buses were observed westbound between 6:00 AM and 

9:00 AM, and 268 buses were observed eastbound between 2:00 

PM and 6:00 PM. Of these, 97 failed to stop, westbound, and 

30 failed to stop, eastbound. (Stopping is not required if 

no passengers are boarding or deboarding.) There is no sign 

that the station is being used as a transfer point. 

The average dwell time of the bus at the station was 3.02 

seconds in the morning to board .087 people and deboard 1.06. 

In the afternoon, the time was 3.22 seconds to board 1.07 

people and deboard .071. (No attempt was made to segregate 

the board and deboard times and the delay time s.) It would 

appear that the incremental rate of time per passenger to 

either board or deboard as derived at El Monte Station is 

reasonably the same as at this station, but the interce pt 

(start-up time) of almost six seconds on the deboard curve is 

higher than is observed at this intermediate station. 

As at El Monte St ation, c ond i t ions whi c h delayed the board/ 
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deboard process were noted with a description of the cause. 

The number of such delays was 34, which is 11.5% of the 293 

boardings/deboardings. These delay times were included in 

computing the average bus dwell times. 

The bus time in the station, defined as the time elapsed 

from when the front wheels hit the concrete deceleration lane 

leading to the boarding area until the rear wheels leave the 

concrete acceleration · lane, varied from less than 15 seconds 

to one minute and 15 seconds, with the longer intervals not 

necessarily associated with extended boarding or deboarding 

times. The average time westbound was 31 seconds and east

bound was 35.5 seconds. This four-second difference cannot be 

attributed to a longer boarding/ deboarding process in the 

eastward direction. 

DOWNTOWN BUS OPERATIONS 

Deboarding Locations 

The on-board survey in November asked several questions about 

the downtown (deboarding) portion of the passenger's trip. 

The following is the distribution of deboarding locations: 

Location 

Olive, before Pico 

Spring 

1st, 7th, Wilshire before Figueroa 

Wilshire Corridor beyond Figueroa 

Other, outside CBD 

& 

33.2 

25.8 

19.4 

12.0 

9.6 

Passengers in the first three entries (78.4%) deboarded within 

the area bounded by Temple Street and Pico Boulevard on the 

north and south, and by Los Angeles Street and Figueroa Street 

on the east and west (see Figure 14 in Chapter II). Once they 
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FIGURE 35 PASSENGERS BOARDING DOWNTOWN 
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get off the bus, 83% of the passengers walk to their destina

tion, with three-fourths of these walking two blocks or less. 

Boarding/Deboarding Times 

An extensive analysis of time to board/deboard, as related to 

the number of passengers, was made at El Monte Station because 

the range of the number of passengers per bus was greater 

there than at any other location measured. When these curves 

were compared with boarding/deboarding times at the Hospital 

Station, it was found that the boarding curve at El Monte was 

similar and that the incremental time for additional passen

gers to deboard was similar. However, all deboarding times 

were higher than observed at Hospital Station. A similar phe

nomenon is observed when comparing the El Monte and downtown 

data. Since the downtown data cover a wider range of passen

gers deboarding than the Hospital Station data, it is possible 

to estimate the difference in queuing up time before deboard

ing for the CBD. It appears that an additive constant of 0.5 

seconds for normal deboarding events would be the best esti~ 

mate (as opposed to 3.8 seconds measured at El Monte). This 

means that the equations for downtown, including the expected 

time of delay for those with disability, are 

T T8 = 2.7 + 1 .936P 

and 

T T0 = 2.6 + 1. 127P 

The difference in equations between the El Monte Station and 

elsewhere probably can be explained from the combination of 

the geometry of the station and the speed of the bus. In the 

downtown area, the bus is traveling at five t o ten miles an 

hour over relatively straight paths, so that people who are 

concerned about not getting off at the right corner may feel 
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that it is safe to walk toward the door as the bus approaches 

their deboarding point. At the El Monte Station, the bus ap

proaches the station at 45 mph, stops, and swings around the 

circle to the berth. Not only is this a less safe circum

stance for walking toward the door but the likelihood of miss

ing the chance to deboard has evaporated, causing the deboard

ing time to be greater at El Monte Station than elsewhere. 

Dwell Time at Bus Stop 

The analysis of the dwell time of a bus at a bus stop was lim

ited to two locations, 6th and Olive and Spring Street at City 

Hall. The first was chosen because the downtown deboard in

formation from the on-board questionnaire indicated that more 

people get off the bus at that corner in the morning (11.4%) 

than at any other location. In the afternoon, the comparable 

stop is 7th and Olive, so this point was used for PM peak data. 

Spring Street at City Hall was chosen as a location where many 

buses pass, even though not as many people (7.4%) deboard. 

The results of this analysis are shown in Tables 28 and 29 . 

Table 2 8 
BUS DWELL TIME, 6TH OR 7TH AND OLIVE 

February 11 
Time No. of Time/bus 

of Day Buses (Seconds) 

6th and Olive: 

6:30 7:00 12 50 

7:00-7:30 23 41 

7:30-8:00 26 42 

8:00-8:30 17 47 

8:30-9:00 8 41 

7th and Olive: 

4:00-4:30 12 

4:30-5:00 15 

5:00-5:30 13 

*Bus routes 403, 404, 40 5 on l y . 
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February 13 
No. of Time/ bus 
Buses (Seconds) 

14 42 

21 41 

26 47 

20 44 

12 40 

13 32* 

14 39* 

15 . 36* 



Time 
of Day 

6:30-7:00 

7:00-7:30 

7:30-8:00 

8:00-8:30 

8:30-9:00 

4:00-4:30 

4:30-5:00 

5:00-5:30 

BUS 
Table 

DWELL TIME, SPRING 

February 11 
No . of Time/ bus 
Buses (Seconds) 

19 14 

31 11 

35 6 

23 5 

12 10 

23 22 

32 13 

37 15 

29 
STREET AT CITY HALL 

February 13 
No. of Time/ bus 
Buses (Seconds) 

18 16 

37 9 

35 7 

20 6 

11 12 

25 31* 

28 13* 

37 14* 

*Bus routes 401, 402, 403, 404, and 405. 

Most bus e s stop at 6th and Olive, and many people deboard here 

in t he morning. The average dwell time per bus is much longer 

than the average deboarding time, which is frequently only 25 

to 30% of the dwell time. This suggests that buses are impeded 

from le aving , presumably by another bus in front. Although the 

number of bus e s per ha lf hour does not exceed 26, a total of 

2 0 . 5 minutes of stopped time is accumulated in one 30-minute 

interval, with an accompanying 47-second time per bus. 

At the City Hall stop , although as many as 37 buses pass in a 

30 - minute period in t he morning, relatively few stop to deboard 

passengers. The average dwell time of all AM buses, including 

t h o se which did not stop, is under 10 seconds. 

The Contraflow Lane 

The contraflow lane is a bus-only lane on Spring Street (other

wi?e a o ne-way st r ee t) on which buses travel in the opposite 

direction from other traffic (see Figure 36). During the 
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recent measurements of downtown traffic flow, observers on 

both sides of Spring Street clocked buses between City Hall 

and Sixth Street, a distance of about five blocks. This in

cluded buses going with the traffic flow and in the contraflow 

lane. The direction of peak flow on Spring Street is such 

that most buses travel with the traffic flow in the AM, de

boarding passengers, and travel on the contraflow lane in the 

PM, boarding passengers. Among several reasons for establish

ing the contraflow lane was the hypothesis that it would move 

the buses through the area more rapidly. According to data 

collected, the time savings has not occurred. Following is 

the average bus time, in minutes, on Spring Street between 

City Hall and Sixth Street: 

Lane AM Peak 

With-flow 3.4 

Contraflow 4.6 

Middal 

2.8 

4.2 

PM Peak 

2.7 

4.4 

The peak usage of the contraflow lane in the 

duces average times a minute longer than the 

afternoon pro

peak use of the 

with-flow lane in the morning. There appear to be several 

possible reasons for this. The boarding data indicate that no 

more than 15-20 seconds of the difference is likely to be as

sociated with the fact that boarding is slower than deboard-

ing. The lights are necessarily timed for the with-flow di

rection, and that will cause some time to be lost, and the 

slower rate of boarding may compound that problem. Since 

this is a single lane, no bus may pass another, but the 

amount of delay caused by this is unknown. One of the rea

sons wh y the contraflow lane was constructed was that it was 

considered to be one block closer than the route previously 

used to most PM peak trip origins. Therefore, the total time 

from office to departure from the CBD probably is not in

creased. As a result, this application is probably time

effective, but, in general, contraflow lanes in themselves 

do not save travel time if they are constructed without pre

ferential traffic signaling and operate in the boarding mode. 
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(Furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest that prefer

ential signaling is feasible for the boarding mode.) 

Thus, it appears that the contraflow lane has not solved the 

basic problem of speeding downtown passenger distribution 

consistent with the greatly increased speed of the busway. 

However, it has demonstrated two positive features: obtain

ing the improved routing and proving the safety of contra

flow traffic. 

PEAK HOUR DOWNTOWN TRAFFIC 

The data on the traffic congestion in the downtown area, pre

sented in Table 30 , are the result of the time-and-motion 
Table 30 

PEAK HOUR DOWNTOWN TRAFFIC* 

AM Peak 

Peak-hour 
flow (units)** 

Percent 
saturation 

Non-busway 
buses 

Busway 
buses 

PM Peak 

Peak-hour 
flow (units)** 

Percent 
saturation 

Non-busway 
buses 

Busway 
buses 

Spring 
between 
4th-5th 

1883 

94 

105 

25 

Contraflow 
Approach

ing 3rd 

60 

16 

62 

18 

*Most congested link. 

Olive 
between 
5th-6th 

694 

59 

22 

47 

Ol i ve 
between 
1st-4th 

1005 

67 

7 

47 

First 
between 

Hill-Olive 

1004 

73 

48 

47 

First 
between 

Spring-Bdwy . 

1255 

73 

44 

47 

Seventh 
between 

Olive-Grand 

788 

70 

62 

20 

Seventh 
between 

Olive-Grand 

596 

48 

61 

18 

**Units of passenger cars; one bus equals two cars. 
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study conducted on February 11 and 13. In addition, the City 

of Los Angeles Department of Traffic provided the values on 

peak hour flow and percent of saturation flow. These values 

pre-date the bus counts slightly but are .the most recent 

available on a wide scale. The non-busway bus counts were 

obatined from schedules, and the busway buses are those count

ed on February 13. (Minor changes in on-time performance 

cause changes in the count when only a slice of the peak 

period is selected.) 

Busway downtown routes were scanned and the most congested 

link (usually one block) on each downtown street was selected. 

The data derived from counts taken at these selected points 

describe the worst congestion for an area in which the bulk 

(78.4%) of the busway commuters deboard in the morning. 

The most congested link is Spring Street between 4th and 5th. 

Note that the flow measurement in the PM peak on the contra

flow lane (60 units or 30 buses) does not correspond to the 80 

buses (62 non-busway plus 18 busway buses) noted in the same 

column. This is attributed to the difference in time when 

data was taken. The flow data were taken e arlier when there 

was lighter use of the contraflow lane. The other columns 

of data are not believed to be so affected. 
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X. CAPACITY OF THE BUSWAY SYSTE~1 

DEFINITION 

In simplest terms, the capacity of a busway system is the 

maximum number of buses per hour which can be sent through 

the system. The estimated number of buses per hour which 

can be processed at the stations depends on the assumptions 

made about boarding/deboarding and the path of the buses 

through the station. The number of buses per hour which can 

be driven over the busway lanes depends on the spacing be

tween buses, whether or not passenger cars are mixed in with 

the buses, and the speed of travel. The maximum number of 

buses per hour which can travel the downtown streets depends 

on the mixture of cars and non-busway buses. The maximum 

numberof buses per hour which can use a bus stop depends on 

the dwell time and the number of non-busway Luses which stop 

there as well. Each of these individual capacities is com

puted for several assumptions about the independent vari

ables. The smallest of these individual capacities is the 

capacity of the system as a whole. 

SCOPE OF ANALYSIS 

Because boarding takes a different amount of time than de

boarding and the locations for boarding and deboarding are 

reversed from morning to evening, capacity estimations will 

be made for both the morning peak and the afternoon peak 

periods. 

Many of the measurements described in the time-and-motion 

study cannot be considered as constants. The cruise-in/ 

cruise-out time at El Monte Station would increase as the 

number of buses being processed through the station increased 
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because of the greater likelihood that two buses would try 

to use the single station lane at the same time. And dwell 

time at a lightly used bus stop would increase as the amount 

of usage increased. Nevertheless, measurements which were 

made will be used as constants in estimating the limitations 

of the busway system and, where possible, "fudge" factors 

applied to account for the optimism or pessimism of the com

putation. Frequent reference will be made to the Hoey and 

Levinson article* which contains a review of comparable data 

and suggestions for these "fudge'' factors to represent the 

uncertainty of the process. 

The elements of the system which will be evaluated are the 

El Monte Station, Hospital Station, busway lanes, traffic on 

the downtown links cited in the time-and-motion study, and 

bus dwell time at the downtown stops described there. It is 

assumed that had data been gathered for the College Station 

they would be comparable to time-and-motion studies conducted 

at the Hospital Station. (Data on the College Station were 

not available for this report, as the station did not open 

until February 1975.) 

It is assumed that all busway routes will increase in pro

portion to their current volume. In areas where busway buses 

compe te with other buses and with automobiles, a number of 

assumptions will be made to test the sensitivity of the re

sults. The se will include (1) non-busway buses do [do not ] 

increase in the same ratio as busway buses and (2) automotive 

traffic is [ is not ] noticeably decreased over downtown bus 

routes as the number of buses increases. 

*Hoey, William F., and Herbert S. Levinson, Bus Capacity Analysis, 
presented at the 54th Annual Meeting, Transportation Research Board, 
Wednesday, January 15, 1975. 
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The smallest capacity computed is the capacity of the system. 

Should action be taken to remove that bottleneck, the capac

ity would increase to the next larger number. However, it is 

beyond the scope of this report to propose or analyze such 

actions which could modify the current capacity. 

EL MONTE STATION 

Analysis 

The formula for computing the capacity at El Monte Station i n 

number of buses per hour is 

8(36OO/TT) (1 - discount) 

where 8 is the number of berths*, 3600 is the number of sec 

onds/hr, TT is the total time require d to proce ss a bus 

through the station, and the discount i s a fudge factor ap

plied to account for possible irregula rity of bus arrivals. 

In order to be able to use this formula, values of TT must 

be computed for each of the policies of boarding/deboarding 

and bus motion which are to be tested. The elements of total 

time of bus travel through the station are presented in 

Chapter IX. 

It should be noted that the capacity estimate given b y the 

formula must be split between eastbound and westbound buse s. 

If the split is 80:20 in the peak direction, then the peak 

direction max imum flow is only 8 0% of this total two-way 

capacity. 

The policies relative to boarding wh ich a r e t es ted a re four 

*'Ihere are actually 10 berths, two of v.hlch are nCM being used by 
non-SCRI'D intercity buses. Should the se two berths be used for SCRID 
camn.1te buses, capacities he re estimated \o.Ullld be 25% hi gher. 

1
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in number: 

1. The same proportion of people board/deboard at El 

Monte Station as at present, and the number of 

people per bus is held constant at the present level. 

During the peak hour inbound on January 30, 1975, 

buses carried an average of 45.8 passengers and out

bound buses carried an average of 47.1 passengers. 

Since the seating capacity of these buses is usually 

48 to 50, this implies that many of the buses already 

had standees. 

2. Hoey and Levinson suggest that capacity measurements 

b e made with a load factor of 1.00.* This would re

sult in many more buses having standees and would 

correspond to a circumstance in which the number of 

passengers grew more rapidly than buses could be ac

quired. Raising the average number of passengers to 

50 implies a 9.2% increase in the number of passen

gers per bus boarding/deboarding in the morning and 

a 6.2% increase in the afternoon. 

3. An additional facility is created east of El Monte 

so that the percentage of people boarding/deboarding 

at El Monte Station is decreased by 10%, although the 

average number of passengers per bus remains at the 

present level. If the method of responding to pat

ronage growth is to build an additional station, El 

Monte would g row less rapidly than the system as a 

whole. 

4. With the growth of patronage, some buses bypass Hos

pital and College stations. This will force more 

people to transfer at El Monte if they wish to go to 

these intermediate stops. The increase in the number 

of people transferring is assumed to be 200/4 . The 

transfers are the people who deboard in the AM and 

i-Ioey and I..evinscn, Bus Capacity Analysis, p. 15. 
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the people who board in the PM. In the AM the people 

who deboard are increased by 20%, and the people who 

board are increased by the same number of people (not 

by the same percentage). In the PM the process is 

reversed--people who board are increased by 20%, and 

people who deboard are increased by the same number. 

The number of people per bus rema ins as at present. 

There are two policies to be tested as to the handling of the 

buses in the station. 

A. No bus leaves the TV camera and proceeds to a berth 

until the previous occupant of the berth reaches the 

station exit. This is approximately the way berth 

assignment is treated now when buses stack up. 

B. No bus leaves the TV camera and proceeds to a berth 

until the previous occupant of the berth is perceived 

to have left. If this policy were used rather than 

the above (A), an average saving of 17 seconds might 

be assumed over the 43.5 seconds average cruise -in/ 

cruise-out time now existent. 

Finally, an assumption must be made about the discount. 

Hoey and Levinson suggest 25%* to cover random variations in 

bus arrivals. The schedule reliability at El Monte Station 

through the peak period is excellent (see Appendix B). 

However, under conditions of heavier use the criss - cross 

flow of buses entering and exiting the station would impose 

delays in coming to the TV camera. If buses were arriving 

at five or six a minute, either the fixed use of a berth for 

a particular route would need to be abandoned, increasing 

the dwell time, or some unscrambling process from the queue 

waiting to go to the TV camera would be needed. Either solu

tion would lead to an increase in the. t ota 1 time. In the 

~oey and Levinson, Bus Capacity Analysis, p . 14. 
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abse nce of any other approach to a discount value, that of 

Hoey and Levinson has been used although some members of 

the SCRTD staff feel this is an overly optimistic assumption. 

Results 

Table 31 gives the total time, the discounted number of 

buses, and the discounted capacity for the four policies of 

loading, two policies of bus movement, and both AM and PM. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Table 31 
CAPACITY AT EL M:Nl'E STATICN 

(eight berths, bidirectional flow) 

Bus Handling Policies 
AM Peak PM Peak 

Passenger Handling Policies A B A B 

Present proportions: 
Time/bus (seconds) 94.9 77.9 101.6 84.6 
Maximum buses/hour 227 277 212 255 
Capacity (people/hour) 10,400 12,700 10,000 12,000 

M::>re standees: 
Time/bus (seconds) 97.7 80.7 104.0 87.0 
Maximum buses/hour 221 268 208 248 
Capacity (people/hour) 11,100 13,400 10,400 12,400 

Station east of El M::>nte: 
Time/bus (seconds) 91. 8 74. 8 97.3 80.3 
Maxinun buses/hour 236 289 222 269 
Capacity (people/hour) 10,800 13,200 10,500 12,700 

Bypass interrrediate stations: 
Time/bus (seconds) 96.7 79.7 107.6 90.6 
Maxinrum buses/hour 223 271 201 238 
Capacity (people/hour) 10,200 12,400 9,500 11,200 

The capacity in the afternoon is less than in the morning 

but by very little. The policy of more standees increases 

the capacity over the present but at the cost of greater 

passenger discomfort. This increase is greater in the AM 

than in the PM because the PM already has a higher average 

number of passengers per bus . 
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Building another station east of El Monte will only increase 

the capacity at El Monte Station a small amount if the share 

of boarding/deboarding passengers is only decreased by 10%. 

The policy of more buses bypassing the intermediate stations, 

which results in more transfers at El Monte, has slightly 

more impact in the PM when more transfers occur. Seemingly, 

the most effective method of increasing capacity at El Monte 

Station is to send the bus to the berth as soon as possible, 

and even that does not make massive changes. 

All peak hour capacity figures given in Table 31 are approx

imately 4.5 to 5 times the present rate of use of the El 

Monte Station. 

Again, the above are maximum bidirectional flows. During 

peak periods one can consider about 80% of thif, capacity 

allocated to the peak direction (i.e., capacity in the peak 

direction would be 8,000 to 10,500). If the two intercity 

berths are included the capacity would be raised by 25%. 

As stated earlier, SCRTD planning has been somewhat more con

servative in its estimates. Their working assumptions have 

been 10 berths, three-minute cruise-in/cruise-out time, and 

40 passengers per bus. This yields _only 8000 passengers per 

hour with possibly 6000 in the peak direction. The three

minute cruise time is based on a more conservative fudge 

factor than Hoey and Levinson's 25%. 

BUSWAY LANES 

In order to compute the capacity of the busway lanes for 

buses only, an assumption must be made about the spacing 

between buses at maximum use . The assumption made here is 

t o allow a spacing of one bus length for each ten miles an 

hour of speed . This is less than the 1000 feet spacing cur

rently required on the busway and more than is currently in 
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use on the fre eway, especially at high speeds. Thus, at ten 

miles an hour, a bus occupies two bus lengths (70 feet), and 

there are 750 buses that can pass by a point in an hour. Sim

ilarly, 1210 buses spaced at five bus lengths can pass at 40 

mph. Again, some discounting should be applied to account 

for unevenness in flow, particularly at entry and exit points 

and at the point where the buses from the Del Mar ramps merge 

with those coming from El Monte. Hoey and Levinson's 25% is 

used with the assumption that in this case it leads to a con

servative final estimate. 

This relationship between capacity and speed is the curve 

labeled 100% in Figure 37. The lowest speed on the open 

lanes is 35 mph. This yields a capacity of 875 buses an 

hour after discounting. (This is 40,000 people per hour at 

the current inbound load of 45.8 people/bus, and 43,750 peo-

ple per hour at 50 people/bus.) 

At the intermediate stations buses must slow to 10 mph. 

Thus, the limiting location on the busway lanes is at these 

intermediate s tops, even if no buses stopped there . This is 

discussed further under the station evaluation section (which 

follows) rather than here . The 35 mph point is considered to 

be the capacity limiting point of the busway lanes. 

The estimates given in Figure37 depend on the spacing and 

discounting assumptions. However, these are unimportant be

cause the busway lanes have a capacity many times greater 

than other points of the system. Much more conservative 

assumptions could be used (although the authors do not be

lieve them to be warranted) and the busway lanes would still 

not restrict system capacity. (Spacing policy through the 

stations is critical, however. This is discussed later.) 

The lower curves in Figure 37 show the impact on the bus lane 
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capacity as carpools are introduced. The percents on the 

curve labels are the percents, in terms of vehicles, of the 

total traffic which are buses. (Note that these curves are 

for a single lane of traffic and would not apply for downtown 

traffic, which has multiple lanes for travel.) These lower 

curves will be discussed later in this chapter. 

HOSPITAL STATION 

The procedure for computing the capacity at Hospital Station 

is the same as at El Monte, except that the number of berths 

is not as well defined. There is room for two buses, but if 

the nearer berth is filled the further one cannot be entered. 

The expected number of berths available is a function of the 

volume of buses stopping at the station. For this analysis 

we have used 1.5 berths as the expected value when the system 

is operating at capacity. The capacity in number of buses 

is then 

1.5 (3600/TT) (1 - discount) 

where the variables are as defined in the discussion of the 

El Monte Station. 

In this case, as opposed to El Monte, the formula yields 

capacities in either direction. Thus the estimate will be 

of the peak direction capacity. 

There are two policies to be tested, and both pertain to 

loading. Since there is no scheduler at the station, the bus 

enters the berth on arriva l, if possible. The first policy 

is as at present, when no buses bypass the station. This was 

shown in Chapter IX to produce combined board and deboard 

time s of 3.0 seconds in the AM and 3.2 seconds in the PM at 

the present level of boarding/deboarding passengers. Assum

ing that the number of buses will increase proportionately 
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with increasing demand, the number of passengers per bus will 

again be 45.8 in the AM and 47.1 in the PM. The number of 

boarding/deboarding passengers per bus (and, consequently, 

the board/deboard time per bus) will also remain con-

stant. 

The second policy is that as the number of buses increases 

some buses bypass the intermediate stops, so that the number 

of people per bus boarding and deboarding increases. This 

policy increases the board/deboard time and introduces the 

possibility of delay as the bus leaves the station because 

it must merge with the passing traffic . It is assumed that 

the merge delay is five seconds. 

Two cases are presented here. One assumes that one-third of 

the buses are express and pass through the station. As a 

result, two buses board and deboard all the Hospital Station 

passengers that otherwise would be handled by three buses. 

This increases the board/deboard time per bus by 50%. The 

capacity of the station is 50"/4 more than the number of peo

ple in the buses that stop because passengers in the express 

buses must be included. The second case assumes that two

thirds of the buses pass through the station. This multi

plies the board/deboard time and the capacity by three. 

The results in Table 32 show that at the present policy the 

capacity is low but that the proper selection of the percent 

of express buses can increase the capacity to a value compar

able to El Monte Station, without having decreased the capac

ity at El Monte appreciably. 

DOWNTOWN TRAFFIC 

When a bus travels in downtown traffic, it competes for space 
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Table 32 
CAPACITY AT HOSPITAL STATION 

(For Various Express Bus Policies) 

AM Peak PM Peak 

All stopping buses: 

Number of buses stopping/ hour 131 114 

Capacity (people/ hour) 6,000 5,400 

1/ 3 express buses: 

Number of buses stopping/ hour 108 96 

Capacity 7,400 6,800 

2/ 3 express buses: 

Number of buses stopping/ hour 96 86 

Capacity 13,200 12,200 

with passenger cars and with other buses. The assumption al

ready has been made that all busway routes increase at the 

same rate. The rate of increase of all b usway buses, rela

tive to other routes, will be treated in two ways. First, it 

will be assumed that all bus routes grow at the same rate. 

This eventuality might be a result of a parking ban program 

combined with a massive increase in the price of gasoline. 

The second case assumes that, because the quality of service 

is better on t he busway buses, these routes grow twice as 

fast as the non-busway buses. 

The competition with automobiles will be treated in three 

ways . First, the assumption is made that no cars disappear 

from the street as the number of buses increases. This is an 

unreasonable assumption because the number of buses would not 

be increased without people to ride in them , and these people 

must come from somewhere. However, since it represents the 

lower limit of t he problem it was included in the analysis . 

Second , the assumption is made that the number of cars is re

duced by 10%. This gives an indication of the impact of a 
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reduction in the number of cars on the congestion. Finally, 

the street is treated as though no cars were permitted on it 

at all. This is also unrealistic, unless modifications to 

the bus stop patterns were made (e.g., islands would be 

needed to permit boarding/deboarding in the center of the 

street). However, it represents maximum capacity without 

changing the location of bus routes downtown. 

The mathematical manipulations required to combine the data 

on peak hour downtown traffic (see Table 30) with these hy

potheses is described in Appendix C. Tables 33 and 34 de

scribe the results of this analysis for morning and afternoon 

peak hour flow. Two numbers are given for each case, the 

capacity in buses per hour and the ratio of the maximum num

ber of busway buses on the link to the present number .* The 

ratio shows how much the bus system can grow before reaching 

capacity. Thus, a ratio of 2.0 means that the sys tem could 

double. 

In the morning, Spring Street between 4th and 5th is the lim

iting link. If the busway grows no faster than the non

busway routes and no cars are removed f rom the streets in the 

process, there is s till room for up to 40"/4 growth. The 

current data indicate that the busway is in fact growing more 

rapidly, so that growth up to 90% is possible. Most of the 

*This crncept of relating the estimated capacity to present volurre of 
busway buses is used throughoot the reminder of the chapter. Present 
volurce is taken as the nurrber of I:Eak hour buses in operatirn en the nine 
busway lines during the January - February, 1975 ~iod. This I1l.lITi:>er is 
65 buses inbound in the ITDming, (and 65 buses outbourrl in the evening), on 
the busway splitting into various streams do..mtc:Mn. ~ links analyzed 
(Tables 33 and 34) have 23 buses on Spring Street, 42 on Olive Street and 
on First Street, and 19 on Seventh Street. 
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Table 33 
AM CAPACITY OF OOMI'CWN BUS'WAY RCXJI'ES 

Autrnobile Volurre 
Sarre 10% 

No. of Fewer No 
Route cars Cars cars 

Spring Street (4th to 5th): 

1. All lines gro.v alike 
Capacity (buses/hour) 36 52 180 
Capacity/ present 1.6 2.3 7.8 

2. Busway rate 2 tines non-busway 
capa.city (buses/hour) 44 70 306 
Capacity/ present 1.9 3.0 13.3 

Olive Street (5th to 6th): 

1. All lines gro.v alike 211 230 401 
capacity (buses/hour) 5.0 5.5 9.5 
Capacity/present 

2. Busway rate 2 tines non-busway 
Capa.city (buses/hour) 242 265 468 
Capacity/ present 5.8 6.3 11.1 

First Street (Hill to Olive): 

1. All lines grav alike 139 159 341 
Capacity (buses/hour) 3.3 3.8 8.1 
capacity/ present 

2. Busway rate 2 times non-busway 
capacity (buses/hour) 170 197 440 
capacity/ present 4.0 4.7 10.5 

Seventh Street (Olive to Grand) : 

1. All lines grav alike 61 69 137 
Capacity (buses/hour) 3.2 
capacity/ present 

3.6 7.2 

2. Busway rate 2 tines non-busway 
Capacity (buses/hour) 86 98 209 
Capacity/present 4.5 5.2 11.0 

Note to reader: The uppe r left hand cell of the table is r e ad: 

36 is the maximum number of buses per hour (peak period) that 

can be moved down Spring Street at the present level of auto

motive traffic, under assumption no. 1, before the street is 

saturated. This is 40% more busway buses that were present 

in January-February. 
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Table 34 
PM CAPACITY OF~ BUSWAY ROllI'ES 

Sarre 10% 
No. of Fewer No 

Route Cars Cars Cars 

Contraflo.-,, (approaching 3rd): 

1. All lines gro.v alike 
Capacity (buses/hour) . 42 42 42 
capacity/present 1.8 1.8 1.8 

2. Bu.sway rate 2 times nan-busway 
Capacity (buses/hour) 58 58 58 
Capacity/ present 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Olive Street (4th to 1st): 

1. All lines grow alike 
capacity (buses/hour) 263 301 653 
Capacity/ present 6.3 1.2 15.5 

2. Busway rate 2 tiroes non-busway 
Capacity (buses/hour) 278 319 695 
Capacity/ present 6.6 7.6 16.5 

First Street (Spring to Broadway): 

1. All lines grav alike 167 271 444 
Capacity (buses/hour) 4.0 6.5 10.6 
Capacicy/ present 

2. Bu.sway rate 2 tiroes non-busway 
Capacity (buses/hour) 205 343 571 
capacity/ present 4.9 8.2 13.6 

Seventh Street (Olive to Grand) : 

1. All lines grew alike 
Capacity (buses/hour) 92 97 142 
Capaci~y/ present 4.8 5.1 7.5 

2. Bu.sway rate 2 tiroes non-bu.sway 
capacity (buses/hour) 138 146 219 
Capacity/ present 7.3 7.7 11.5 
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new riders are comi ng out of cars at 1.2 peop l e per car. 

Eve n i f o n ly a portion of the incremental bus riders on Spring 

Street come out of cars, the car traffic vo lume should shift 

rapidly to t he second column of Table 33 , i.e., 10% fewer cars. 

This result differs from previous speculation concerning the 

difficulty of handling so many buses i n the downtown a rea. 

The captive rider already is on t he bus; that market is not 

growing rapidly. The growth on the busway i s coming out of 

cars and, if the busway continues to grow, the number of c a r s 

must de crease. Since one busload of people is equal to 40 

cars, capacity cannot be reached , in any realistic sense, 

without a dramatic decr e a se in the number of cars downtown . 

For this reason, no discount factor has been applied to the 

downtown computation as wa s done in the capacity es timates for 

the busway lanes and stations . Some discounting would seem 

necessary s ince it would b e difficult to mainta in smooth bus 

flows with the link operating at 100% of saturation, the 

condition whe re the street's capacity to process buses i s 

reached . As sta ted above, however , it does not appear that 

this sa turated traffic level would be reached b e cause of t h e 

resulting decrease in auto traffic . Thus, the conc ept of the 

discount f actor , concerning problems of irregul ari t y of bus 

flow at capacity conditions does not seem t o apply here. 

In the a fternoon, the contraflow lane on Spring Street 

crea t es a special prob l em . Since that lane is already for 

e xclusive bus use, the only meaningful parameter is t h e 

relative rate of growth of busway buses compared to non - busway 

buses. Thus , the capacity of the contraflow lane is no more 

than 58 buses/hour, unless the busway buses i nc r ease at a high

e r ratio , compared to non-busway buses, than t wo to one. Should 

that l i mit be reached, some non-busway buses would need to be 

removed from the contraflow lane. 
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DOWNTOWN BUS STOPS 

The limiting bus stop in the downtown area is at 6 th and 

Olive in the morning, and 7th and Olive in the afternoon. 

The same two assumptions about bus route growth as were used 

in the previous section are evaluated. 

Table 28 in Chapter IX summarizes the current dwe ll time at 

this bus stop. The procedure for computing the capacity of 

the bus stop is to determine the total time of use per bus 

by adding the cruise-in/cruise-out time to the dwell time. 

Then the number of additional buses per hour which might use 

the bus stop are apportioned between busway and non-busway 

buses. 

The cruise-in/cruise-out time of 20 seconds suggested by Hoey 

and Levinson* seems reasonable. In the AM peak this produces 

a total time of use per bus of 1.078 minutes . Since this is 

a two-berth stop, there are 120 minutes of possible bus dwell 

time to an hour, and 111 buses may use the stop. At present 

69 buses do (22 non-busway, 47 busway) ,** so there is available 

time for 42 more buses in the peak hour. If the busway routes 

grow at the same rate as the non-busway, 29 of them would b e 

busway buses, for a capacity which is 1.6 times the present 

volume. If the busway routes grow at twice the rate of the 

other buses, 34 of the additional buses would be b usway buses , 

for a capacity which is 1.7 times the present vo lume. Thus, 

as predicted by Hoey and Levinson,*** the minimum capacity oc

curs at the heaviest deboard stop in the AM peak. 

"'Hoey and Levinson, Bus Capacity Analysis, p. 11. 

*""The "present" number of buses here are those oounted on February 13 
in conjunction with the schedule reliability rreasurarents, and cited in 
Table 28. 

*** Hoey and Levinson, Bus Capacity Analysis, p. 17 
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In the PM peak a total of 16 buses from the 403, 404, and 

405 routes and 18 buses from the non--busway routes stop at 

7th and Olive. Total time of use per bus is 0.95 minutes . 

This is a single berth, so the hourly capacity is 63 buses, 

or 29 more than current usage. If the busway routes grow 

at the same rate as non--busway, 14 would be busway, for a 

capacity of 1.9 times the present level. If the busway 

routes grow twice as fast, 19 of the 29 would be busway 

buses, for a capacity of 2.2 time s the present level. 

SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY USED 

The models of the various portions of the busway are not uni

form in approach, although it is hoped that they are consis 

t ent in result. For example, there are two treatments of the 

difference in time between actual board/deboard and total 

dwell time. At El Monte and Hospital stations this is sub

sumed in the discount, along with other irregularities. At 

the street corner it is measured. In the study of the Hospital 

Station the evaluation of express buses is included, but no 

equivalent evaluation is made of possible alternatives for 

the contraflow lane or the downtown bus stops, su,::-~. as remov -

ing some non-busway buses. 

No discount has been applied to the treatment of traffic 

for reasons cited earlier . The discount factor wac also 

not applied to the bus stop computations because the capacity 

of a bus stop can easi ly be increased by lengthening the 

stop or by moving the stop location for some routes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Table 35 summarizes the analyses for each of the ma jor com

ponents of the busway previously discussed. Mi nimum and 

maximum capacity estimates are given in thi s table based on 
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Table 35 
CAPACITY ESTIMATES OF BUSWAY COMPONENTS 

(Passengers per Hour) 

El Monte Station: 

Capacity 
Ratiol 

Busway lanes: 

Capacity 
Ratio 

Hospital Station: 

Capacity 
Ratio 

Downt?wn link: 4 Spring Street 

Capacity 
Ratio 

Downbown bus stop: 
6th/ 7th & Olive9 

Capacity 
Ratio 

AM 
Minimum Maximum 

10,200 
4.52 

13,400 
5.9 

40,000 
13. 5 3 

6,000 
2.0 

2,000 5 

1.97 

13,200 
4.4 

3,200 6 

3.0 

3,7005 

1,710 

PM 
Minimum Maximum 

9,500 
4.0 

12,700 
5.4 

43,750 
14.3 

5,400 
1.8 

12,200 
4.0 

2,100 5 S 
2.5 

1,100 6 11 

2.2 

1 Ratio of estimated capacity to present (1 / 75) volumes. 
2Present volume is 50 buses per hour. 
3Present volume is 65 buses per hour, 15 entering from 

Del Mar ramps. 
4M . . 1· k ost constraining in. 
5Assumption 1, "all lines grow alike" (Table 33), dis

carded as producing an unrealistic minimum. 
6Assumption of "no cars" (Table 33, right-hand column) 

discarded as producing an unrealistic maximum. 
7Present vo lume is 23 buses. 
8Minimum and maximum are the same; fewer cars do not af

fect contraflow lane. 
9 Most constraining bus stop. 

lOPer February 13 count, 47 busway buses stop here . 
11Per February 13 count, 16 b usway buses stop here. 
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what are considered to be the most realistic of the assump

tions used in the analysis. 

A ratio of estimated capacities to present volumes is also 

included. This indicates the amount of growth in volume 

possible through each busway component. It also indicates 

the growth in system throughput before the component in 

question becomes constraining. For example, the present 

volume (as of January) is about 65 peak hour buses on the 

busway west of the Del Mar ramps. This volume can increase 

by 1.7 to 110 buses before the AM bus stop at 6th and Olive 

processes its maximum of 71 buses per hour and becomes con

straining. 

Table 35 indicates that the first bind might occur in any 

of three components--the Hospital Station, the Spring Street 

contraflow lane, or the bus stop at 6th/7th and Olive. 

If changes are made which alter the capacity at 6th/7th and 

Olive bus stop , the consideration of expressing some buses 

through the intermediate busway stations will be necessary. 

The first large change in routing design occurs as the capac 

ity of the contraflow lane is reached , At no time will the 

busway lanes themselves be the limitation. 

This means that accommodating carpools on the busway lanes 

should not decrease the capacity of the system if carpool 

volumes and speeds can be appropriately regulated. Figure 

36 (previously shown ) includes the capacities at various 

percentages of passenger cars. Assuming that passenger cars 

would travel the rou t e of the express bus, capacity would 

be limited by t he 10 mph s peed restriction through the sta-

tions. If the assumption is made that as many as 250 buses 

per hour might eve ntually use the busway, the mix could 

accommodate 80% passenger cars, or 1000 automobiles per hour. 
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APPENDIX A 

ON-BOARD SURVEY 

SANPLE SIZE 

The questionnaires were distributed equally by forms A and B 

to passengers on nine routes. (Forms A and B had some dif-

ferences in questions.) Information on bus route and time 

were added by the survey workers . The resultant sample is 

shown in Table A-1. 

'l'i:lble A-1 
SAMPLE SIZE BY BUS LINE At-ID QUESTIONNAIRE FOPM 

Bus Line: 52F 53F 60 63F 401 402 403 404 405 Total 

Form A 50 62 168 42 214 155 117 73 74 955 

Form B 49 64 175 40 217 162 121 78 72 978 

Total 99 126 343 82 431 317 238 151 146 1933 Sanple 

Inbound 
l'-~asure- 187 286 894 120 722 747 482 368 244 4050 rrent 
8/ 8/ 74 

P-atio., 
Sarrple to .53 . 44 .38 .68 . 60 .42 .49 .41 .60 .48 

8/ 8/ 74 

There are essentially equal samples of form A and form B for 

each route, and t h e sample of 1933 is 48% of the inbound rush 

hour passengers of Aug ust 8 , 1974. (Two questionnaires lack 

route numbers .) The fractions of commuters surveyed are not 

equal b y route, but an adequate sample was obtained for each 

route. The method of sampling, by units of busloads, was 

probably the cause of the inequity of the ratios in Table A-1. 

There are s e ven questions common to both forms A and B, fif

teen on form A alone, and thirteen on form B alone. There is 
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no limitation to the analysis of responses to questions on 

either form because of sample size, except that analysis by 

route for lines 52F, 53F, and 63F may be unreliab le for ques 

tions not appearing on both forms. Response rate s were high , 

with non-response rates rarely exceeding 5% and usually being 

closer to 2% for any line. 

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES, BY QUFSTION 

Questions Appearing on Form A Alone 

1. Where did you start this trip? 1. home 2. other (37 

missing responses) 

Of the 918 who answered this question , 69.5% responded 

"home". Included among the "other" group may be those who 

a t e breakfast out, met their carpool at the corner, or made 

some other intermediate stop. This same type of response 

pattern persisted among people who stated they were on work 

trips but ind icated they were not going directly to the of

fice (see question 5B) . 

2. How did you ge t from your starting point to where you 

boarded this bus? (6 missing responses) 

The distribution of the responses is shown and compared with 

corresponding pre-busway results , measured in the on-board 

survey taken in Apr i l, 1972. 

Drove car and par ked 

Walked 

Drive n b y someone e l se 

Rode another bus and transferred 

Took taxi 

Other 

A-2 

n --
510 

218 

159 

50 

9 

4 

Pre-
Busway 

1974 1972 
% % 

53.7 12.3 

22 . 9 70.2 

16 . 7 14.9 

5. 3 1.5 

0.9 0 . 7 

0.4 0.5 



As would be expected, the two results are markedly different 

patterns. Although there has been some increase in the share 

of people taking feeder buses to the busway, the vast shift 

is toward people driving to the bus or busway station inst.ead 

of walking to the bus. 

2B. If "walked", how many blocks did you walk ? 

There were 271 responses to this question, or 53 more than 

responded "walked" in the previous question. It is not pos

sible to determine the cause of this discrepancy-whether or 

not this is the distance walked to the feeder bus, carpool, 

etc. The discrepancy is not critical to any conclusions de

veloped in the evaluations. Fifty-five percent walked two 

blocks or less and 85% walked five blocks or less. This com

pares with 61.l% at two blocks or less, and 91.1% at five 

blocks or less, in the 1972 data. The distribution of dis-

tances is given below. 

B·locks Percent 

0 7.7 

1 19.6 

2 27.7 

3 9.2 

4 12.5 

5 8.5 

6 5.2 

7 3.0 

8 3.0 

9 1.1 

10 1.5 

More than 10 1. 2 

2C. If "parked car", where did you park? 

Again, the number of people who responded to this question 

is greater than the 510 who responded "parked car." The 
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additional 57 people may be among those who were driven. The 

distribution of responses is: 

El Monte Station 

Other public lot 

Other 

Street corner 

San Gabriel Park and Ride 

% 

46.6 

19.6 

15.5 

14.5 

3.9 

The 15.5 percent answering "other" most frequently responded 

in a variant of "shopping center lot." It is difficult to 

tell why "other public lot" would not have served as a re

sponse for these people. It may be because many public lots 

charge a fee, or because these lots are designed for shop

pers, as opposed to the public at large. 

3. Where did you get on this bus? (12 missing responses) 

El Monte 

Street corner 

Other 

San Gabriel 

% 

37.7 

46.5 

12.4 

3.4 

The 12.4% who answered "other" primarily gave the specific 

street corner at which they boarded, but one-fourth of them 

cited the Eastland Shopping Center. 

4. What is the main purpose of this trip ? 

sponses) 

Work 

School or university 

A-4 

(7 missing re-

% 

92.3 

2.4 



Business 

Obtain personal service 

Other 

Shopping 

Social, Entertainment 

2. 3 

1. 4 

1. 4 

0.1 

0.1 

These results are similar to t he 92.4% work trips in 1972, 

and are certainly representative of morning rush hour 

traffic. 

SA. Where will you get off this bus? 

78.4% of the passengers deboarded within the area bounded by 

Temple Street and Pico Boulevard on the north and south, and 

by Los Angeles Street and Figueroa Street on the east and 

west. This breaks down into the following distribution: 

Location 

Olive, before Pico 

Spring 

% 

33.2 

25.8 

1st, 7th, Wilshire, before Figueroa 19.4 

Wilshire Corridor, beyond Figueroa 12.0 

Other, outside CBD 9.6 

SB. Where will this trip end? (17 missing responses) 

90.4% of those responding answered "work." Since the previ

ous work trip figure was 92.3% (question 4), this means that 

27 people on "work" trips are not going directly to work but 

will first make an intermediate stop. 

SC. The address there is 

Responses to this question were not analyzed because it was 

decided, later in the analysis, to be unnecessary. 
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5D. About how long will it take you to get there when you 

leave the bus? (27 missing responses) 

Minutes % --
0 1. 6 

1 8.5 

2 12.8 

3 13.9 

4 3.3 

5 29 .0 

6 0,9 

7 1.5 

8 1. 6 

10 10.1 

11 0.2 

12 6.0 

15 6.0 

More than 15 10.0 

Thus, 69.1% are within five minutes of their destination. 

6A. How will you get there when you leave this b u s ? (24 

missing responses) 

The responses below are shown with corresponding results 

from the 1972 data. 

Pre-Busway 
1974 1972 

% % 

Walk 83.0 75.2 

Take another bus 15.7 22.0 

Drive in car 0.9 0.4 

Be picked up by car 0.3 0.9 

Take taxi 0.1 1. 3 

Other 0. 0 0.4 
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The only apparent shift is from a bus transfer to walking, 

indicating that work location and bus route are now closer 

together. 

6B. If "walk," how many blocks will you have to walk? 

There were 693 responses to this question, or 81 less 

than responded "walked" to the previous question. The 

responses are again given with the comparable 1972 

responses. 
1974 1972 

Blocks % % --
0 12.8 

1 38.2 31. 8 

2 25.3 26.6 

3 11.1 17.1 

4 5.6 11. 6 

5 2.5 7.4 

6 1.9 3. 4 

7 0.1 1. 2 

8 or more 2.4 2.1 

The percentage at two blocks or less has increased from 

58.4% to 76.3%, and at four blocks or less from 87.1% to 

93.0%, again reflecting a greater proximity of work place 

to bus route. 

7. During the transit strike how did you usually make this 

trip? (23 missing responses) 

The gre atest number drove alone, with half as many u s ing 

the Buswa y Carpool. 

Drove my car 

In a c a rpool on busway 

In a carpool not on busway 

Other 

Stayed at home 

A-7 

% 

48.0 

23.9 

18.6 

5.6 

3.9 



Those who answered "other" were either not working in the 

CBD at the time or had made informal cooperative arrangements 

which they did not perceive as carpools. 

15. Did this busway service influence the choice of your 

present address? (28 missing responses) 

Of those responding, 15.9 % said "yes, definitely " and 7.9% 

said "slightly." This question is not precisely the same as 

the question asked in 1972, which was "Did SCRTD bus service 

inf l uence the choice of your present address?" At that time, 

the percent responding "yes, definitely" was 38.8% and those 

responding "slightly" was 15.3%. This represents a consider

able decrease in affirmative response over the two year in

terval. It is likely that the main reason for this decrease 

is that many people who have switched to the busway from 

auto commuting selected their home location before they 

switched, considering the proximity to bus service as irrele

vant since they would be driving to work. The 1972 ridership 

was composed primarily of long-term, transit-dependent people 

who had selected a home location because it was closer to bus 

service. 

16. Did this busway service influence the choice of your 

present employment? (28 missing responses) 

15.0% of the respondents answered "yes, definitely" and 5.9% 

answered "slightly ." About half of those answering "yes , 

definitely" to this question answered the same way toques

tion 15, above. 

Questions on Form B Alone 

7. How many cars are available for use by merobers of your 

household? (15 missing responses) 
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The profile in response to this question is not one of the 

classic captive rider. 62.6% of the respondents had two or 

more cars available for use. 

Cars % 

0 3. 8 

1 33.5 

2 47.5 

3 11. 4 

4 or more 3.7 

8. Do you have a license to drive? (12 missing responses) 

89 .5 % answered affirmatively. In the state as a whole, the 

percent of adults over 18 who have driver's licenses is 

about 86.5%. The current sample yields a slightly higher 

value because it includes very few people over 65. For 

people in that age bracket, the percent licensed is lower. 

9A . Was a car available fo r this trip ? 

sponses) 

Yes, but I prefer to take the bus 

No (bus only practical means ) 

(12 missing re-

Yes, but with considerable inconvenience to others 

% 

79.8 

11.1 

9.1 

This compares wi th 21.4% "no," 16.4% "yes, but," and 62.2% 

"prefer bus" on the Shirley Highway Survey.* Of those who 

replied that they had no driver's license, 49 indicated a 

car was available . This would appear to indicate that people 

who could have been driven consider that a car is available 

for their use. 

*Shirley Highway ... First Year Results, p . 74. 
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9B. If a car was available, is it usually driven during your 

absence? If yes, approximate number of miles per day 

Again, this question is not simple to interpret, since , in 

spite of the fact that 107 people indicated there was no car 

available, only 76 skipped this question. Thus, there is 

some confusion in the minds of the respondents as to the in

terpretation of "available." Only 206 of the respondents 

(22.8%) indicated that the car was driven in their absence. 

The number of miles the car left at home was driven was given 

by 172 people, with values as high as 80 miles, but 51.7% in

dicated 10 miles or less, and 76.2 % indicated 25 miles or 

less . Thus, at least three-fourths of the respondents indi

cate d that bus usage is decreasing the vehicle miles of 

travel. The average distance driven is 16 miles per day. 

9C. If a car was available, how is it used during your ab

sence? 

Although 206 people indicated that their car was drive n in 

their a bsence, 374 responded to t his question, many checking 

more than one use . In some cases, people were probably try

ing to account fo r multiple uses, but since there were so 

many people with two or more cars, people were probab l y also 

trying to account for multiple cars. 

Not used 

Shopping, e rrands 

Another person takes it to work 

School , unive r sity 

Other 

Total 
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Number of 
Responses 

590 

162 

126 

50 

36 

964 



11. Please indicate how important these bus features are in 

your decision to use the busway. 

The results are shown in Table A-2. The average value in 

the table is computed by weighting the entries in the first 

four columns with the values 1 to 4. The smaller the aver-

age, the more important the feature. The number responding 

to the 25¢ fare as extremely important reflects more than 

the pleasure in saving money. There is a tendency to believe 

that a question about the fare in the questionnaire means 

that the fare is going to go up, and the response is overem

phatic. 

In July, 1972,* a similar set of questions was asked of 

Shirley Highway Busway users. The response was as follows: 

% of "Extremely Important" Responses 

Constant reliable schedule 

Air-conditioning/heating 

Assurance of getting a seat 

Less time between buses 

77 

56 

53 

38 

The response to the busway questions shows less interest in 

the air-conditioning (in November) and more interest in sav

ing time. 

12. Please rank (1,2,3,4,5) the following possible changes 

in order of importance to you: 

most important, etc.) 

(l=rnost important, 2=next 

Of the 978 questionnaires, 410 ranked the changes from 1 to 

5. An additional 235 had numbers for all five parts of the 

question, but tended to treat this as five separate questions, 

marking, for example, three of the possible changes with a 

rank of 1, one with a rank of 3, and one with a rank of 5. 

*Shirley Highway ... Se cond Year Results, p. 50. 
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Table A-2 
IMPORI'ANCE OF BUS FEATURES 

Percent 
Average "Extremely 

Extrerooly Quite Slightly Not At All No Answer Value Irrportant II 

Reduction of fare 719 122 36 20 81 1. 3 80 to 25¢ 

Reduced travel tine 
through exclusive 561 179 94 77 67 1. 7 62 
bus lanes 

Present frequency of 500 255 64 21 138 1.5 60 
:x,, service 
I 

t-' El M::mte Terminal 376 159 108 186 149 2.1 45 
Iv 

Seat availability 349 269 168 67 125 1.9 41 

Exclusive bus lanes 264 174 164 226 150 2. 4 32 on Spring Street 

New, air-ccnditioned 238 267 249 77 147 2.2 29 buses 



As a r esult , c omb ined ranks are difficult to obtain. 

Number Numbe r Numbe r 
Ranked 1 Ranked 5 Blank 

Increas e frequency of service 492 26 126 

Extending b usway E . of El Monte 302 206 151 

Downtown bus stops closer 190 167 150 

More bus l anes downtown 187 101 154 

Increased bus speed 1 7 5 16 1 158 

The re is a c l ear- cut favoring o f increasing frequency of ser-

vice, which a r ises again in the comments written at the end 

o f the questionnaire. The attitude toward extending the bus

way is more ambivalent, with those who live near El Monte or 

a current busline e xpres sing a lack of interest. Responses 

to the other three parts of the question are essentially the 

same . 

13. Are you ... 1. Male ? 2. Female ? (19 missing responses) 

45.9 % were ma l e . This is considerably larger than the 36% 

from the pre -busway commuter survey. 

14. What is your age group? (17 missing responses) 

% 

20 or unde r 6.9 

21-29 29 . 8 

30-39 23.4 

40-49 18.7 

50-64 20.1 

65 and over 1.1 

In the p re-busway survey 46% were unde r 40. 

15. Are you .. . 1. Married? 2. Single? 3, Divorced/ Widowed/ 

Separated? (36 missing responses) 
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Married 

Single 

Divorced/ Widowed/ Separated 

% 

68.4 

19.4 

12.2 

16. What is the combined annual income of all household mem

bers? 

As is expected, there were more people who skipped this ques

tion-77 in all. The median income is over $15,000. 

$5,000 or under 

$5,001-$10,000 

$10,001-$15,000 

$15,001-$30,000 

Over $30,000 

% 

5.2 

18.4 

24.1 

45.5 

6. 8 

17. What education level have you reached? (32 missing re

sponses) 

Elementary 

Some high school 

High school diploma 

Some college 

College degree 

Graduate studies 

% 

2.6 

5.7 

25.6 

40.0 

19.6 

6.6 

The median education level is "some college." Since there 

were 6.9% under 20 years of age, it seems probable that rela

tively few of the adults lack a high school diploma. 

18. Do you have children living at home ? 

Corresponding with a median age in the thirties, 553 (or 

58.8%) of the respondents have children at home. 
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If yes, age of youngest child 

Five hundred and twenty-two people responded to this ques

tion, with a median of 7 years, 95% 18 or younger, and one 

poor soul with a child of 44. 

Questions Appearing on Both Forms A and B 

(The first number is the question number on form A, the sec

ond on ,form B.) 

8-1. How often do you make this inbound trip on the bus? 

(19 missing responses) 

Regularly 

Occasionally 

Very seldom 

% 

93.5 

4.5 

2.0 

9-2. I started making this trip by bus 

missing responses) 

(60 

It was intended that this question be used to sort rider pro

file and trip characteristics by the time period when the 

rider started to use the system, and to gain some insight 

into rider attrition rates. However, this did not appear to 

work out. 

Below is tne distribution of responses by time period based 

on the survey compared with a distribution based on the pat

ronage data. 

Before opening of busway lanes 

Since opening of busway lanes 
(January 1973) 

Since opening of El Monte 
(July 1973) 

Since 25¢ fare (April 1974) 

Questionnaire 
% 

22.4 

15.9 

22.9 

38.7 
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Patronage Data 
% 

7.1 

3. 7 

:) 6. 4 

32.8 



Tne patronage data c1.re based on ridership counts at the end 

of each time period of 1200 at 1 / 73, 1500 at 7/ 73, 6800 at 

4 / 73, and 8000 at 11/ 73. F. 3% per month attrition rate was 

assumed to deduce the numbers of persons from each time per-

i od who were still riding at the time of the survey. 

It would seem that the 22.4% (pre-busway people) is an over-

statement and/or includes later entries who transferred from 

another bus (which they were using prior to the busway open

ing). The 15.9% also appears to be an overstatement caused 

by poor phrasing of the statement (a person could have 

started riding recently and could h ave checked "since open

ing of the busway"). 

The problem was resolved in analysis by using only two cate

gories, before and after El Monte Station opening, and hoping 

there would be enough accuracy at this level of disaggrega

tion. Nothing was believed to be learned about attrition 

rates. 

The large number who recorded "since the 25¢ fare" also may 

be a slight overstatement, representing a bias similar to 

that discussed under question 11-C of form B, in which people 

are overresponding to money questions. 

10-3. Do you usually use the bus on both your inbound and 

return trips? (97 missing responses) 

It is clear from the 98.2% who responded "both ways" that 

even the occasional inbound bus user returns by bus. 

11-4. Since you first started using the busway, have you 

tended to use the busway more or less frequently? (28 miss

ing responses) 

Only 1% said that they had decreased usage, so the general 

level of satisfaction with the service is high. 
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More frequently 

About the same 

Less frequently 

% 

64.9 

34.1 

1.0 

An attempt was made to relate the change in usage to the cur

rent rate of usage, but the number of "occasional" and "very 

seldom" riders in the sample is small, and no clear pattern 

emerged. It does appear that regular riders who started 

since the 25¢ fare are more likely to be increasing their 

usage than people who started earlier. 

12-5. How did you make this trip before using the busway? 

(42 missing responses) 

Drove my car (alone) 

Have always used busway 

Was an auto passenger 

Used a non-busway bus 

Was an alternate driver 

Was a driver (carrying passengers) 

Other 

Taxi 

% 

50.3 

11.6 

10.8 

9.9 

7.9 

5.4 

4.0 

0.1 

According to the comments included by those who checked 

"other" almost all of them could have replied "Have used bus

way as long as I have made this trip." They apparently did 

not perceive this to be the same as "Have always used busway." 

Of the 150 who responded that they were alternate drivers, 

141 responded with a number of days. Of these, 17 replied 

four or more days a week, indicating some lack of understand

ing of the intent of the question. 

13-6. What are your main reasons for using the busway? 
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Since there were multiple replies to this question, the usual 

percentage distribution does not serve to illuminate the re

sponses. In all, 4126 responses were made-or an average of 

2.1 per respondent. Ninety percent of these responses were 

in the five categories: 

Costs less 

Freeway too conges ted 

Gives me time to relax 

Saves time 

Disliked driving 

with the other categories trailing badly: 

Allows someone else to use the car 

Change of place of work 

Other 

Carpool broke up 

Number of Responses 

1,261 

827 

708 

531 

389 

140 

121 

106 

43 

Fully half of those who replied "other" had no choice but to 

ride the bus, adding comments saying they didn't drive, had 

no car, or the car had broken down. Parking problems, envir

onmental concern, and energy conservation were also frequent

ly mentioned. 

A further analysis of the first five categories has been made 

to attempt to dete rmine the interaction among them. The per

cent of those who marked each alone is : 

Costs less 

Saves time 

Congestion 

Disliked driving 

Relax 

% 

29 

23 

15 

13 

11 

It is clear that most people marked more than one category. 
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An analysis was made of the interdependencies among the fac

tors based on the frequency of cases where individuals indi

cated specific sets of responses. This analysis, too lengthy 

to include here, is summarized in Chapter V of the report. · 

14-10. 

vice? 

In what ways did you find out about this busway ser-

Friends, relatives 

Newspapers 

Saw bus on busway or street 

RTD schedules 

TV 

Radio 

RTD phone information 

Billboards 

Other 

Information on other buses 

Transit Information Team 

% ResEondin9: 

37.7 

21. 7 

17.1 

16.9 

15.0 

11. 8 

10.9 

7.4 

5.0 

4.0 

2.4 

Those who replied "other" frequently had been riding the bus 

for so long that they didn't remember learning. Other re

sponses given include "work for RTD" and "employer" as the 

source of information. 

For this survey, word-of-mouth is clearly ahead of all oth

ers. Two years before, "RTD phone" and "schedules" ranked 

1-2, with "friends" a clear third. The effectiveness of the 

newspaper campaign is shown in the growth of importance of 

that entry as a source of information, and "saw bus" is now 

clearly an incentive to busway bus use. 

17-19. Any comments or complaints ? 

The re were 892 people who took time to write a comment, and 

189 of them wrote more than one. Table A-3 gives the break

down of both the first and second comments. 
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Table A-3 
PASSENGER CCMMENTS 

First Cament Secorrl Ccmrent 
Classification Fav Neut Unfav Total Fav Neut Unfav Total 

General Ccmrents 158 61 37 256 5 10 8 23 

Scheduling 5 305* 0 310 1 65* 0 66 

~rators 6 3 50 59 6 0 22 28 

Routes and Stops 2 119* 0 121 0 20* 0 20 

El Monte Station 0 2 21 23 0 1 2 3 

Equiprent 0 7 66 73 0 17 3 20 

Public Info 0 5 25 30 0 0 4 4 

Fare 15 2 1 18 21 3 1 25 

Totals 186 504 200 890 33 116 40 189 

*All caments asking for changes in scheduling or in routes and 
stops were rated as neutral, except a few that were clearly praising 
the~ aspects of SCRI'D service. 
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I I I I I I 
THIS SURVEY IS TO IMPROVE YOUR BUS SERVICE 
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS CONCERN THE TRIP YOU ARE NOW MAKING 
WOULD YOU PLEASE TAKE 5 MINUTES TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS? 
PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO SURVEY TAKER 
Si Usted Prefiere Puede Pedir un Cuestionario en Espanol 

l. Where did you start this trip? 1 Q home 2 Q other 

2A. How did you get from your starting point to where you boarded 

this bus? (Check one) 

B. 

1 Q Drove car and parked 

2 Q Driven by someone else 

3 Q Rode another bus and trans

ferred to this one 

4 0 Walked . 

5 0 Took taxi 

6 Q Other 

If "walked", how many blocks did you walk? 

C. If "parked car", where did you park? 

l Q El Monte park and ride lot 

--(blocks) 

(Check one) 

4 Q On street 

5 Q Other 2 Q San Gahr ie l park and ride lot 

3 Q Other public lot 

3 . Where did you get on this bus? 

l Q El Monte Station 

4. 

2 0 San Gabriel park and ride 

What is the main purpose of this 

1 Q Work (regula r commuting) 

(Check one) 

3 Q Street corner 

4 Q Other 

trip? (Check~) 

5 Q Social, entertainment, 

recreatio n 

A 

2 0 Business (a work-related 

trip) 

3 Q Shopping 

6 Q Obtain personal services, 

(lawyer , dentis t , etc .) 

4 Q School or university 7 Oother 

5!\. Where will you get off this bus? 
(location of bus stop) 

B. Where will this trip end? 1 Q work 2 Q other 

C. The address there is 
(or nearest intersection) 

D. About how long will it take you to get there when you leave 

the bus? 

6A. 

(number of minutes) 

How will you get there when you leave this 

l Q Drive in car parked near bus stop 

2 Q Be picked up by car 

3 0 Take another bus 

bus? (Check one) 

4 0 Take taxi 

5 0 Walk 

6 Q Other 

B. If "walk", how many blocks will you have to walk? 
(blocks ) 

7. During the transit strike how did you usually make this trip? 

1 Q Drove my car (alone) 

2 Q In a carpool driving on busway (3 or more people per car) 

3 Q In a carpool but not on busway (2 or more people per car) 

4 0 Stayed at home 

5 Qother 

8. How often do you make this inbound trip on the bus? 

l Q Regularly - (at least four rides per week) 

2 0 Occasionally - (one to three rides per week) 

3 Q Very seldom A-21 

(Check one) 
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9. I started making this trip by bus 

l Q Before opening of busway lanes 

2 Q Since opening of busway lanes (January 1973) 
3 Q Since opening of El Monte Busway Station (July 1973) 

4 Q Since 25~ fare (April 1974) 

10. Do you usually use the bus on both your inbound and return 

trips? l QYes 2 Q No 

11. Since you first started using the busway have you tended to 

use the busway more or less frequently? 

l Q More frequently 

2 Q Less frequently 

3 Q About the same 

12. How did you make this trip before using the busway? (Check most 

common method) 

13. 

14 . 

non-busway bus 

2 Drove my car (alone) 7 Taxi 

l § Have always used bu sway 6 § Used a 

3 Was an auto passenger 8 Other _______ _ 

4 Qwas a driver (carrying passengers) 

5 Q Was an alternate driver (drove 

What are your main reasons for us i-ng the 

l 

days per week) 

busway? 

6 Qsavcs time Q Freeway too congested 

2 Q Changed place of work 7 Qcarpoo l broke up 

3 Q Disliked driving 8 Qcosts less 

4 Q Gives me time to relax 9 Qother 

5 QAllows someone else to use car 

In what ways did you find out about this busway service? 

l Q Radio 7 Q Billboards, posters 

2 QTv 8 Q Information on other buses 

3 Q Newspapers 9 8 Friends, relatives 

4 QRTD phone information 10 Transit Information Team 

5 QRTD schedules, brochures 11 Qother 

6 Qsaw bus on busway or street 

15. Did this busway service influence the choice of your present 

address? 

1 8Yes, definitely 

2 Slightly 

3 QNot at all 

16. Did this busway service influence the choice of your present 

employment? 

l Q Yes, definitely 

2 0 Slightly 

3 Q Not at all 

17. Any comments or complaints? 

Please do not write below this line 
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I I I I I I I I I 
THIS SURVEY IS TO IMPROVE YOUR BUS SERVICE 
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS CONCERN THE TRIP YOU ARE NOW MAKING 
WOULD YOU PLEASE TAKE 5 MINUTES TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS? 
PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO SURVEY TAKER 
Si Usted Prefiere Puede Pedir un Cue stionario e n Espanol 

B 

1 . How often do you make this inbo und trip on the bus? (Check one ) 

l Q Regu larly - (at least four rides per week) 

2 Q Occasionally - {one to three rides per week ) 

3 Q Very seldom 

2. I sta rted making this trip by bus 

1 QBe fore ope ning o f busway lanes 

2 Q Since opening of busway lanes (January 1973) 

3 Q Since opening of El Monte Buswa y Station (July 1973) 

4 Q Sinc e 25~ fare (April 1974) 
3 . Do you u sually us e the bus on both your inbo und and return 

trips? l Q Yes 2 Q No 

4. Since you f irst sta rte d using t h e b uswa y have you tended t o use 

the busway more or le s s frequently? 

1 8 More freque ntly 

2 Less frequentl y 

3 Q About the same 

5. How did you make t hi s trip b e fore using the busway? (Check most 

common method) 

1 Q Ha ve always used busway 6 Q Used a non-bus wa y bus 

2 8 Drove my car (alone) 7 81'a xi 
3 Was an auto passenger 8 Other 

4 Qwas a drive r (ca rrying passengers) 

s Qwas a n alternate driver {drove days per week) 

6. What are your main reasons for us ing the busway? 

l Q Freeway too c o nges ted 6 Q Saves time 

2 8 Changed place o f work 7 Q Carpool broke 

3 Dis l i ked driving 8 8Coi:;ts less 

4 Q Gives me time to relax 9 Other 

s QAllows some one e lse to use car 

7. How many cars a r e ava ilable for use by members of your 

household? 

up 

(numbe r of cars) 

8. Do you have a license to drive? l Q Yes 2 QNo 

9A. Was a car available to you for this trip? (Check one) 

1 Q No (bus only practical means) 

2 QYes , but with considerable inconvenience to others 

3 QYes, but I prefer to take the bus 

B. If a car was available, is it usually driven during your 

absence? 1 Q No 2 Q Yes 
(If yes, approximate number 
of miles driven per day) 

C. If a car was available, how is it used during your absence? 

l 8 Not used 

2 Another person takes it to work 

3 Q Shopping , errands 

4 8 School, university 

5 other ---A- 23 _____ _ 



10. In what ways did you find out about this busway service? 

l QRadio 7 Q Billboards, posters 

2 QTV 8 Q Information on other buses 

3 8 Newspapers 9 Q Friends, relatives 

4 RTD phone information 10 Q Transit Information Team 

5 QRTD schedules, brochures 11 Q other 

6 Qsaw bus on busway 

11. Please indicate how important these bus features are in your 
l 2 3 4 

decision to use the busway: 

A. Reduce travel time through 
exclusive bus lanes 

B. New, air-conditioned buses 

C. Reduction of fare to 25¢ 

D. Present frequency of service 

E. Exclusive bus lanes on 
Spring Street 

F. Seat availability 

G. El Monte Terminal 

Extremely 

□ 
□ 
□ 
D 

□ 
D 
D 

Only 
Quite Slightly 

D □ 
□ D 
D D 
D □ 
□ □ 
D D 
□ D 

Not 
At All 

□ 
D 
D 
□ 
D 

□ 
D 

12. Please rank (1,2,3,4,5) the following possible changes in order of 

importance to you: (1 = most important , 2 = next mo st important, etc.) 

Rank 

A. Increasing frequency of service 

B. Increasing bus speed from 55 to 65 mph 

C. More extensive bus lanes throughout downtown area 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

D. Downtown bus stops closer to where you are going 

E. Extending busway eastward past El Monte 

13. Are you 1 QMale 

14. What is your age group? 

1 Q 20 or under 

2 0 21 - 29 

3 0 30 - 39 

15. Are you 1 QMarried 2 Qsingle 

16. What is the combined annual income 

l Q $5,000 or under 

2 8 $5,001 - 10,000 

3 $10,001 - 15,000 

2 Q Female 

4 0 40 - 4 9 

5 0 50 - 64 

6 Q 65 and over 

3 Q Di vorced/W idowed/Separa ted 

of a ll household members? 

4 0$15,001 - 30,000 

5 Q Over $30, 000 

17. What education level have you reached? 

l Q Elementary 4 Q Some college 

2 Q Some high school 

3 QHigh school diploma 

5 8 College degree 

6 Graduate studies 

18. Do you have children living at home ? 

1 QNo 2 QYes 
(If~. age of youngest child) 

19. Any comments or complaints? ___________________ _ 
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I I I I I A 

ESTE CUESTIONARIO SIRVE PARA MEJORAR SU SERVICIO DEL BUSWAY . LAS PREGUNTAS SICUIENTES 
DAN RESPECTO AL VIAJE QUE HACE VD AHORA MISMO. PUEDE VD, CONTESTAR ESTAS PREGUNTAS EN 
SOW 5 nINUTOS . POR FAVOR VUELVE VD. EL CUESTIONARIO COMPLETADO AL ASISTENTE DE ENCUESTA. 
MUCHAS GRACIAS. 

1. e En donde empezo Vd. este viaje? 1 Q En casa 2 Q En otra parte 

2A. i co"mo llegci' Vd. a la parada donde tomo el autobus? (Marque sola una) 
1 §Maneje el auto y lo deje estacionado 4 Q Vine a pie o tome,.. un taxi 
2 Alguien me trajo en auto 5 Q Otro medio de transporte 
3 Vine en otro busy cambie" a este bus 

B. iSi vino Vd. a pie, cua'ntas cuadras tuvo Vd. que caminar? 

,si 
l 
2 
3 

estacionoVd. el auto, en donde lo 
El Monte park and ride parque 
San Gabriel park and ride parque 
Otro parque de estacionamiento 

., (cuadras) 
estaciono? (Marque sola una) c. 

3. 

4 

c En dd'nde se subio' a este bus? (Marque una) 
1 8 El Monte Stat ion 
2 San Gabriel pa rk and ride 

4 8 En la calle 
5 Otro 

3 8 F.n la esquina 
4 Otro 

1 Ir al trabajo (viaje regular) 5 Q Voy a asuntos sociales, de paseo o 
~Cug;l es el propci'sito principal de este viaje? (Marque una) 

2 Voy de negocios (otro asunto rela- recreacion 
cionado con mi trabajo ) 6 Q Servicios pr.rsonales (aver al licen-

3 Q Voy de compras ; ciado, dentists, etc.) 
4 Q Voy a la escue la o a la universidad 7 Q Otro proposito 

SA. cEn da'nde se va Vd. a bajar del bus? 
(Lugar de la parada del bus) 

B. iEn d~de va Vd. a tenninar este viaje? 
l Q En mi trabajo 2 Q En otra parte 

C. La dire ccici'n a donde voy es: 
(o la interseccion mas cercana) 

D. icuinto tiempo tomari Vd. llegar a all( cuando b a j e Vd. de este bus? 

6A. c co"mo llegara' all{ cuando baje Vd. del bus? 
1 Q En el auto que tcngo estacionado 

cerca de la parada del bus 
4 En taxi 
5 A pie 

(numero de minutos) 

2 8 Alguien me va a llevar en auto 

(Ma§ue sola una ) 

6 Otro medio de transporte 
3 Voy a tomar otro bus 

B. c Si Vd. va a pie, cufntas cuadras tendr.i' que caminar? 

7. 

8. 

(cuadras) 
iDu~nte l a huelga transito, como tomaba Vd. este viaje usualmente? 

1 Maneje'° mi auto (solo) 
2 Viaje en un carpool que us ci' el busway (3 o mas personas cada auto) 
3 Viaje' en un carpool que no usO el busway (2 0 ma's personae cada auto) 
4 Me quede en casa 
5 Otro ------------------------

/ 

cQue tan frecuentemente hace Vd. este v iaje? (Marque sola una) 
1 § Regulanncnte (cuando menos cuatro veces por semana) - -
2 De vez en cuando (una a tres veces por semana) 
3 Rara vez ---
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9. Empeze' yo tomar este viaje por bus 
1 QAntes de que los carriles del busway fueron abiertos 
2 UDesde que los carrile·s del busway fueron abiertos (enero 1973) 
3 CDesde que abrieron la estacion del busway en El Monte (julio 1973) 
4 (__,,Desde que cmpezo el pasaje de 25 centavos (abril 1974) 

10. ~Usa Vd. el bus para_ sus viajes en las salidas y los regresos igualmentc? 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

l (__; S{ 2 v No 

c Desdc quc primero cmpezo Vd. 
1 () Con mas frecuencia 

usar el busway lo ha usado con mas o mcnos frccuencia? 
3 ()casi lo mismo 

2 Q Con menos frecuencia 

cc;~ hac{n Vd. cste viajc antes de que usaba 
1 V He us ado yo siempre el busway 
2 V Manejaba yo mi auto (solo) 
3 V Era yo pasajero en otro auto 
4 ..J Manejaba yo mi auto (con pasajeros) 
S :_J Altcrnaba yo el manejo de auto con otra 

(manejaba yo ___ dfas por semana) 

el busway? (Marque sola una) 
6 Cusaba otro bus que no pertenccra 

al busway 
7 C raxi 
8 ()Usaba otro medio de transpor t acion 

persona 

c Cu;les son sus razones principales por usar el 
1 U Autopista deoasiado conges tionado 
2 (_; Cambi{ mi lugar de trabajo 

busway? 
6 U Ahorr ar t :lcmpo 
7 (._; Termino el carpool 
8 (J Es mas barato 3 ~Nome gusta manejar 

4 Meda tiempo a relajar 
5 Pcrmite otra persona usar el auto 

c c;mo se informo' Vd. del scrvicio dcl busway? 
1 0 Radio 
2 ).,( Television , 
3 'y Periodicos 
4 \ Informacio'n telefonica del Rm 
S (') RTD horarios y folletos 
6 ~ Observe el bus en el busw~y o en l a calle 

9 V Otra razon 

7 ~ Anuncios y cart clones 
8 Literatura en otros buses 
9 Amigos, parientes 

10 Equipo de fnformacio'n transito 
11 Otro medio 

15. ,Tuvo el scrvicio del busway infJuencia sobre la seleccion de su domicilio presentc? 

1 Qsf, ciertamente 2 Q un poco 3 (__,,De ninguna manera 

16. ,Tuvo el servicio del busway influencia sobre la seleccion de su trabajo prcscnte? 

l Q s{, ciertamente 2 ::.)un poco 3 v De ninguna manera 

17 , C:Tiene algunos comentos o algunas quejas? ______________________ _ 

Por favor no cscriba dcba1o de esta linea. 

I I 
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1. 

I I I I 
ESTE CUESTI0NARI0 SIRVE PARA MEJORAR SU SERVICIO DEL AUTOBUS. 
LAS PREGU;nAS SIGIENTES CONCERNE EL VIAJE QUE HACE USTED AHORA 
MISMO. PUEDE USTED CONTESTAR ESTAS PREGUNTAS EN SOLO 5 MINUTOS 

,Qub' tan frecuentemente hace usted este viaje? (marque solo uno) 
1 Regularmente (cuando menos cuatro veces a~ scman~ 
2 gae vez en cuando (una a tres veces por semana) 
3 Rara vez 

2. Empeze" yo tomar este viaje por bus - (marque solo uno) 

1 OAntc s de que los carriles del busway fucron abiertos 
2 Oocsde quc los carriles del busway fueron abiertos (enero 1973) 
3 Ooesdc queabrieron la estacio'n del busway en El Monte (julio 1973) 

4 O uescJe que empezo el pasajc de 25 centavos (abril 1974) 

3. iUsa usted el bus para sus viajes en las saliJas y los regresos? 

l Os{ 2 ONo 

4. DesJc que primero empezousar ustcd el busway ha tendido que usarlo -

1 Ocon mas frecucncia 3 Qcasi lo mismo 

l Qcon menos frecucncia 

B 

5. cComo haci'a usted ~ viaje antes de que usara el busway? (marque solo uno) 

l QHe usaJo yo sicmpre cl busway 

6. 

2 OManej aba yo mi carro (solo) 

3 Q Era yo pasaj ero e n otro auto 

40 r.Jancj a ba yo mi c_ar ro (con pasaj cros) 
(mancj aba yo d1as) SQAlternaba yo el manej o <lel carro con otra persona (a la scmana-- ) 

6Ousaba yo ot ro carrile en el autopista 

7 Qraxi 

8 Qusaba yo otr,o medio de transportacion 

cCuales son SUS razoncs principales por 

10Autopista dcmasiaJo congestionaJo 
zgcarnbic yo mi lugar de ernpleo 
3 No me gus tt manejar 

4 Q t-te da tiempo para relaj ar 
5 Q Le permi te a otra persona usar el 

usar el busway? 
6 O rie ahorra tie111po 

auto 

7 Qrcrrni no" el carpool so Es mas barato 

9 0 0tra ____ ________ _ 

7. dCuantos auto tiene los miembros de SU farnilia a SU disposici~l -
Ni:mero de autos ________ ? 

8. iTiene usted licencia para manejar? 1 Q s{ 2 Q No 

9A. 
.,, 

~Hay un auto a sti disposicion para cste viajc? (marque solo uno) 

1 QNo, el bus es el ti'nico medio de transporte practico 
2Qs1, pero tendr{a que molestar a otras per s onas 
3 Q s{, pero prefiero tomar el bus 

B. c Si un auto est{ di s ponible, usualmente esta manejado por otras personas 
durante su ausencia? 

lQNo 

2 Q s{ (Si su respuesta es s[, el auto esta" manejado cua"ntas mil las 
(cada d1a ) ---------------

C. C Si un auto estuvo disponsible, como esta u sado durante SU ausencia? 

1 QEl auto no es ta' u s ado 

2 O otra persona lo manej a a su trabaj o 

3 Qviaj es de compras ,, 
4 Qviajes a la escuela o la universidad 

5 Qutro ______ _ ________ __ _ 
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10. Por favor indique usted la importancia entre las ra zones abajo 
que pertenece a SU decis ion de usar el busway -

1 2 3 4 
Nada 

A. Reduc ir tiempo de v1aJar para 
carriles exclusivos para buses. 

B. Nuevo buses con aireacondicionado 
/ 

C. Redu cc ion dcl pasaje a 25 centvs. 

D. Frecuencia de servicio presente 

E. Carriles exc lusivos para buses 
en la calle Spring 

F. Asientos disponibles 
/ 

G. El Monte Estac ion 

Sumamente Bastante Un poco 

LJ 
[=1 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Cl 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
C-_J 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

11. Por favor in<lique ustcd en ordc n (1,2,3,4,5) lo s cambios 
s~uientcs que le importa a ustcd (1 = muy importante , 2 
mas importante , et cetera) 

posibles 
siguicnte 

Aumcntar frecuencia de serv icio 
Aum entar ve locidad de buses de 5S a 65 millas 

A. 
B. 
C. 

D. 
E. 

Mas carriles exclusivos para buses e n el centro de la ciudad ,, 
Paradas para buses mas ccrcano a su destinacion 
Extender cl busway hacia cl estc Je El Monte 

✓ 

12. iCual es su sexo? · 1 Q11ombre 2 QMuj e r 
., 

13. iA cual <le cstos groupos de e<lad pcrtcnecc ustcd? 

1 QMenos 
2 Que 21 

3 Que 30 

de 20 
a 29 

a 39 

anos 4QDc 40 a 49 

5Qoc 50 a 64 
6QDe 65 para arriba 

Ordcn 
[_:_= 
C:J 
LJ 
L.=:J 
r I 

14 . cl.:s usted - 1 Qcasado 2 Q so l t e ro 3 Quivorciada/Viu<la/Separada 

15. c. Cu.i'l cs el total de lo que ganan las micmbros <le su familia quc vivcn 
con uste<l? 

., 
1Q$5,000 o menos 
2QDe $5,001 a 10,000 
3QDe $10,001 a 15,000 

4QDe $15,001 a $30,000 

s()1a"s de $30 ,OD O 

., / 

16. cCual nivel de educacion ha cumplid o usted? 

1 Q E_scuela <le elemental 

zQ Alguna es cue la al ta 
3Q Diploma <le escuela alta 

4 l)Alguna Unive rsi<lad 
SO Grado de una univcrsidad 
6 QEscuela de graduados 

17 . lTiene usted niiios vivien<lo en casa? 

2 (Js{ (S i su respuesta es s1, 
mas j oven 

1Q,fo cual es l a edad de l nino _________ __,_) 

18. cTiene algunos comcntos t quejas? 

POR FAVOR DE NO ESCRIBIR DUESPUES DE ESTA LINEA 
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APPENDIX B 

THE EL MONTE STATION IN USE 

PASSENGER AHO AUTOMOBILE FLOW 

This section of this appendix describes time and capacity 

measurements of access to the El Monte station. They include 

the auto time to reach the parking booth from the street, the 

flow into the parking booth from the street, the flow into 

the parking lot in the morning, the walk from the parking lot 

to the terminal, the walk from the terminal entrance to the 

boarding platform, and the trip from the terminal entrance to 

the lot exit at night. These measurements were made on Janu

ary 22 and 23, a Wednesday and Thursday, under clear, cool 

weather conditions. 

Car Time, Entry to Ticket Booth 

Observations of the driving time from the street to the 

ticket booth were made over five minute intervals between 

6:25 AM and 8:30 AM. The measurements were to the nearest 

second. The average values, over the morning peak period, 

are given below. 

Clock tirre: 6:25-6:30 6:55-7:00 7:25-7:30 7:55-8:00 8:25-8:30 

Average trip 24 26 29 15 16 
tirre (sec.) 

Sarrple size 36 60 60 29 15 

The last two sets of tines represent travel under no congestion or 
queuing. 

The limit of 60 per five minutes does not represent the 

capacity of the ticket booth, which can serve a car in four 

seconds, but the impact of the traffic light at the street 

entrance. During peak period six cars can enter on the green, 
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in either direction. These queue and are served , and the 

cars from the opposite direction enter. There are interval s 

without queues. 

Time, Ticket Booth To Terminal Entry 

The time from the ticket booth to the terminal entry was 

measured in two parts, for the car to park, and for the per

son to walk to the terminal. Each was measured to the near

est quarter minute by people standing on the boarding plat

form. A car would be watched from the moment it left the 

ticket booth until the driver emerged from the car. The 

person was watched until he disappeared into the terminal 

entrance on the lower level. 

Approximately twenty to twenty -five percent of the cars en

tering the lot were kiss-and-ride, and there were no obser

vations of carpools forming in the parking lot. Al l of the 

cars reported below were single occupant, and there were no 

signs of heavy carpool use to the lot. 

As can be expected, the early arrivals parked near the ter

minals, with short walks. As the morning progressed, the 

length of time to park and to walk increased until the last 

person observed took eight minutes and forty-five seconds 

and then parked illegally. There was some indication that 

the people coming after eight o'clock were not aware of the 

three temporary lines of parking s paces beyond the fence. 

Table B-1 contains the mean time to park , to walk, and, for 

the segment as a whole, for each time period of observation. 

The kiss-and-ride times are not included in these averages. 

The numbers for 8:35-8:50 are unreliable because each obser

vation took so long that few observations were made . How

ever, it is clear that the smooth f low from booth to terminal 
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is destroyed by that time, at the present parking lot 

capacity. 

Table B-1 
ACCESS TO AND EGRESS FIDM EL M)NTE STATION 

Clock Tirre 

Booth to park 

Walk to terminal 

Booth to terminal 

Clock Ti.Ire 

Walk to car 

Drive to booth 

Terminal to booth 

tbrning Access 
Tlltle to Park and Walk to Terminal 

{SeCX>nds) 

6:35-6:50 7:05-7:20 7:35-7:50 8:05-8:20 

49 62 69 71 

66 93 150 156 

115 155 219 227 

Evening Egress 
Ti.Ire to Walk to car and Drive to Entry 

(Seconds) 

4:30-4:45 5:00-5:30 5:40-6:00 

78 82 78 

91 96 69 

169 178 147 

Station Entry to Boarding Platform 

8:35-8:50 

274 

124 

398 

6:00-6:15 

75 

90 

165 

This set of observations covers the trip from the entry to 

the tunnel to the boarding platform, in quarter minutes. 

The trip took 50 seconds, with no indication that those who 

preferred the stairs took longer. In the morning, about 

eight percent preferred to walk up. (At night, over twenty 

percent preferred to walk down.) About ten percent enter 

the lobby for some service, such as checking the time. 

Station Exit to Ticket Booth 

As might be expected, people do not return from work in the 

same order as they go to work. As a r esult, the lot empties 



in an apparently random order. The average time to walk from 

the terminal to the car is reasonably constant, at slightly 

under 80 seconds, as shown in Table B-2. An anomaly of the 

data is that the average time to walk to the car in the even

ing is less than the average time to walk from the car in the 

morning. 

The cars leave the lot over a shorter time period than they 

take to fill it. As a result, short queues build up at the 

merges at the end of lanes. This generally longer time to go 

from parking space to ticket booth is also shown in Table B-1. 

The sum of these two sets of numbers shows a much more con

stant time for egress than for access, but the shorter walk

ing time is reflected in the lower totals. 

Car Time, Ticket Booth to Street 

The time to leave the lot, from booth to street is similar 

to the congested times of morning entrance, except that at 

5:15, when cars may be backed up past the booth, the average 

time is 52 seconds. Otherwise, the egress from booth to 

street takes 25 to 30 seconds, on the average. The barrier 

of the light is a factor in this time. Occasional cars that 

''hit" the light leave in times of 12 to 16 seconds, 

Summary 

The totals of these times is shown in Table B-2. It shows 

that, in the morning, a passenger is in the system for a min

imum of three minutes before he is ready to wait for the bus. 

By 7:30, access time has increased to five minutes, and may 

be as great as eight minutes for the traveler at 8:30. 

The totals for evening egress are more constant than morning 

arrival, at close to four minutes throughout the rush hour. 
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The sum of the morning and evening values indicates that the 

park-and-ride passenger may expect to spend 7.5 to 12 minutes 

at El Monte Station daily, exclusive of time waiting for the 

bus to arrive in the morning. 

Table B-2 
PASSENGER TIME SPENT Kr EL KNI'E STATIOO 

(secavds) 
'fuming 

Clock Tine 

Entry to ticket booth 

Booth to terminal 

Terminal entry to boarding platfonn 

Total 

6:30 

24 

115 

50 

189 

Evening 

Clock Time 

Boarding platform to terminal exit 

Terminal exit to booth 

Booth to street exit 

'Ibtal 

BUS CRUISE TIMES 

4:30 

50 

169 

25 

244 

7:00 

26 

155 

50 

231 

5:15 

50 

178 

52 

280 

7:30 

29 

219 

50 

298 

8:00 

15 

227 

50 

292 

5:45 

50 

147 

29 

226 

8:30 

16 

398 

50 

464 

6:00 

50 

165 

28 

243 

The hypothesis that the total time for a bus to travel from 

TV camera to berth to e xit was the same for all berths was 

tested by measuring the cruise- in time for 194 buses and the 

cruise-out time for 181 buses, by berth of occupancy. The 

sample is not uniform over the berths, because not all loca

tions are u sed equally. The time to park increases with dis

tance from the camera, and the tiMe to leave decreases, as 

can b e see n in Table B-3 and Figure B-1. If one selected a 

value to smoo th out the irre gularities in the curve at Berth 
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1, the value would lie within one standard deviation of the 

current estimate. 

Table B-3 
EL M)Nl'E STATION 

CRUISE Til1E, TV CAMERA 'ID BERI'H, BERI'H 'IO S'IOP SIGN 
(Seconds) 

Berth Nurrber 
9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Cruise in: 

Sarrple 12 35 27 26 47 23 13 11 

Average 8.8 14.1 20.4 20.3 25.8 29.5 31.2 33.3 

Sigma 3.33 8.47 5.08 6.33 6.01 7.45 7.12 4.37 

Cruise out: 

Sample 13 36 16 43 35 23 7 8 

Average 31.6 28.3 28.8 22.5 15.2 12.7 14.3 9.6 

Sigma 4.64 4.60 4.69 6.24 5.20 3,67 3.04 1.2 

Total 40.4 42.4 49.2 42.8 41.0 42.2 45.5 42.9 

The standard deviations are large, rel a tive to the means, be

cause about half of the sample had one or two measurements 

which are as much as 20 seconds l arger than adjacent readings . 

Thi s is cau sed by the delay whe n two buses attempt to use the 

single lane around t he station simultaneously . For example, 

if a 38 second reading used in computing the ave rage for 

Berth 3 cruise-out time were omitted, the ave rage would shif t 

from 15 . 2 seconds to 14.5 and the standard deviation from 

5.20 to 3 .47. 

RELIABILITY OF PERFORMAJ.~CE 

By matching the a ctual departure of 126 westbound and 1 46 

eastbound buses to their schedule d d eparture , it has been 

possible to e stablish c umulative probability c urves for the 

deviatio n from schedule in peak and off peak travel. These 
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are shown in Table B-4. The eastbound curves and westbound 

peaks are very similar, wi th median values of 1.6, 1.0, and 

1.5 minutes late. All three show that about 85% of the buses 

Table B-4 
CUMULATIVE PIDBAEILI'IY DISTRIBtJrIONS FOR DEPARI'URE 

FroM EL IDtfl'E STATION 
(Minutes) 

CUmulative Westbound Eastbound 
Percent Peak Offpeak Peak Offpeak 

10 .5 0 - 1.0 .6 

20 0 + 1.2 .4 .4 

30 + .5 + 2.4 + .3 0 

40 + 1.0 + 3.0 + . 9 + .3 

50 + 1.5 + 3.5 + 1.6 + 1.0 

60 + 2.0 + 3.8 + 2.5 + 2.0 

70 + 3.0 + 4.0 + 3. 4 + 3.0 

80 + 4.3 + 7.5 + 4.5 + 4.5 

90 + 5.5 +11 .2 + 5.7 + 6.6 

100 +10.0 +16.0 +11.0 +14.0 

Note: - neans bus is early 
+ neans bus is late 

are less than 5 minutes late. The offpeak westbound curve 

shows poorer performance, with a median value of 3.5 minutes 

and about 75 % of the buses less than 5 minutes late. Never

theless, all these curves show such small deviations from 

s c hedule that in extrapolat ing current performance to 1reater 

traffic volumes in peak periods, it will be assumed that 

schedules are maintained . 
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APPENDIX C 

MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF DOWNTOWN TRAFFIC 

In the computations of the constraints t hat wou ld be imposed 

on busway capacity by the downtown bus route networks, the 

following assmuptions were made . Three assumptions about 

automobile vo lumes were made. 

1) no change 

2) 10% reduction 

3) no cars 

There were two assumptions made about the growth rate of the 

busway buses. 

1) growth would be the same as growth in non-busway buses 

2) growth wou ld be twice that of non-busway buses 

The variables u sed in the modeling are 

p = peak hour flow (in automobiles, where one bus is 

assumed equivalent to two automobiles) 

s = percent saturation 

c - capacity (in automobiles) 

m = additiona l buses , al l routes 

n = current number of automobiles a 
nb= current numbe r of busway buses 

n = current number of non-busway buses n 
a1b= if all routes grow alike the share (i.e., fraction) 

of the additional buses required that would be busway 

buses 

d 2b= if busway grows twice as fast, the share of addition

al buses required that would be busway buses 
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d = if all routes grow alike, the share of additional 
ln 

buses required that would be non-buswa y buses 

d
2

n= if busway grows twice as fast, the share of addition

al buses required that would be non-busway buses 

The computational procedure is that first, the capacity is 

computed 

C = p/.Qls 

The .01 simply refers to the method of presentation of sin 

Table 28, Chapter IX. 

The two d's can be computed. 

Case 1 

dlb dln 
= 

nb n 
n 

and 

dlb + dln = 1 

produce s 

dlb 
nb 

= 
nb+ n n 

Case 2 

d2b 2d2n 
= 

nb n n 

and 

d2b + d2n = 1 

produces 

d2b 
2nb 

= 
2nb+ n n 
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If there is no change in the number of cars 

(c - p)/2 = m 

and dibm is the first entry in Table 31, where i = 1,2. 

= capacity/present 

If the cars are reduced by 10"/o , the buses are first eliminated 

from the peak hour flow 

and 

(c - . 9a )2 - (nb + na) = m 

where mis treated as above . 

Finally, if there are no cars 

and mis treated as above. 
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APPENDIX D 

PASSENGER REACTION TO BUSWAY FEATURES 

AND FUTURE CHANGES 

The on-board survey included a question on features of the 

busway s ystem (question 11 on Form B). The rider was asked 

to check whether certain specified features were extremely 

important, quite important, slightly important or not impor

tant at all. 

Similarly, passengers were asked to rate their responses to 

possible future changes (question 12 on Form B), ranking the 

changes at 1 for most important, 2 for next most important, 

etc. 

The overall distributions of responses for both questions 

are given in Appendix A. This appendix describes how the 

response patterns vary with demographic characteristics and 

with life cycle category. 

IMPORTANCE OF FEATURES BY DEMOGRAPHICS 

Reduce Travel Time through Exclusive Bus Lanes 

Although the sample as a whole is 53.6% female, those who 

ranked thi s featur e as "Extremely Important" were 60.7% 

female. In large part, their age distribution and marital 

status was like the group as a whole. Their income was 

slightly cluste r e d at under $10,000, and their education was 

less like ly to have gone beyond high school. Since the se 

thre e de scriptors t e nd to be fairly highly correlate d, it is 

hard to tell which motivated the response, but one guess is 

that those with lower incomes place a greater value on being 

on time to work. 
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New Air-Conditioned Buses 

This feature was less frequently marked as "extremely impor -

tant" by the group as a whole than the previous feature. 

Again, those doing so were 59_8% female. More of them 

than expected were over 50 years old, married, and with 

incomes under $10,000. 

Reduction of Fare to 25¢ 

This feature was ranked as "extremely important" by more 

people than any othe r. There is no characteristic of sex, 

age, income or education in which they differ from the group 

as a whole. 

Present Frequency of Service 

Those marking this featur e as "extremely important" were 

59.8% female, less likely to have a college degree or more 

education than the sample as a whole, but like the group as 

a whole with respect to age, marital status or income. 

Exclusive Bus Lanes on Spring Street 

This was another feature not heavily favored by the group 

as a whole because it only affects route 6 0 for any dis

tance. Those who favored this feature were 69.1% fema l e , 

not married, with incomes under $10,000, and a high school 

diploma or less education. 

Seat Availability 

Those favoring this feature were 66 .4% female, 50-64 year s 

old, with some tendency toward incomes under $10,000, and a 

high school diploma. 
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El Monte Terminal 

Those favoring this feature were 62.6% female, under 30 years 

old, with incomes from $5000 - $15,000, and a h i gh s chool 

diploma or some college. 

In summary , it i s cle ar that wome n are more likely than men 

to mark a f e ature as "extremely important". It is not that 

the y t e nd to mark a t the extremes and the men in the cen-

tral importance values. Except perhaps in the "air-conditioned 

buses" feature, men are dominant i n the "not a t a ll" value 

slot, and the distribution indicate s tha t men mark each 

feature one importance slot lower than the women. 

IMPORTANCE OF FEATURES BY TRANSIT DEPENDENCY 

The attitude of the riders toward special bus features shows 

some variability between the trans it dependent a nd the 

choice ride rs, with the captive riders ranking the features 

as more important. Features were rated on a scale of 1 to 

4 with 1 denoting "extreme importance" and 4 "no importance". 

Thus, the lower the average, the more important is the 

feature. 
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Table D-1 
AVEPAGE VAilJES OF BUS FEA'IURE IMPORI'ANCE, 

BY CAPTIVE VERSUS ClIOICE PASSENGERS 

Was a car available for this trip? 
Yes, but with can-
siderable inconven- Yes, but I 

Feature No ience to others prefer bus 

A. Reduce travel tine 
through exclusive 
bus lanes 1.5 1.7 1.7 

B. New, air-conditioned 
buses 1.8 2.3 2.2 

c. Reduction of Fare 
to 25¢ 1.2 1.4 1.4 

D. Present frequency of 
service 1.4 1.5 1.5 

E. Exclusive bus lanes 
oo Spring Street 1.9 2.4 2.5 

F. Seat Availability 1.7 2.1 2.0 

G. El M:nte Ternrinal 2.1 2.4 2.1 

The Spring Str eet c o n tra -flow bu s l a nes play a l arge role 

only on route #60, which has the g r eates t numbe r, tho ugh 

not t he greatest share , o f captive r i der s. 

IMPORTANCE OF FEATURES BY LIFE CYCLE CATEGORY 

The data was a l so sor t ed by the six l i fe cyc l e categories 

r epr esented in the survey popu l a tion with the follow i ng 

results . 
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Table D-2 
AVERAGE \1AilJES OF BUS FEA'IURE IMPORTANCE, 

BY LIFE CYCIE CATEOORY 

Busway Life Cycle category 
Feature Single New Married Full Nest 1 Full Nest 2 Empty Nest 

Reduce travel 
tirre 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.6 

Air-canditicned 
buses 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.1 1.9 

25¢ fare 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 

Present frequency 
of service 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 

Spring St. bus 
lanes 2.3 2.2 2.5 2.6 2.5 

Seat availability 2.0 1.8 2.1 2.0 1.8 

El M:m.te terminal 2.1 1.8 2.2 2.2 2.3 

FUTURE CHANGE RANKINGS BY DEMOGRAPHICS 

Table D-3 summarizes the description of passengers giving 

various responses to the question on Form Bon possible 

changes in busway service. Passengers were asked to rank the 

five possible changes on a scale of l to 5, where 1 = most 

important, 2 = next most important, etc. Those described are 

the people giving the feature highest priority (1) and those 

giving it lowest priority (5). Since the three central 

rankings (2,3,4) are omitted from the table, it is not 

necessary that those in the last priority balance those in 

the first priority in any descriptive way. 
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Table D-3 
IMPORI'ANCE OF POSSIBIB FUIURE 

CliANGES JN BUSWAY DEMXRAPHICS 

More Closer Extend Busway 
Increased Increased .Do.vntown Do.-mta-lrl East of 
Fr~ s~ Bus Lanes Bus Stops El M:)nte 

First Priority 

Percent 
Male 41.9 40.0 41.7 35.4 46.3 

Average 
Age 37.2 24.5 37.7 37.2 38,3 

Average 
Incare 
(000 IS) 16.5 16.6 16.4 16.l 18.5 

Percent 
Married 66.6 63.6 67.2 64.2 70. 7 

Percent 
high school 
diplana 
or less 33.8 38.1 39.l 39.1 31.5 

last Priority 

Percent 
Male 40.0* 56.3 51.5 54.8 47.8 

Average 
Age 38.2* 39.9 38.3 35.6 35.9 

Average 
Incare 
(000's) 20.4* 19.0 19 .4 19.6 18.3 

Percent 
Married 80.0* 72.0 75.0 72.1 69.0 

Percent 
high school 
diplana. 
or less 26.9* 30.5 22.8 22,8 27.0 

*Sarrple under 30 people 
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The number of people ranking "increased speed", "more down

town bus lanes" and "closer downtown bus stops" as their 

highest priority was remarkably similar to the number ranking 

these changes as their lowest priority. The characteristics 

of these people, however, varied considerably. Those who 

favored increased speed were the youngest. Those who favored 

shorter downtown wa l ks were predominantly female. The most 

interesting aspect of the table is the large difference 

between those who ranked these features first and those who 

ranked them last . In each case, those who ranked them last 

were more frequently male , richer, more likely to be married, 

and more educated. 

The l ast possible change-- "extend busway east of El Monte" -- 

produced the second l a rgest number of highest priority and 

the largest number of lowest priority rankings. Here the 

demographic description of the high and low priority groups 

is more s imilar than for any of the other features, and 

those favoring the feature are different from all the other 

groups in the first priority in having more men, being older, 

richer, more likely to be married, and having more education. 

The " increased frequency" change received the greatest num·

ber of first priority and smallest number of last priority 

scores . Due to the smal l sample size no t much reliance can 

be put on the values tabulated under last priority. The 

response to this question varied by bus route and by time 

of day . As can be seen in the f ollowing table the response 

was stronger on those traveling before 7 o'clock, with those 

on route 63 leading all the rest. 
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Table D-4 
DESIRE FOR IOCREASED BUS FRE~CY 

(Percent giving this change highest priority by 
route and time of day) 

Bus 
Route 5:54-6:30 6:31-7:00 7:01-7:30 7:31-8:00 8: 01-8:55 

52 71.4 72.2 * * * 
53 50.0 53.8 63.6 66.7 * 
60 56.8 58.3 48.8 64.7 50.0 

63 * 88.2 * * * 
401 63.8 61.3 45.2 54.5 65.2 

402 66.7 57.5 45.0 38.6 37.5 

403 * 72.2 41.0 53.8 40.0 

404 72. 7 70.0 * 55.0 66.7 

405 80.0 * * 58.1 50.0 

Total 
sanple 231 211 203 243 90 

*No data on this route at this time. 

FUTURE CHANGE RANKINGS BY LIFE CYCLE CATEGORY 

F inally, the following table indicates which life cyc l e 

group tended to give highest priority and lowest priority 

to each of the possible future changes cited on the question

naire. An entry in this table indicates the group which gave 

a percentage of first priority rankings (denoted by an x) or 

a percentage of last priority rankings (denoted by a 0) -higher 

than might be expected from their share of the bus population. 

Where no group gave a significantly higher percentage or where 

two groups were tied in the percentages given_)this is so 

indicated. 
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Table D-5 

DESIRE FOR ~ FEATURF-5 · BY LIFE CYCIE 

Frequency 

Speed 

t-bre downtc,..m bus lanes 

Closer downtc,..m stops 

Extending busway east 
of El M:mte 

x = first priority 
O = last priority 

Newly 
Single Married 

X 

X 0 

0 

D- 9 

Full Ml 
Nest Nest 

1 2 

0 

0 

Eirpty 
Nest 

0 

0 

x,O 

X 





APPENDIX E 

STATION SURVEY 

A part of the overall st~tion evaluation was done through in

formal face-to-face interviews with users. Interviews were 

collected in the platform waiting area during peak and off

peak hours on a weekday. A total of 693 people were inter

viewed, 349 at the El Monte Station, 154 at the Hospital Sta

tion, and 190 at the College Station. The El Monte Station 

was surveyed on February 5, 1975; the Hospital Station 

was surveyed on February 5 and 6, 1975; and College Station 

was surveyed on April 1 and 2, 1975. 

EL MONTE STATION 

Data take rs approached passengers at random and asked them 

six or seven questions. (These are shown in Attachment E-A.) 

Table E-1 shows the response to the question "What do you 

feel are its [F.l Monte Station] best features?" 

Table E-1 
USER PERCEPTION OF EL MONTE S'I'ATION' S BEST FEATURES 

Feature 

Prompt, frequent service 

Open design, visibility 

Moves people, buses quickly 

Just like it 

Clear, frequent announcements 

Lobby 

Parking lot 

Facilities in general 

Personnel 

Other 

E-1 

n 

82 

72 

53 

49 

16 

14 

9 

9 

9 

31 

% of Passengers 
Responding 

23 

21 

15 

14 

5 

4 

3 

3 

3 
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Answers to questions were analyzed not only in terms of their 

frequency but also to see if responses varied by sex, by trip 

purpose (work or other), by time of day (peak or off-peak 

hours), and by those who used the station during the day only 

as opposed to those who used it at night as well (after 7:00 

PM). It may be helpful at this point to show a percentage 

breakdown of these different categories. They are shown in 

Table E-2. 

User 

All users 

Male 

Female 

Worke r 

Other 

Day 

Day/night 

Table E-2 
DEMOGRAPHICS, EL MONTE STATION 

Peak Off-Peak 
( 6-9 AM) ( 9 AM-3 PM) 

n % n % -- --
202 58 147 42 

103 51 80 54 

99 49 67 46 

177 88 43 29 

25 12 104 71 

161 80 98 67 

41 20 49 33 

6 AM-3 PM 

n % 

349 

183 

166 

220 

129 

259 

90 

52 

48 

63 

37 

74 

26 

"Prompt, frequent service" headed the list of the best fea

tures of the El Monte Station with 23% of those polled citing 

this feature. This perception varies little by sex, trip 

purpose, or time of day. However, those who use the station 

at night (after 7:00 PM) as well as during the day are not as 

satisfied with the service as those who use t he station only 

during the day. On ly 19% of night-time users included this 

as a "best feature" compared to 25% of t he day-only users . 

Second on t he list of best features was "open design, visi

bility." Twenty-one percent of the El Monte passengers cited 

this feature, which seems to be more i mportant to females, 
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listed by 24%, as opposed to males, listed by 17%. It also 

ranks more heavily with people whose trip purpose is not 

work-re lated. Twenty-six percent of these peop l e included 

this as a best feature; only 17% of the workers did so . 

"Moves people and buses q uickly" was listed as a best feature 

by 15 % of those interviewed . This perception is almost uni

form by sex, day or night use of station, and trip purpose. 

There is a vari a t ion among those who use the station during 

peak and off-peak hours. Twenty percent of off-peak riders 

listed t his as a best feature ; only 12 % of peak period riders 

did so . 

A number of people were unable to list a specific feature of 

the El Monte Station which appealed to them but indicated "I 

just like it. " This response was fourth on the list, being 

cited by 14% of those interviewed. There is no variance in 

this respons e by sex, trip purpose, time of day, or day / n ight 

use . 

Responses which fa ll in the "other" category include: central 

loca tion (5), protection from elements (4), cleanliness (4), 

t e lephone information (3), restrooms (3) , and escalator (3) . 

Addi tional comments not listed had one or two responses each. 

Table E-3 shows responses to the question "What do you feel 

are its [ El Monte Station] inadequacies?" 

Over one- third (36%) of the people interviewed felt that the 

station had no inadequacies . There was a higher percentage 

of females who fe lt this way (41 %) than males (31%). Off 

peak riders also seem t o be a bit more positive in their at

titude (39% responded "none") than peak period riders (33% 

of whom responded "none "). 
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Table E-3 
USER PEIOPI'ION OF EL M)N'I'E STATIOO' S INAD0JUACIFS 

% of Passengers 
Inadequacy n Responding 

None 124 36 

!-bre parking spaces needed 66 19 

Vending machines needed 51 15 

Personnel n.rle, unhelpful, etc. 25 7 

Lacks protection fran wind, rain 14 4 

Station is too small 10 3 

Selection process of berths inadequate 8 2 

Clock needs fixing 8 2 

Cars jam entranceway in parking lot 7 2 

other 32 9 

The biggest complaint about the station was that there are 

not enough parking spaces. Nineteen p e rcent o f those inter

viewed cited this inadeq uacy . Twenty percent of the day 

users felt that parking space was inadequate, while only 14 % 

of day/ night users felt it was a problem . There was no vari

ation in this complaint by sex, trip purpose, o r time of day. 

Fifteen pe rcent of the passengers polled felt that the sta

tion should have vending machines which sold hot / cold drinks, 

cigarettes, etc. Ma l es outnumbered fema l es in this complaint 

(17% of ma l es vs 11% of fe~ales), and 20 % of persons whose 

trip purpose was not work-related mentioned this as an inade

quacy compared to 11% of t h ose whose trip purpose was going 

to work . 

Complaints conce rning personnel came from 7% of those inter

viewed. These complaints referred to rudeness or the fee l ing 

that attempts to get information abou t schedul es , costs, etc . 

were not handled proper l y by station personne l. This complaint 
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varied little by sex, trip purpose, time of day, or day/ night 

use. 

Responses which fall in the "other" category include: escala

tor/ elevator doesn't work (4) and lobby closes too early (4). 

Additional comments not listed had one or two responses each. 

Table E-4 compares the number of positive and negative re

sponses. 

User 

All comments 

Male 

Female 

Peak rider 

Table E-4 
USER PERCEPTION OF EL MONTE STATION 

POSITIVE VS NEGATIVE COMMENTS 

Positive Negative 
Comments Comments 

344 221 

175 121 

169 100 

196 167 

Off-peak rider 148 24 

Worker 207 127 

Peak 172 105 

Off-peak 35 22 

Other 137 94 

Day 258 130 

Day/night 86 91 

Pos.-Neg. 
Ratio 

1.56 

1. 45 

1. 69 

1.17 

2.47 

1.63 

1. 64 

1. 59 

1. 46 

1. 98 

.95 

The overall reaction to the El Monte Station is a positive 

one with 1.56 positive comments made for each negative com

ment. Stated another way, 61% of the comments were positive 

and 39% were negative. 

The table indicates that the two groups with the most 
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positive reaction to the station are off-peak and day-only 

users. Those with the most negative reactions are peop le 

who use the station after 7:00 PM as well as during the day

the only group whose negative comments outweighed their posi

tive ones-and commuters or peak period riders. 

Ninety passengers said they used the station after 7:00 PM. 

These people also were asked if they had concerns for their 

personal safety when they used the station at night. Sixteen 

persons, or 18%, said they did. Six of these were males; 10 

were females. Some had specific concerns, e.g., that the 

back areas of the parking lot, which are some distance from 

the station building, needed better lighting. Others were 

more general, saying "I have concerns for my safety wherever 

I go at night." 

HOSPITAL STATION 

Passengers at the Hospital Station were asked the same ques

tions as those people interviewed at El Monte. Table E-5 

shows what these 154 riders fee l are the best features of the 

station. Again , answers were analyzed not only in terms of 

Table E-5 
USER PERCEPTION OF HOSPITAL STATION'S BEST FEATURES 

% of Passengers 
Feature n Responding 

Convenient 45 29 

Just like it 27 18 

Elevator 23 15 

Protection from wind, rain 16 10 

Speed in moving people, buses 13 8 

Other 21 14 
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their frequency but to see if answers varied by sex, trip 

purpose, time of day, and day-only vs day/ night use. The 

percentage breakdown of these categories is shown in Table 

E-6. 

Table E-6 
DEMOGRAPHICS, HOSPITAL STATION 

Peak Off-Peak 
User (6-9 AM) (9 AM-3 PM) 6 A.M-3 PM 

n % n % n % - - - --
All users 66 43 88 57 154 

Male 41 62 47 53 88 57 

Female 25 38 41 47 66 43 

Worker 54 82 46 52 100 65 

Other 12 12 42 48 54 35 

Day 44 67 64 73 108 70 

Day/night 22 33 24 27 46 30 

The convenience provided by the Hospital Station ranked high

est among comments on its best features. Twenty-nine percent 

of the riders interviewed listed this feature, often adding 

"Now I don't have to transfer in Los Angeles." This percep

tion varied little by sex, time of day, or trip purpose, but 

is ranked higher by those who use the station only during the 

day (listed by 33%) than by those who use it at night as well 

(listed by 22%). 

Eighteen percent of those interviewed were unable to state 

what the y felt was a single best feature of the station, re

sponding more gene rally by "I just like it" or "It's all 

good." Off-peak riders are more positive than peak period 

riders (22 % vs 12%), people whose trip purpose is not work

related are more positive than workers (20% vs 13%), and 

those who use the station during the night as well as the d~y 
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are more positive than those who use it only during the day 

(28% VS 13%), 

Having the use of the elevator ranked third on the list of 

best features and was cited by 15% of those interviewed. Ap

parently this feature is viewed as more important by males 

than females (20% vs 8%) and by off-peak riders than by peak 

period riders (18% vs 11%). 

"Provides protection from wind, rain" and "speed in moving 

people and buses" ranked fourth and fifth. Responses which 

fall in the "other" category include: attractive design (3), 

security guard (3), and additional comments with one or two 

responses each. 

Table E-7 shows what passengers at the Hospital Station per

ceive to be its inadequacies. 

Table E-7 
USER PERCEPTION OF HOSPITAL STATION'S INADEQUACIES 

Inadequacy 

None 

No rest rooms provided 

Lacks protection from wind, rain 

No security provided 

No information, schedules posted 

Other 

n 

54 

25 

24 

16 

11 

20 

% of Passengers 
Responding 

35 

16 

16 

10 

7 

13 

Over a third of the people interviewed (35%) felt that the 

station had no inadequacies. There was little variation in 

this feeling by sex, trip purpose, or day / night use of the 

station. The off-peak riders did state that there were no 

inadequacies more frequently than did peak period riders 

(40% VS 29%). 
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No rest rooms are provided at the Hospital Station and this 

was the Number 1 complaint cited by 16% of the passengers. 

This feeling is almost uniform by sex, trip purpose, time of 

day, and day/ night use. 

Sixteen percent of the people said that the station needed 

more protection from wind and rain. This comment most often 

referred to the overpass which crosses the busway connecting 

the station to Valley Boulevard, but also referred to the 

station itself, particularly that it was "cold." This com

plaint was cited more often by workers (20%) than by those 

whose trip purpose was not work-related (7%). There was 

little variation by sex, time of day, or day/ night use. 

A security guard is now on duty at the Hospital Station. 

However, at the time this user perception survey was made 

(February 5 and 6) no such service was provided, and this 

inadequacy was cited by 16% of the passengers, ranking third 

in their list of complaints. (This was reported immediately 

to SCRTD.) This concern was higher among females than males 

(15% vs 7%), among peak period riders than off-peak riders 

(21% vs 2%), and among workers than among those whose trip 

purpose was not work-related (13% vs 6%). 

The Hospital Station does have an information booth, but it 

is not staffed at this time. Complaints referring to this 

need for information service were coted bu 7% of the passen

gers and ranked fourth on the list of inadequacies. 

Responses which fall in the "other" catagory include: need 

for more lighting (4), need for more seats (4), complaints 

related to the elevator (3), and additional comments with 

one or two responses each. 
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Table E-8 compares the number of positive and negative re

sponses. 

User 

All comments 

Male 

Female 

Peak 

Off-peak 

Worker 

Peak 

Off-peak 

Other 

Day 

Day/night 

Table E-8 
USER PERCEPTIOH OF HOSPITAL STATION 

POSITI\73 VS NEGATIVE COMMENTS 

Positive Negative 
Comments Comments 

145 96 

86 57 

59 39 

59 51 

86 45 

96 67 

49 43 

47 24 

49 29 

104 67 

41 29 

Pos.-Neg. 
Ratio 

1. 51 

1.51 

1.51 

1.16 

1. 91 

1. 43 

1.14 

1.96 

1. 69 

1. 55 

1. 41 

The most positive group reaction comes from off-peak workers 

who make almost twice as many positive comments as they do 

negative ones. The most negative reaction comes from peak 

period workers with an almost even ratio of positive and neg 

ative comments. 

Thirty percent of the passengers s aid that t he y use the sta 

tion after 7:00 PM, and almost half o f the s e people exp ressed 

concerns for their personal safety when using t he s t a tio n at 

night. 

COLLEGE STATION 

Ninety percent of the passengers interviewed at the College 
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Station were students on their way to or from classes at 

California State University at Los Angeles. Almost uniformly 

they were delighted to have the new station in operation be

cause it afforded them easy access to the college, cut down 

their trip time, and for those who had switched from driving, 

cut their travel costs. (Questions asked at this station are 

shown on Attachment E-B.) 

TlIBir responses to the question about the station's best fea

tures are shown in Table E-9, along with responses of other 

passengers interviewed who were not students. In addition to 

Table E-9 
USER PERCEPTION OF COLLEGE STATION'S BEST FEATURES 

Feature 

Convenience, access to campus 

Speed, cutti ng down trip time 

Elevator 

Attractive appearance 

Cost savings-trip less expensive 

Other 

n 

96 

60 

35 

12 

10 

26 

% of Passengers 
Responding 

51 

32 

18 

6 

5 

14 

looking at frequency of responses, answers were analyzed to 

see if there were variations among male vs female and day

only vs day/ night use. Responses were not broken into peak 

and off-peak categories as such a division is not applicable 

to students. The percentage breakdown of these categories 

is shown in Table E-10. 

Half (51%) of the people interviewed spoke of the conveni

ence afforded them by the College Station and how it served 

to make the campus more easily accessible. This was men

tioned more frequently by males (51%) than by females (43%). 
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Table E-10 
DEMOGRAPHICS, COLLEGE STATION 

Student Other All 
n % n % n % 

All 171 90 19 10 190 100 

Male 89 52 11 58 100 53 

Female 82 48 8 42 90 47 

Day 121 71 15 79 136 72 

Night so 29 4 21 54 28 

Thirty-two percent were delighted that the busway station cut 

down their trip time, many stating "It takes me half as long 

to get here now." They also mentioned that fewer transfers 

were now necessary. Females rated this speed factor higher 

than did males (39% vs 25%) as did day/ night users vs day-only 

users (41% vs 28%). 

One-fifth (20%) were pleased with the elevator, since the 

eastbound boarding platform would require climbing or descend

ing five flights of stairs, were there no elevator. Females 

rated this feature higher than did male s (22% vs 15%). 

Some commented on the attractiveness of the station design 

and the lovely view one sees from the glass-walled elevators. 

Another group said that t h e stat i on made their trip less ex

pensive. Gene rally , these were p e ople who had switched from 

driving t o riding t he bus and were spending les s on gasoline 

and park ing costs. 

Responses which fe ll i n the "other" category included: avail

ability of p hones (4) and cleanliness (3). Additional com

ments not li s ted had one or two response s each. 
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Table E-11 shows what users perceive to be the inadequacies 

of the College Station. 

Table E-11 
USER PERCEPTION OF COLLEGE STATION'S INADEQUACIES 

Inadequacy 

None 

Lacks protection from wind, rain 

Elevators frequently out-of-order 

No information, schedules posted 

No rest rooms provided 

Other 

n 

89 

25 

21 

15 

13 

34 

% of Passengers 
Responding 

49 

13 

11 

8 

7 

18 

The overall reaction to this station is decidedly a positive 

one. Almost half the people interviewed (49%) saw no inade

quacies in the station. This reaction was higher among 

females than males (56% vs 39%) and among day-only users as 

opposed to day/night users (51% vs 35%). 

The station is located in a windy valley and except for the 

elevators, no part of the station is totally enclosed. The 

main complaint, cited by 13% of those polled, had to do with 

this problem-that the station lacked protection from the 

wind and specifically that the overpass (between the east

bound and westbound platforms) needed protection from the 

rain. (It is enclosed in wire mesh.) 

The day the survey was made one of the elevators was out-of

order for several hours. This frequent breakdown in elevat

ors was the second complaint cited by 11% of the passengers. 

A maintenance man working to correct the malfunction said 

the breakdowns occurred because the elevators were too new 

and the kinks had not yet been worked out. 
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There is an information booth on the top level of the sta

tion, but at the time of this survey it was not staffed. 

This inability to get information and the fact that bus 

schedules are not posted on the lower levels was cited as an 

inadequacy by 8% of the passengers. 

The fourth complaint was the lack of rest rooms. Additional 

concerns mentioned by passengers and aggregated into the 

"other" category include: lack of vending or coin-changing 

machines (9), lack of security personnel (7), and absence of 

clocks (4). Additional comments not listed had one or two 

responses each. 

Table E-12 compares the number of positive and negative re

sponses. 

Table E-12 
USER PERCEPTION OF COLLEGE STATION 

POSITIVE VS NEGATIVE COMI-1..ENTS 

Positive Negative Pos.-Neg. 
User Comments Comments Ratio 

All comments 239 108 2.21 

Male 127 59 2.15 

Female 112 49 2.29 

Day 16 6 69 2.41 

Day/night 73 39 1. 87 

Student 213 101 2.11 

Other 26 7 3.71 

As is evidenced by this table, station users have a decidedly 

positive view of the station, with 2.2 positive comments made 

for each negative one. Sixty-nine percent of the comments 

made were positive: 31% were negative. 
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Non-students are the most positive group. Those who use the 

station at night are the least positive but are still far 

from being a negative group with a positive-negative ratio 

of 1.9. 

Of the 190 passengers interviewed, 54 (28%) said they used 

the station after 7:00 PM-mostly students attending evening 

classes at the college. Twenty-four expressed concern for 

their personal safety when using the station at night, due 

to its isolation and lack of security. 

Related to this issue of security, passengers were asked, 

"If you had a choice would you prefer: 1) someone on duty 

in the information booth when you used the station, 2) a 

security guard patrolling the area, or 3) a closed-circuit 

TV system operating here?" and respondents were asked to rank 

their choices. Security guard ranked highest with a 1.5 

ranking, followed by information booth (2.0) and TV (2.4). 

This ranking was uniform among males and females, day and 

night users, and students and non-students. 

The information booth (currently not staffed) is located on 

the top level of the College Station, and one does not have 

a good view of either the westbound or eastbound loading 

platforms, located at lower levels, from this booth. Because 

of this, some passengers questioned whether or not a person 

working in the information booth could play an effective role 

in the security factor of the station. 

Many wished to know where the closed TV circuit would be mon

itored and felt that if this were done at any distance this 

option also would have little effectiveness. 
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J>.ttachme nt E-A 

EL MONTE AND HOSPITAL STATION SURVEY 

Good morning. We are conducting a survey to find out how 

people feel about the El Monte Station. I would like to ask 

you six questions. 

I s your trip purpose work-related or otherwise: 

Are you getting on or off the bus! (Usually this can be 

noted by data taker without asking the passenge r.) 

Do you feel this station has been effective ly designed for 

passenger convenience? 

What do you feel are its best features? 

What do you feel are its inadequacie s ? 

Do you feel the signs in the station are adequate and under

standable ? 

Do you use this station at night (after 7:00 PM) ? 

(If answer is yes) Do you have any concerns about your per

sonal safety when using the station at night ? 

Thank you very much. 

(Note sex, race, and apparent age category. Do not ask per

son for this information.) 
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1. 

Attachment E-B 

COLLEGE STATION SURVEY 

What is your trip purpose? Work School Shopping 

Other (If school trip ask) Are you a Student 

Teacher Employee 

2. ( For all those who are not checked "Student" above ask) 

Did you take a feeder bus to get to this station? (If yes) 

What line did you ride? 

3. What do you feel are the best features of this station? 

4. What do you feel are its inadequacies? 

5. Do you use the station at night (after 7:00 PM)? (If 

yes) Do you have concerns about your personal safety? If 

response is "Yes" probe for the reason. 

6. If given a choice, would you prefer to have a person 

working at the information booth, a security guard patrolling 

the area, or a closed-circuit TV system operating here? 

Please rank these in order of importance to you. 

7. Note sex, race, and apparent age of passenger. Do not 

ask for this information. 
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APPENDIX F 

SURVEY OF BUS OPERATORS 

BIGELOW-CRAIN ASSOCIATES 
873 SANTA CRUZ AVENUE • MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025 • (415) 32 3-2471 

As stated i n the letter by Mr. J. T. Johnston, RTD General Super

intendent of Transportation, the firm of Bigelow-Crain Associates 

is conducting an on-going evaluation of the San Bernardino Freeway 

Express Busway. We are asking for your participation in this sur

vey to help us understand driver perceptions and attitudes toward 

busway operations and regulations. 

Questions 1-11 all pertain to speed restrictions on the busway. 

1. The maximum legal speed of 55 mph 

could safely be increased (by mph) 

is about right 

should be lowered 

2. The 35 mph speed through Gibson tunnel, westbound, is 

too slow __ about right too fast 

3. The 45 mph speed through Gibson tunnel, eastbound, is 

too slow about right too fast --
4. The 30 mph speed on the Del Mar Ramps is 

too slow about right too fast 

don't drive this route 

5 . The 45 mph speed when approaching the Del Mar Ramps is 

too slow __ about right too fast 

6. The 35 mph (posted) spe ed on S curve near Fremont Ave, WB is 

too slow __ about right too f:tst 

7. The 35 mph speed, just east of Long Beach Fwy., eastbound is 

too slow __ about right 

Uit<U (fe«d-ldta,et4 
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8. Omitted. 

9. The 10 mph speed through the Hospital Station is 

too slow about -- right too fast 

10. The 10 mph speed through the College Station is 

too slow __ about right too fast 

11. The 5 mph speed through the El Monte Station loop is 

too slow __ about right too fast 

12. The required spacing of 1,000 feet between buses (when operat-

ing at 55 mph) is 

too long (could be lowered to ft.) 

about right 

should be longer (increase to ft.) 

13. How does the contra-flow lane affect bus speed (as compared 

to mixed traffic)? 

slows it down __ speeds it up about the same 

14. How can bus speeds on the contra-flow lane be improved? 

__ synchronize signals to favor bus flow 

__ provide a passing lane for buses 

relocate bus stops 

speed up the boardi ng process 

other (please comment) 
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15. In what way could the service director at the El Monte Station 

be of more assistance to you and the public? 

16. Do you feel there are any special loading or unloading problems 

at the El Monte Station? 

no 

yes (please comment) 

17. What is your experience with bus breakdown while driving on 

busway? 

no breakdowns 

bus has broken down times 

18. The rules given in the BUSWAY OPERATING MANUAL pertaining to 

bus breakdowns are 

clear and workable 

O.K. 

u nworkable and need changes (please comment) 
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19. Have you had any experience with auto accidents while driving 

on the busway? 

no )Did it involve intrusion into the bus lane? yes 

it involve intrusion into the shoulder? yes~Did yes 

~Did it affect your performance in any way? 

20. Are there any special problems involved in driving on the bus

way during foggy or rainy weather? 

no 

yes (please comment) 

21. Any special problems at night? 

no 

yes (please comment) 

22. In its third phase of operation, it is proposed that the bus

way include a mix of carpools and buses. Do you feel this 

would work? 

yes, definitely 

yes, but with changes needed in the present system 

( Please comment) 

__ no (explain) 
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23. If a limited number of carpools were allowed to use busway 

lanes, what effect do you think this would have on bus speeds 

and schedule reliability? 

a bad effect 

some negative effect 

little or no change 

24. Would allowing carpools on busway l~nes have an effect on the 

safety of the system? 

yes, definitely 

slightly 

none at all 

25. What is your overall opinion of the busway design? 

excellent as is 

good but could be improved by 

needs major changes, including 

Please give us-

Your age 
Months/years as busway driver 

yrs., __ mos. 

Years in service as a bus driver 

Years in service with SCRTD 
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